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ABSTRACT
A SIMULATION APPROACH TO TRACK QUALITY, COST AND
TIME DURING TEU3 MANUFACTURE OF METAL BONDED
ASSEn'lBLIES
An important aspect of many quality improvement initiatives launched by

manufachiring firms consists of i) either making the rework and intenm part scrap an
integral part of their manufactunng process, or ii) select a process with a process
capability higher than cost justifiable, or iii) increasing the process automation. Whereas
these efforts are justified by the need to reduce defect rates and improve end product
reliability. the difficulty to quanti@ the benefits of the resulting "higher quality levels"

has led many critics to stigmatize the initiative as a quality-at-any-cost scheme. The
motivation for this thesis was driven by a more than 30% rate of nonconformance
expenenced by a local aerospace Company during the fabrication of adhesively bonded
metal structural assemblies. Ln this thesis, a systematic problem solving approach is
developed to i) understand the process and the problem, ii) identify the source(s) of the
problem, iii) model the process, iv) test the specification or the given conditions if they

can be met, and v) develop a simulation model for the process to allow continuous
tracking of quality, cost and time. A cntical review of the metal bonding process is
presented with a view to develop a thomugh understanding of the process fint. Problem
solving tools such as Pareto analysis are used to identify the vital few sources that are
responsible for majonty of the problems associated with part nonconformance. The prefit
process used for v e n m g the required mating conditions for detail parts that make up the
bonded assembly, and their specified dimensional tolerances were found to be the main

problems causing assembly nonconformance. During the prefit process, the detail parts
are made to fit like a jigsaw puzzle on a simulated bond tool, and gaps between al1

associated joints are verified to meet the requirements for the bond line thickness on the
final booded assernbly. If the prefit gaps are not as per the requirements, the cured
assembly will have either too thin or two thick bond lines, besides having disbonds, voids
or porosity. If these defects are found at the h a l assembly, the parts have to be scrapped,
as no rework is possible at this stage. It is therefore, imperative that attention is paid
during the prefit stage to ensure that the gap related defects don't escape the prefit
process. In this research, a simple spreadsheet simulation approach (on MicrosoR Excel)
was developed to test the detail part specification and veriw if it was theoretically

possible to obtain the required gaps at various joints. The approach was then extended to
determine the extent of gap compliance, and identiQ the conditions under which gap
compliance could be achieved. Finally, a stochastic dynamic (SD) simulation model for
the prefit process of a typical metal bonded assembly, the Main Landing Gear Door

(MLG Door), was deveioped on Witness Simulation Software. The mode1 takes into
account, the initial part dimensional attributes, the steps used in the prefit process, the
cost and cycle time considerations, the level of inspection required, and human
interactions such as level of operator experience etc. Also, the model allows analysis of
various possible scenarios with minor modifications to the code. Results of analysis show
that the model provides a very powerful means of prompting about the exact nature of the

gap related defects and problems, where they occur, and how they could possibly be fixed
even before the parts are released for production. Such knowledge is crucial to the
success of the manufactwing process in producing parts with minimal nonconformance.
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Chapter 1
A SIMULATION APPROACH TO TRACK QUALITY, COST

AND TIME DURING THE MANUFACTURE OF METAL
BONDED ASSEMBLIES
1.1

Introduction
This research is aimed at developing a model for continuous tracking of product and

process quality, cost and time during rnanufacturing. The general objective is to create an
andytical approach, which allows identification of problems that affect the quality, and
productivity of manufactured goods in a factory on a continuous basis. The project is directed
to a specific manufacturîng process of metal to metal adhesive bondine, which is used to
fabricate complex light weight structural aircraft components, at a local Aerospace Company.

At the time the project was initiated, the rnanufacturing process was generally plagued with a
variety of problems, resulting in costly reworkfscrap affecting the cost, quality rating,
productivity and more importantly delivery to the customer. The main objective of the work
was to develop a process simulation model that will enable employees to continuously track

the product quality throughout the production operation. This will allow problems to be

identified 2nd fixed d e r the fint occurrence, and desired corrective action taken to eliminate
the problem from the systern. It was also expected that the model will enable managers and
the executive to commit needed resource(s) to incorporate the necessary facilities for added

process control, etc., if the same could minimize/eliminate the noncornpliance fiom the
system.

1.2 Background and Motivation for this Research
The end of the cold war has had multiple effects on the aerospace industry.
Introduction of technologies that were considered to be part of national secunty 1s now
allowed in the commercial market.

At the same time, the demand fkom traditional

govemment sources, for example the defense sector, has dropped due to budget cuts.
Consequently, organizations are k i n g new challenges for comrnercializing its products to
diversi@ risks. Such a shift in business focus has obviously put the organizations into a more
competitive environment. These changes have necessitated fundamental restmcniring in the
business strategic planning process for both marketing and manufactunng.
Adhesively bonded lightweight structural metal parts were traditionally used in
military aircrafl. However, there has been tremendous growth in the past two decdes in the
usage of such parts in commercial aircrafl to reduce aircraft weight and consequently

improve the fuel efficiency. Typicaily, as much as 10-30% of today's aircraft is composed of
adhesive metal bonded structures. The Company has produced metal bonded parts for
military and commercial aircrafl for many years. The typical problems faced by them were
as follows:
The tirne to develop the manufachuing process for every distinct part took

between nine to twelve months.
Even after the process was developed, more than 30% of al1 parts produced were
subject to expensive nonconformance resulting in scrap and rework.

The nonconformances were ofien not found until after the assembly was
complete, and sometimes the cause(s) of the problern were never identified. This
resulted either in expensive repairdrework or part scrappage affecting the gross
margins.

In 1993, when the compuiy won a major contact From Boeing to manufacture metal
bonded parts for their B767 aircraft, they expanded significant effort in upgrading their metal
bonding facility to comply with Boeing Company's requirements. In fact with this facility
upgrade, this company is one of only ten companies in North Arnerica capable of making

good quality adhesively bonded metallic aircraft assemblies. As discussed in Chapter 3, even
though many of the problems associated with the surface preparation of parts pnor to actual

metal bonding were resolved as a result of the facility upgrade, the situation in regards to
reducing the nonconformances did not improve at d l . Even though the company was able to
meet the required design specifications, and their prices were competitive at the time,
profitability was seriously affected due to a high level of nonconformance.

In late 1994 this problem was brought to the attention of the University of Manitoba,
and the local aerospace company agreed to sponsor a project in conjunction with the NSERC
to look at the problem from a systems perspective.

The objective was to develop a

systematic understanding of the metal bonding process and corne up with an approach that
would eliminate the non-value added activities (NVA) fiom the system while at the sarne
time minimize, if not completely eliminate, the sources of nonconformance. The details of
work carried out under the auspices of this Industry-NSERC sponsored project are contained

in this thesis.

A critical review of the manufacturing process employed at the cornpany over the

past decade revealed that the production of metal bonded parts proceeds through a sequence
of stages.

Those stages are receivingl inspection of raw matenals (particularly the

perishables); maintainhg an optimal level of inventory; chernical preparation of metallic
details after detailed pre-fit operations; lay up of assemblies for bonding, autoclave curing,
and subsequent final acceptance inspection of bonded structural parts. Different customers
often have different process requirements to produce the same type of finished part. The
entire process sequence, though simple, is very unforgiving and therefore, requires stringent
process control during each and every process stage. Each processing stage is associated
with a number of complex, interrelated, and ofien not easily undentood variables. Therefore,

slight operator negligence or lack of control at any process stage usually results in defects in
the finished cured part.

Lack of undentanding of the exact cause of the defects offen resulted in expensive
down times, unnecessary change of chernicals in various process tanks and added testing of
adhesive materials, while still not providing a systematic solution to the problem which
continued to randomly occur. Whereas the problems associated with poor surface preparation
and resulting rejected parts have now been overcome by the Company after the installation of
a technologically superior facility of phosphoric acid anodizing (PAA) for surface
preparation of aluminum parts, problems in other areas of manufacturing of metal bonded
parts continue to occur on an ongoing basis, requiring signifiant rework at the expense of

productivity.

1.3

Objectives
The objectives of the present research are

To develop a methodology to focus on the problems during manufactunng.
To create a simulation model of the relevant problem portion of the rnanufacturing
process for

adhesive metal bonding. which will allow continuous tracking of problems

associated with product quality. cost and time throughout the manufacturing cycle at each
processing stage.

To help in developing a systematic undentanding of the rnanufacturing process and offline investigation of how individual processes affect the outgoing quality and
productivity. For example, detail and assembly fabrication, testing, inspection, rework
and repair, combined with the quality and lead times of incoming components and raw
materials from subcontract vendon, iogether determine the outgoing quality and overall
productivity .

To analyze and track the product quality at any tirne and at any processing stage, develop
a method for systematic generation and evaluation of alternatives. The analysis is
expected to allow qualitative/semi-quantitative predictions from three perspectives:
quality, cost and time, thereby providing a sharp focus on the engineering aspect of
measurement of product quality.
nie developed model incorporates qualitative reasoning concepts kom several
experts' technical knowledge. it is expected that the methodology developed wodd have
general app licability to any rnanufacturing system where tracking of continuous
product/process quality is required to improve the bottom line.

This thesis is organized into six chapters as follows, including this introductory
chapter:
Chapter 2 provides a bnef review of literature in the following categones: i) relevant
work related to the quality of metal to metal bonding, ii) research in defining and modeling
the quality, cost and tirne aspects of production processes from a systerns perspective, and iii)
studies related to rneasuring the quality of product. Scope of ths research is restated at the
end of chapter 2.

In Chapter 3, a brief overview of the adhesive metal bonding process is provided with
a view of developing a thorough understanding of al1 aspects of the process. Also presented
in this chapter is a description of the problems (defects) typically encountered during the
bonding process. Different types of bonding defects, cause(s) for those defects and their
effect on bond quality are also discussed along with the inspection methods employed to
detect and classify the bonding defects. A proper understanding of the bonding process and
the bonding defects will be useful in subsequent chapters in order to develop the framework
for modeling and simulation.
Chapter 4 provides a systematic problem solving approach to identify those specific
process elements that are largely responsible for majority of the quality problems associated
wiîh the metal bonded parts. The results obtained From this approach are then validated by
collecting and analyzing real data on a metal bonded Main Landing Gear Door assembly.
Once the process elements responsible for noncornpliance are identified in Chapter 4,
a methodology for this research is presented in Chapter 5. In this chapter, elements of the
modeling approach are discussed in detail and results orsorne initial analysis are presented in
order to develop a strategy for ddressing the problem areas.

Finally, the simulation mode1 of the manufacturing process (specifically the prefit
process) is described in Chapter 6. Results of simulation are presented and discussed.

Some important conclusions are drawn and suggestions for fùrther research made at
the end ofthis thesis as Chapter 7.

Chapter 2
LITERATURE REViEW AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Introduction
[n

this chapter, relevant published work is surveyed and analyzed to evaluate the

present state-of-the-art in the area of quality as iit relates to manufacturing of adhesively
bonded metd parts. The review was conducted in the following categories:
relevant work related to the quality of metal to metal bonding,
research in defining and modeling the quality, time and cost aspects of production
processes From a systems perspective, and
studies related to rneasuring the quality of product.

2.2

Quality in Metai Bonding Process: Survey
Most of the research on metal-polymer (adhesive) bonded and other composite

structures has so far bcused on understanding the individual aspects of various processes

involved in their fabrication and how these help in improving the quality of bonded parts.
Wegman (1989) and Cagle (1973) presented a comprehensive review of surface treatment

methods (Forest product limited-ETL etch, chromic acid anodizing-CAA, Phosphone acid
anodizlng-PAA, etc.), where they correlated the microscopie properties (Le., the surface
morphology and chemistry) of the surface with the bond durability. In addition, their work
provided a procedure and surface charactenzation method io dlow engineers to choose the
appropriate surface preparation for a particular application.

8

Adleman (1982) have s h o w that the bonds fomed with PAA-treated adherends
exhibit durability during exposure to humid environments, that is superior to those formed
*th

FPL-treated adherends, especially when epoxy adhesives are used.

In addition,

phosphoric anodizing ( P M ) bonds are less sensitive to processing variables such as rinsewater chemistry and time before nnsing (Olsen, 1978).
The integrity of adhesive-metal bonded joints depends critically upon the preparation
of metai surfaces (morphology of the surface oxide on the metd) pnor to bonding.
J.D.Venables (1979). J.O.Donco et al. (1987) and Knloch (1982) have shown how the
bond durability is significantly enhanced when the adherend surface contains a significant

degree of microscopie roughness.

Many researchers have studied factors responsible for prornoting the integrity and
long term durability of adhesive-metal bonds. Nearly al1 failures in adhesively bonded

alurninum components in aircrafi have been initiated by moisture (Brockmam. 1979). The
failure analysis is performed to provide an insight into the mechanism of crack propagation.
Due to the presence of moisture, crack propagation is more severe.

Therefore, bond

durability c m be irnproved by decreasing the rate of water difhsion through the adhesive
@avis (1993), Rabbo, 1976 ,and Brockrnarn et al., 1986).

J.S.Ahearn et al. (1980) have shown that durability of epoxy-alurninum is a function
of the mechanical interaction between the oxide and the adhesive and of the resistance of the

oxide surface. Others (Brockmam, 1979) have suggested that the micro-roughness allow the

strain energy at the crack tip to be distributed over larger areas, resulting in a more durable
bond.

Bond durability has also been irnproved using inorganic adhesive pnrners (Bruno,
1970). Such agents have been found to impmve the durability of bonds formed with smooth
adherends, but no more than a micro-rough morphology does.
Also, much work has been carried out in the past on the selection of adhesives,
properties of adhesive systems, quality of bonded joints and the non-destructive evaluation

(NDE)and general testing of bonded structures.
Gauthier (1990), and Cope (1983) evaluated a wide variety of adhesive systems to
obtain a large spectnim of properties in bonded stnictures. They have also presented the
selection critena of various types of adhesives. According to the published literature, there
are mainly five groups (stnicniral, hot melt, pressure sensitive. water base, and ultraviolet) of
comrnonly used adhesives.

An adhesive system, such as hot melt adhesive, is mostly used for metal bonding due
to its good gap-filling capability, rapid bond formation and good barrier properties (Flanagan,
1973). The change in properties with time and storage conditions (temperature and
environment) of various adhesive systems is studied by Pike. 1985.
A major cause of poor bonding quality is the contamination of xherend surfaces

(Davis, et al. 1982). The contarninants c m be dust, grease, oil, oxides (on metallic surface),
or particles of the adherend. The extremely fine pores on al1 well-prepared bonding surfaces
are prefect traps for oils found on virtually al1 surfaces, such as fingers, nylon gloves, Kraft
paper, silicone mbber and Teflon (McNarnara et al. 1979). Chen et al. 1977, have shown that
when adherend is rinsed in flourine-contaminated water, or is exposed to fluorine vapor, the
oxide-epoxy bonds are relatively weak and readily disnipted by moisture (Gledhill et ai. 1974
and Pike, 1986). In addition, fluoride contaminated rinse water c m deposit a sufficiently

concentrated ion residue on the fiesh aluninuni oxide surface so as to react with arnbient
moistwe and form an acid that attacks the oxide structures (Venables, 1984).
Exhaustive research has been carried out by almost al1 major aerospace laboratones
on the non-destructive evaluation (NDE) and general testing of bonded structures.
Considerable research (Rose (!9??), Botsco (19841, Hagemaier (1977) Pc Bar-cohen et al.

(1978)) at Fokker Aircrafi Company in the Netherlands led to the important discovery that
the ideal oxide configuration for adhesion on alurninurn alloys can be detected by inspection
with an elecbon microscope at a suitable magnification. In addition, according to these

researchen, Fokker's methodology can also be used as a contamination tester.
The published literature in the area of manufacnuing systems in general and in the

area of metai bonding in particular shows a complete lack of effort into defining and
modeiing of the quality aspects of production processes fiom 3 system's perspective.

2.2.1 Quality from a Systems Perspective
There is only a hand full of litenture available in the area of controlling the bonding
process From a system's perspective.
Thomas (1990) focused on the control of bonding process using statistical process
control (SPC) methods. in SPC,control charts are employed on the established key process
parameters that drive the quality. SPC is usehl when the key process variable that affects

the quality of the final part are known. However, bonding is a complex process, and a large
number of variables at each process step affect the quality of the part. The interactions arnong
these variables are often unlaiown. Therefore, identification of the key variables that effect
the quaiity of the part is generally difficult. The application of SPC in the area of metal
bonding is therefore complex.

Espie et al. (1995) developed a mode1 which guides users in defming the specific
quality requirements for a bonded assembly and the specific quality management actions
needed to ensure that the quality requirements are met. The geneni code of this model is
written in Visual Basic to present the quality plan to the user. This quality model helps in
defining the quality requirements for each stage of bonding. A feedback system is also

designed to provide the user with an opportunity to adjust his quality system at each stage.
However, this mode1 is not capable of analyzing and tracking the quality of the rnanufactured
product.
Gutowski (1 99 1) developed a knowledge-based, advanced composites li fe cycle
management system, which is user-friendly and provides:
a comprehensive material traceability;
a quality management support system for both R&D (research and development) and

high volume production environments;
a system that would satisQ the cornpelling need to replace shop-floor paper documents

with a flexible, easily maintainable cornputer-aided system.
The main ernphasis of this work is to develop a software using an object-oriented
metaphor. Tracking the final product quality to identify, analyze and eliminate the source(s)
of the problem for system robustness is compIetely rnissing fiom these approaches

2.3

Manufacturing System: Quality, Cost and Time

2.3.1 Manufacturing System
Manufacturing systems are complex, dynamic and stochastic in nature. They consist
of a nurnber of subsysterns interacting and intercommunicating in an attempt to make the
overall system h c t i o n profitably (Bielunska-Perlikowski (1997)). Manufacturing facilities

create wealth by transforming material into fùnctionally desirable, aesthetically pleasing,
environmentally safe, economically aordable, highly reliable, top-quality products. The
manufacturing system also provides gainhl employment to drive the economy.
A manufacturing system is composed of many resources, such as stonge

buffers, machines and fixtures, transportation elements, cornputers and people. As the
resources interact with each other, they create problems of coordination of the production
processes. The design and control difficulties stem from the quantity of data to be handled
within the system, the uncertainty of an environment where many disturbances may occur,
and the structure of the system and the complex relationships between the interacting

subsystems that are part of it. To find the best strategy, researchers build mathematical
models for the manufactunng processes using analytical and/ or simulation approaches. If an
analytical solution to the mathematical mode1 is available and cornputationally efficient, it is
often desirable to study the system. Unfominately, manufacturing facilities, in reality, are
highly compler, so that finding and validating the analytical mode1 without using simulation

is virtually impossible.
Over the years, different modeling tools have been developed to deal with a large
variety of production processes and manufacturing systems. The manufactunng systerns may

be classified by a nurnber of characteristics: volume and diversity of jobs, discrete versus
process industry, type of raw materials, etc. The most common con£ïgurations include
(Askùi et. al. 1993):

Product or flow Iines (assembly lines, transfer lines),
hocess or job shops, where production departments are fomed by machines with similar
capabilities and performing similar functions;

Group technology or cellular manufacturing, which convert what would othenvise be
process layout systems to pseudo product layout environments;
Fixed position, which is used for production of very large objects as ships, airplanes.
Each configuration has its strengths and weaknesses and requires a different modeling

approach. Models form a rational basis for designing new systems and leaming about
existing systems. Models can be used for system optimization, performance prediction,
control, or for gathering insight into the system (Kmarker, 1994).

The success of any manufacturing system is largely dependent on the quality product
produced at low cost and delivered on time to a competitive market. Even though it is
understood that a product should have high quality, low cost and minimum time to market, it
is usually impossible to achieve al1 the individual optimal goals. This is due to the fact that
interactions among them exist and trade-off s among these three factors are crucial.
However, sometimes proper trade-offs are not guaranteed as people view a product from
different perspectives.
Most of the published literature as above has dealt with quality cost and time
individually. A b M individual review of the three factors (quality, cost and time) in
manufachiring systems is given below.

2.3.2 Quality in manufacturing
The literature review revealed that numerous approaches to quality control have been
developed over the years. Among them, the following approaches are popular: (1) statistical
approach, (2) management approach, (3) scientific approach, (4) humanistic approach, (5)
zero defect approach, (6) cornputer aided approach, and (7) information management system.

Table 2.1 presents a bief summary of the research in these various areas.

Table 2.1 :A brief Summary of Research in the Area of Quality
Remarks

Researcher
I

Statistical approach
On statistical quality control (SQC)and the use of control charts as
a tool to monitor and control production processes.
B o d ~ e et al. The application of probability theory in the development of
sampling techniques for economic quality assessrnent of large
11941)
batches.
Wheeler et al. Methodology to capture the dynarnics of production processes.
Their process improvement framework is based on SQC.
:1992)
Box,
G.E.P. Introduced Evolutionary Operation (EVOP)concept for design of'
experirnents, which is simple but powefil statistical tool with wide
[ 1957)
application in industry.

3hewhart (1931)

Management Approach
Deming (MO), 1 Established the foundation of basic thinking in quality assurance
Juan (1964)
and management.
1 Promulgated a problem-specific concept for improvement, which
Juran (1979)
provides a structured approach to problem solving once the
improvernent project is selected.
Deming (1982)
Developed an approach consisting of 14 steps which involve
management cornmitment, organization, cost of quality, problem
resolution, and participant recognition.
Crosby (1980)
Emphasized that by using management and organizational
processes corporate culture and attitudes can be changed.
Scientific Approach
Taylor (19 11)

1 Taylor's initial objectives were to set work standards by quantifying

I
Ohno (1978)

h a i (1986)
Taguchi (198 1)

times and motions of worken performing their routine tasks,
thereby providing a rational basis for compensation. His primary
tool was time study.
Studied various aspect of worker and machine operations to
eliminate waste and explore the creativity of human beings. Terms
that are cornmon place today, such as just-in-tirne, quality circle,
Kanban and many others are Ohno's inventions.
Developed Kaizen concepts and philosophy which draw upon the
best in human nature and challenges the status quo by bringing
together the opposite poles of management theory.
Developed quality tool called "Loss Function" for product design.
The concept is based on the idea that loss to society occm
whenever there is a deviation fiom the most desirabIe value. The
larger the deviation from the desired value, the greater the loss tc

society by a product, the better the product's quality (Gitlow).
He is considered as a leader in Japanese quality control. The
Ishikawa diagram, also referred to as cause-and-effect diagrams,
tree diagrams, or fishbone diagrarns, display the factors that affect a
particular quality characteristic outcorne, or problem.
Dessouky et al. Developed engineering approach to qudity to operate al1 stages of a
product life cycle. Various fùnctional blocks are developed and
(1987)
arranged within analytical framcworks within which information
flow c m be described.
Humanistic Approach
Ishikawa (1976)

1

Pugh et al. (1964)

hnai (1986)
Pnce (1995)

Developed the motivational theory and hierarchy of needs by
delineating five levels of needs: physiological, safety, belongings
and love, self esteem, and self-actualization.
Developed an approach to the management of human resources,
aligned to McGregor's 'Theory Y' management style.
Cornmitment to quality, morale and motivation could be fostered by
a management approach, which encouraged participation in quality
problem solving.
Identified that empowering people and fostering their creativity
have long and growth-producing impact.
In support of the hypothesis that increased line worker
empo~ërmentis associated with increased rnanufacturing quality,
especially in manufacturing environrnents of high product
complexity and new manufacturing technology introductions.
Found that quality management and employee involvement
prograrns had the greatest impact when implemented jointly. They
s w e y e d 1000 companies and developed the five training
categones.
Study shows that through employee involvement and training,
employee becomes a problem solver and solution implementers
capable of using a common set of problem solving skills (such as
self managed teams, pareto analysis and fishbone diagrams).
Effective employee cm become an organization's competitive
Y

Zero defects approach
Shingo (1986)

Mills (1987)

Descnbed 'Poka-Yoke system, where the improvement process is
concentrated on 'error-proofing' the process and equipment. Shingo
provides a number of examples, including that of an assembly section
employing 23 workers, and producing 30,000 complex sub assemblies
per month, where no defective sub-assemblîes were manufacnired in a
period of six months.
Established cornparisons between workforce attitudes and industrial
cultures in various industrialized economies, and Japanese success in

1 quality

1

matten is held to be an exarnple of zero defects may be
achieved by the involvement and motivation of a receptive workf'orce.
Made a distinction betwsen zero defects systems based on tolerances,
and a policy of using never-ending reduction in process variability as a
criterion for excellence. The zero defect system is regarded as a
superior approach from the quality improvement perspective, leading
to greater customer satisfaction.
Cornputer aided Quality

Gunter(1989)

/ Rembold et al. 1 Analyzed various aspects of quality control in computer-integrated
systems and said " In future, manufacturing facitities hierarchical
computer systems will be employed to supervise an integrated quality
control system".
Ackerman et Developed the approach to use computer technology to provide
"quality tool" at AT&T. In this approach, four major themes
al. (1 986)
examined are in-process control, process quality, the ability to
analyze and make use of variable instead of attribute data.
Tuttle (1987)
Descnbed the concept of computer aided quality and examined the
1
1 requirements for an integated system For incorporating a
comprehensive set of quality functions.
Tannock
Developed a modelling technique of quality system to guide
(1995)
manufacturing industry. Du Pont Electronics uses the automated
quality monitoring system for a high-speed computer controlled
1
1 connecter assembly machine.
Information Management System
(1985)

3

I

Nof et
(1989)

al. Identified the research needs, challenges in application of computers
and information science of industrial engineering. They pointed out
that implementation of information systems is one of the critical
issues.
Faillace (1986) Identified the significance of relational database management systems
to analyze and manage quality assurance data.
Kimbler et al. Addressed recent advances in manufacturing and identified issues for
(1989)
research in quality and process control in manufacturing. They also
discussed and illustrated the significance of i d e n t i m g control actions
as an integrai part of process or quaiity conbol system.
Cullen (1987) 1 Developed Quality Decision Management package, which includes
database system for cornplete quality information reporting.
Dowding
Developed data acquisition and reporting application advanced
1 system, which has advanced features, including a certain amount of
I(l987)
integration with production planning computer Gstems.

1

1

-

Most of the above work (Table 2.1) emphasized exhortation and publicity with a
complete lack of specific actions to improve product quality. None of these examined an
organization in tenns of the functioning of its productive systerns and the rnanner in which
the system is organized.

23.3 Cost in Manufacturing System
In any manufacturing activity setup cost is always a key metric to measure the
success of the system. Table 2.2 presents a summary of literature review re!ated to cost
estimation method used in manufachiring systems.

Table 2.2: A Bnef Summary of Research in the Area of Cost in Manufacturing Systern

I

~

l

Researcher

I

Remarks

Presented detailed cost estimation method for quotation, bidding etc.
In this approach, the results of cost could not directly and fully support
product design and redesign.
Gave a good oveMew of five approaches for cost modeling, namely,
experienced engineers judgement, expert estimation, computer
prograrns to implement estimator's method, assembly driven design for
manufacturing and design for total Iife cycle costs. Using this
approach, a specific and precise estimation could be obtained.
Shah et al. Developed four difierent measunng techniques of manufacturability
( 1990)
which could provide designers a stmtegy for redesign by identiwng
tradeoffs involved for maximum cost gain.
Sheldon et. al. Developed a c o a mode1 based on manufactunng processes.
(1991)
Tang (1988)
Developed a computer prograrn for the cost calculation, in which the
mode1 includes only the cost of product quaiity not the production cost
nor other costs.
Hu (1996)
Generated a set of cost evaluation models in order to facilitate cost
cornparison analysis of injection molding and stamping manufacturing
processes.

Most of these models do not include al1 cost factors associated with the
manufacturing process in order to analyze their effect on product quality.

2.3.4 Time in Manufacturing System
Time consideration in manufacturing systems is becoming increasingly important in
today's cornpetitive world. Time to market mainly includes production tirne, cycle time,
inspection time, rework time, etc. Lu, Deepa Ramaswarny and Kumar (1992) have
investigated the cycle time performance of a class of scheduling policies called fluctuationsmoothing policies. Narahari and Khan (1995) presented an effcient analytical technique
based on mean value anaiysis to predict cycle time and throughput. Their model can also
help in comparing different ways of locating inspection stations from a cycle tirne and

throughput viewpoint. They have also extended the model to include inspection times m d
contention for inspection stations.

2.3.5 Combining Quality, Cost and Time: Simulation Techniques
The sitrvey in this area shows a rather complete lack where cognizance is given to
Quality, Cost and Time in manufacturing, al1 at the same time. However, there are few
studies that combine more than one area at a tirne for example quality and cost, cost and tirne
to market, quality and inspection planning, cost-time and performance. The related litenture
in manufacturing systems show that combining more than one factor at a time is cumbersome
and hard to manage using theoretical or qualitative models. Because of the complexity of
industrial problems, mathematical and optimization models and techniques usuaily have
difficulty in representing most industrial and quality problems. Therefore, in order to
approach real industrial problems, researchen have mainly used computer prograrns or
simulation modeling techniques to handle the complexity of the rnanufacturing world.
Lester et al. (1977) pointed out that simulation c m be used to imitate reai world
relations, and the greater the sirnilarity of the simulation variables to actuality, the more

usefùl will be the study. Simulation is a powerful tool that offers systematic analysis
methods. If applied properly, simulation offers simple means to study in detail the proposed
changes to production systems in order to determine if the proposed modifications will have
the desired effect. It d s o allows for the testing and analysis of "wwhat if' scenarios (Pritsker

et. al. 1979). According to Smith and Platt (1988). one of the major advantages of simulation
is in animating the process under investigation. Animation is an extremely usefùl tool to
assist in the presentation of the results OF the simulation to managers that rnay not be
convenant with simulation, resulting in greater credibility and a more easily undentood
presentation for the decision makers.
2.3.5.1

Quality and Cost
Tang's (1988) model includes the cost of product quality, to see the effect of' one raw

matenal parameter on material cost.

Using Taguchi (1986) quality cost h c t i o n , he

developed a special cornputer program for the calculation of cost. Chen (1994) attempted to
include al1 cost factors with a raw material that may have some effect on the manufacturing
process and product quality. Computer simulation method is used to mode1 cost impact on
the purchasing process, the manufacturing process and product quality.

A nwnber of authon have described simulation approaches, which address controlcharting issues.

Barish and Hauser (1963) undertook an exercise ushg Monte Carlo

simulation to examine the effect of various decision d e s on charting costs. Elstrop et al.
(1992) described a contïnuous time-dependent manufachring process in the quality model.

This is implemented with a simulation application capable of comparing costs for different

chart sample azes and inspection intervals in the context of a complex model of the
multistage manufacturing process. Tannock (1995) described a simulation technique which

allowed quantification of costs associated with different inspection strategies for batches of
simulated components having a single quality characteristic. Costs were calculated and
compared using traditional cost of quality.
2.3.5.2

Quality and Inspection Planning
Buzacott and Cheng (1984) have developed a general simulation model of an

assembly system for improving the quality of the system. The simulation model enables the
user to answer questions such as: where to cany out the tests and the inspections? How much
inspection and testing is required? What incoming quality should be required f?om each
component? What quality level should be sought from the individual processes? And so on.
Their quality simulation model c m serve as a powerfùl tool for users to gain Uisight about the
behavior of the system and to explore the optimal process panmeters for each process as
well as the structure of the system. Peters and Williams (1984) used cornputer simulation as

a tool to establish an effective quality program for inspection and testing of critical product
attributes. Their simulation model can answer "when and where" in the production process
should the actual inspection be perfomed. Palaniswami and Hassan (1988) and Saxena et
al. (1990) investigated the economic trade off relevant to a given inspection plan based on

quality inspection planning approaches using cornputer simulation.
2.3.5.3

Cost and Time to Market

Duffey and Dixon (1993) proposed a b e w o r k type model for cost and time to
market evaluation. The aspects considered in their model are (1) product elements, which
include sub-assemblies, components, and features; (2) activities, which include product
realization, process realization and decision points; (3) resources, which include marketing,

engineering, tooling and hancing. Since it is kamework type model, there is a need for cost
and time estimation methods that capture information from these aspects.
2.3.5.4

Cost, Time and Product Performance

Business success is largely dependent on the timely delivery of a low cost, high
quality product. Hu (1996) understood the importance of these three factors and developed a
fhmework for tha overall evaluation of cost, thne and performance of a product. However,
there are few weahesses associated with his approach: 1) there is no cornputer simulation
technique developed that can evaluate product performance and then propose alternative
processes. 2) The cost evaluation models in this study are based on existing data collection
and there is no provision to update the evaluation database. 3) A senes of guidelines and

conclusions are based on cost and time cornparison only. 4) The presented approach is very
specific to injection molding and stamping process.
The above approach, although valuable in process selection, fails to take into account
the product quality generated by the manufacturing process. The basic elements in a
production system such as receiving inspection of incorning materiais, quality of detail parts
and assembly fabrication, testing and rework quality play an important role in ascertaining

the quality. The interrelationships arnong the elements have significant effect on product
quality; therefore, understanding of their effect becornes necessary. In many situations, even

if al1 the individual processes involved in the manufacture of a product are perforrning
satisfactorily, it does not imply that the overall quality of the product will be good. If the
product is complex enough, as are metal bonded parts, a mal1 number of defects occurring at
each process stage may accumulate and lead to poor overall product quality.

2.4 Quality and its Evaluation
In the manufacturing system, keeping a close eye on the product quality is important

as the product goes through the various stages of production process. Quality will be
monitored in terms of how it changes, how much it changes and where it got changed.
Theref'rc, it is important tto h a x some critena or measuing unit for the qudit). so L!at

product quality c m be tracked easily during and after production process. Difficulty exists
for measunng or evaluating the quality due to the following reasons: 1) there are the variety
of manufactured product and the quality attributes associated with each product. An attribute
for one product may not be important for othen. 2) Due to the complexity of the product,
quality attributes may not always br: known. 3) The sarne units rnay not measure quality
attributes. 4) Most of the quality attributes are quite subjective. This makes evaluation
difficult since evaluation cntena can Vary from person to person, fiom product to product,
frorn time to time and fkom place to place. The objective here is to seek an approach to
evaluate and measure quality in a manageable and objective way.
Literature related to measuring the quality shows, Taguchi (1986) was arnong the first
to apply a quality loss fùnction to the engineering field. The quality loss function is used to

quanti@ quality in terms of money. Many engineers criticize the use of the quality loss
Function because of the dificulty to verifi the results of any calculation. They also question
the principle according to which quality is measured.

Spence (1975) defined quality in terms of value to consumers Quality is viewed as a
characteristic infiuencing customer's willingness to pay.

The quality of a product

represented by the scalar q, and consumer's surplus (S) c m be witten as

This mode1 assumes negative impact on the quality loss and influences consumer's
demand. Taguchi criticizes this approach on the ground that it makes any engineering
application impossible because of the wide range of values expressed by consumers.
Griliches (1971) used a hedonic approach, which consists of computing
quality-adjusted prices.

It establishes a relationship between the measurable quality

characteristics of a product and its market price. The pice, P, of a product is seen as a
function of its quality characteristics qi ,Q,. ......7%

P= P(ql, q2,. ......,qn).
When a significant number of market observations are available, regression is run to
provide a linear relationship between observed pnces and measured quality characteristics.

The main use of hedonic price regression is to estimate pnces of products that do not exist in
the market.
Furthemore, Griliches (1988), presented that this technique was used to
compute some US govemment price indices. Hedonic models allow the determination of the
pnce of products that are not available on the market at a given time and ihus permit the price
cornparison of products with identical characteristics. This technique determines how much
consumen actually pay per unit of quality; however, it does not determine how much
consumers value each unit of quality. There is a need for an approach that can establish a
relationship between price and value.

The maximization of custorner's utility is applicable to the quaiity choice because a
product c m be represented as a bundle of characteristics. Thus, consumers maximize their
utility by choosing the bundle of characteristics that best suit their needs. In this context,
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Rosen (1974) has related utility maximization, value function and hedonic prices. Rosen
defines the utility hinction of a given consumer as
Uq,x.p),
Where q = (qi , q2,. .....,q,)

describes the characteristics of the product considered. x

is al1 other goods consumed, and p is a parameters that differs fiom consumer to consumer.
U is maximized under the budget constmints.
The above approaches for measuring quality are usefil in measuring the overall

quality of prodiict. These approaches, however, are not capable of evaluating the quality as
part goes through the various stages of production process, because these approaches do not

consider the b c t that the qudity is dependent on the process variables. There is, therefore, a
need for a method that can provide an approach for measurîng quality as the part moves
through the production process.
There are numerous evaluation methods, süch as Paht-Beitz (1984) method, the
Dominic method, the hybrid method ( Hu,1996), the quality rating method. Pahl and Beitz
developed a methcd for design evaluation, which is of a numerical type in a mathematical

form. Their evaluation equation rating is given by the following:

Where
Rpb is the overall evaluation rating by the PaDI-Beitz method hb
= [O, 11

wi is the weighting factor of the 1' evaluation parameter, wl = [0,1]

ri is the individual evaluation rating of the f'evaluation parameter, q

= [OJ]

in some of the cases this method does not provide the actual answer, for example, if
individual evaluation rating is very low or unacceptable, the overall rating will still be
relatively high which is not acceptable.
Dixon et al. (1995) proposed the Dorninic method for design evaiuation, which is of
a verbal type in a tabular form. The table and criteria used in this method are shown in Table

2.3.
Table 2.3: The Dominic's Overall Evaluation Table

Very hportant

Desirable

Importa-t

Excellent
C

Good
i

i

r

Fair

'
I

u

œ

-

œ

œ

1

1

-

Poor
Unacceptable
I

1

I

I

If ail individual evaluation rating are

Above

--

Above

-.the overdl evduation is Fair

Above

.the overall evaluation is Poor

Above

.the overall evaluation is excellent
.the overall evaluation is Good

If any individual evaluation rating is
beiow

.the overall evaluation is Unacceptable

This method is non-continuous in nature, the result may not always be sensitive
enough to distinguish between different production processes.

The modified Dominic method is the combination of Pahl-Beitz and Dominic
rnethod. This method is of a numerical type in a mathematical fonn but retains the basic
concept of the Dominic method. The general expression for the overall evaluation for a
constant k is

With

Rd =O when

=O

w here

Rd is the overall evaluation rating by the modified Dominic method
wl is the weighting factor of the 1-th evaluation panmeter, wl =[O, 11

s is the individual evaluation rating of the 1-th evaluation parameter, ri =[O,

11

k is the slope of the gauge line, k>O

For a given set of evaluation parameters with lcnown values of w and r, the value of
the overall rating Rmdis directly proportional to the value of k. Since the modified Dominic

method is a numericai method, the sensitivity to the critical parameter is improved.
The Hybrid method is the combination of al1 the above methods. Mathematically the

ovenll rating in the hybrid method can be expressed as

With Rh =O

when ri --O

This method is not dependent on whether or not the type of the rating, individual
ratings, and weighting factors are verbal or numerical.

Boeing (1992) developed its quality rating method, which is an integrated and
comprehensive system tailored to Boeing quality initiatives. The purpose of this system is
two foId:
I d e n t i m g suppliers for production of quality products.
Quality rating of suppliers that allows suppliers to focus attention on areas requinng
improvement in order to remain cornpetitive in a worldwide marketplace.
It is a 100 point sconng system that represents an overall quality rating.

The

allocation of rating points is flexible, allowing emphasis to shift as correlation between
quality potential and quality performance changes. The quality potentiai is determined
during an on-site review by a Boeing representative. While the quality performance consists
of product rejections and responsiveness to requests for corrective action. This system is
quite subjective and the results might vary fkom person to penon. Therefore, there is a need

for a method that can provide objective and consistent results while evaluating quality related
pmblems.

2.5 Scope of the Present Research
The scope of the present research is:
Undentand and identiQ the quality-related problems related to the metal to metal
bonding process.
Define the source(s) of the problem and identifi al1 possible reasons for quality related
problems.
Develop a framework to handle quality cost and time during manufacniring.
Develop a technique that can handle the following questions:

How to keep track of variables associated with al1 the processing steps?
How to track the quality of the product as the product moves through various
stages of manufacturing?
How the defects can be caught and corrected?
Under the present condition what is the likelihood of catching the problem?
What happen to the problem if it is not caught?

Can the defects be reduced by workers involvement?
Develop a methodology that can analyze the following:
Process variables that effect the final quality of the product.
The severity of defects produced by the system.

The combination of human activities, inspection methods, automated
data acquisition and evaluation elements used to manage and present
quality information to achieve the quality objectives and facilitate the
overall manufacturing and financial goals of the organization.
Finally, present scenarios using simulation in order to achieve robust quality
product in least cost and time.

Chapter 3
METAL TO METAL BONDING PROCESS: A REVIEW
3.1

Introduction
In this chapter, a brief overview of the adhesive metal bonding process is presented.

AIso presented in this chapter is a description of the problems (defects) typically encountered
during the bonding process. Different types of bonding defects, cause(s) for those defects and
their effect on bond quality are also discussed dong with the inspection methods employed to
detect and classi@ bonding defects. A proper understanding of the bonding process and
bonding defects will also be usehl in subsequent chapters in order to develop the framework
for modeling and simulation.

3.2 Adhesive Metal Bonding
Adhesive Metal bonding is extensively used in the manufacture of aircrafi
components and assemblies where an excellent combination of properties with optimal
strength-to-weight ratios and structural integrïty are c ~ c i a l Approximately
.
24,000 square
feet of area in a typical commercial jet liner today may be covered with adhesively bonded
metal structures of various types (Dekker, 1985). Two types of adhesively bonded metallic
structures are comrnonly used in an aircraft as shown in Figure 3.1 :
i)

The metal to metal bonded structures (Figure 3.la) that can be extended to a multilayered structure by adding multiple metallic layers, and

ii)

Adhesively bonded honeycomb structures (Figure 3.1b) where the bonding between
the honeycomb core and the metal skin is achieved by the interfacial bonds between
the honeycomb tord adhesive, and the metal skin.

Top Metal (substrate)
(a) Multi-Layered strucrures

Adhesive

Bottorn bletri1 (substrate)

Figure 3.1 Adhesive Bonded Structures

3.3 Process Description
A typical process flow chart for the adhesive metal bonding process is s h o w in

Figure 3.2. The production of metal bonded parts employs a sequence of stages as
follows:
receiving inspection of metallic details and other raw matenals (particularly the
penshable materials such as adhesives and sealant etc),
maintenance of an optimal level of inventory in storage,
prefit of metal details to guarantee correct fit,

* chernical preparation of metallic details afier detailed pre-fit operations,
adhesive priming of metal details and lay up of assembly for autoclave bonding,
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autoclave curing of parts and test panels.
trimming to dimensional requirements, and
subsequent final acceptance inspection of bonded parts prior to shipment to the custorner
for assembly into the aircrafl. Tests include ND1 (non-destructive inspection) acceptance
inspection and test of process control cupons.
Lack of understanding cf the process variables associated with each of the above
processing stages make it difficult to quanti@ or assess the impact of variation of each
variable on part and final assembly performance.

Mcmllic Deuils
(Manufctured
In31ouse)

l

1

Inspection of

Purchascd Gods
(Metaltic and
Perishable
adhtsivts cic.)

1

1 ~ 0 . 2 ~estofor~Failu
1 l .) e s a u c t i v c ~

Figure 3.2: Adhesive Meta1 Bonding Process Flow Chart

3.3.1 Receiving Inspection
a)

Metallic Detaiïs

i)

Detnils Fabricated In-house: M e r completion of manufachiring and

inspection to the stated requirements, al1 the metallic parts or details fabricated
in-house are suitably identified and stored at desipated rack locations.
ii)

Purchased Details: AI1 purchased metallic details are venfied against

the purchase order and suitably identified and stored at designated rack
locations.
b)

Perishable Materiais

The required penshable products (al1 kinds of adhesives, prirnen etc) are received
and immediately checked that the air tight seal and storage temperatures duruig transit are not

violated from the stated requirements. The material is then batched and transferred to a
"receiving" storage freezer. The supplier's material certification of compliance (C of C)
forms are venfied according to the specification and a roll of adhesive and primer are issued
for receiving inspection tests to the laboratory. The testing methods comply with the relevant
customer specifications. If the material is acceptable after the required tests, the laboratory
supplies a label that contains batch number, material description, applicable specification,
date of receipt, shelf-life expiry date, storage temperature, maximum out-time, total out-time
and date of required retest. The unacceptable materiais are raised on a nonconfomance

report and retumed to the receiving department stating the reason for failure.

Mer

acceptance by the laboratory, the perishable materiais cm be released for use in production.

3.3.2 Prefit
The most significant processing stage that has critical impact on the success of
bonding is the prefit operation. During this stage, al1 the parts are fit together, like a jig-sawpunie to ensure that al1 parts mate together so that after bonding the quality requirements of
bond line thickness, bond strength, etc; are met. The key purpose of this stage is to fix any
discrepancies associated with the dimensions of various details that rnay lead to poor bond
quality in the final part. The typical tolerance of the gap needed at this stage is 5 to 25 thou.
A prefit-checking fixture is often used for this purpose.

This fixture simulates the bond by

locating the various parts in exact relationship to one another as they will appear in the actual
bonded assembly.
The fixture also ensures that the parts are always in the same location so that after the
prefit operation when the details are disassembled for cleaning, they cm be reassembled with
adhesive &er the cleaning. The accuracy of the fixture to obtain the desired contour is very
important. Often for high value assemblies, or when customer requirements warrant, the glue
line (bond-line) thickness is simulated by placing a film of the actual adhesive encased in a
plastic film to eliminate actual bonding of the details. The assembly is then subjected to the
required heat and pressure normally used to cure the assembly. The cured assembly is then
disassembled, and the cured adhesive film is visually and dimensionally verified to examine
if the process yields the required bond line thickness. At this stage, any dimensionai

discrepancy is fixed by sanding, adjusting by forming, etc; to provide desired gaps or
clearance between the mating parts. Verification of bond line thickness as above (also known
as veri-film) may not be required for ail applications. However, the technique can be used to

validate the fit of the rnating parts pnor to the start of production or to determine why large

voids are produced in parts during production u s . Operator's expenence and judgrnent at
each step of this process is of great importance to produce cornpliant part(s).

3.3.3 Chernical Surface Preparation
M e r the pre-fit stage, al1 metallic parts and test coupons requiring bonding are sent
for chemical surface preparation. This is an essential step for successful adhesive bonding.

It provides the required bond strength and bond durability to the part.

The surface

preparation involves the removd of weak boundary layers that are chemically incompatible
with the adhesive, and the formation of a stable adherent oxide layer that is mechanically and

chemically compatible with the adhesive. In the aircraft industry, optimum bond strengths
are desired to reduce the size and weight of joints. Structural integrity concems and the need
to avoid in seMce failures necessitate satisfactory chemical preparation of the details pnor to
metal bonding.
Comrnonly used surface preparation methods for aluminum alloys that provide the
best overall bond durability are: the forest products laboratory (FPL) etching procedure
(Eichner and Schowlter, 1950), P2 etching (Rodgen, 1981), procedure, phosphoric acid
anodizing (PAA) (Kabayashi and Donnelly, 1974), or chromic acid anodizing (MIL-A8625C) (CAA) depending on the customer. Presently, the Company is using PAA treatment

for surface preparation prior to bonding.

The PAA procedure is s h o w in detail in Table 3.1. The initial degreasing removes
organic contamination from the surface, whereas the alkaiine cleaning any inorganic
contarninants. The remauiing oxide is dissolved in the etching solution and forms a network

of shailow pores and protnisions on top of a thin oxide barrier layer. PAA provides a welldeveloped network of pores on top of a bamier layer. The PAA oxide has a greater degree of

micro roughness (approximately 40ûnm) than the FPL treated surface. This degree of micro
roughness provides good mechanical interlocking between the adhesive and the oxide
surface. The bonds formed with P M treated adherends exhibit durability during humid
environments and are Iess sensitive to processing variables such as rinse-water chemistry and
time of ~ s i n g .

Table 3.1 : Processing Steps for PAA Treatrnents

Process Step

Agents

Time

Temperature '

Pretreatment
Vapour degreasing by 5 Min.
1,1,1-trichloroethylene
10 Min
Ridoline 53
20 min.
FPL solution:
60 g/L Na2CrzO7.2H20 +
173 g/L H2S04, + 1.9 g/L
2024 AI + Balance water
Deionized Water

Solvent degrease

Alkaline clean
FPL Etch

Spray b s e
Phosphoric
(PU)

PAA
Spray Rime

rn
Inspection

Acid

Anodize
100 fl HjPOj,
Deionized Water
Hot Box
Polarized light

25 min.
30 min.

The other metai detaiis (e.g., steel or titanium) go through a process called abrasive
blasthg which provides the desired macro roughness that results in high durability (Watts,
1984) to the bonding surface area.

3.3.4 Application of Adhesive Primer
Part surfaces prepared as above are then immediately prirned with an adhesive primer
in a controlled contamination area to improve the performance of bonding. The primer has
mainly three functions: i) protect the adherend nom contamination and create mechanical

interlocking, ii) provide corrosion resistance, iïi) penetrate surface roughness and oxide
micm porosity, and dissolve low levels of organic contamination that otherwise would
remain at the adhesive-adherend interface as a weak boundary layer. The thickness of the
adhesive primer film must be controlled within a close specified range.

3.3.5 Assembiy Layup
Within the specified period of time after pnming, al1 the part details with required
inter layers of adhesive film between the metal to metal surfaces and metal to honeycomb
surfaces, and foam adhesives in any cavities are laid up on the bonding tool with appropriate
layer(s) of the bagging material. Conceptually, the lay up stage is similar to the pre-fit stage
in that al1 the part details must fit together properly on the fixture with adhesive inter layers.
It is assumed during ihis stage that there are no dimensional discrepancies with any details
and that the parts will automatically fit the bond fixture. Little or no discussions between the
pre-fit and lay up operators, however, occur to incorporate the unique part fit up techniques
developed for each part during the prefit.

Layup is carried out in a controlled contamination area. Controlled contamination
areas are basically clean roorns where the air flow and air quality are controlled to elimhate
contamination of bond surfaces. During this stage, great care is required in terms of handling
the details with gloved hands and checking the shelf life of adhesive films and dust kee air of

the layup area due to their direct effect on the quality of bond. M e r proper fitting of al1 the
details, the assernbIy is suitably bagged, sealed, and evacuated with thermocouples placed in
required locations to measure the part temperature during the cure cycle. At the same time
another bag for test coupons is also prepared. Both the bags are now ready for final curing
in the autoclave.

3.3.6 Autoclave curing and debagging
In the autoclave, vesse1 pressure, temperature and cure tirne are critical factors
because of their direct affect on the bond quality of part. The cure cycle, through
simultaneous application of desired temperature and pressure, provides a clarnping force for
uniform compaction of the resin system within the bagged assembly. The cure cycle is
microprocessor controlled to ensure repeatability.
M e r the cure cycle, parts are debagged, adhesive flash (if any) is removed, and parts
are trimmed according to the drawing requirements.

3.3.7 Bonding Inspection
AAer the completion of the cure cycle, the test coupons and parts are first visually
inspected for any obvious nonconformance. In order to determine the bond strength of the
joints, and the bond line thickness, the laboratory then tests the test coupons. Parts are
examined by ND1 (ultrasonic testing) for the presence of voids, thicklthin bond line, and any
other defects. AAer satisfactory testing (both non-destructive and destructive), the parts are
tnmmed by routing and the required holes are drilled before the final assembly. Besides nondestructive testing, the fint part of a batch generally goes through destructive testing as part
of the fint part, qualification. Many customers require a production pari to go through
destructive testing at a certain frequency, e.g., every 10". and then every Xthpart. An
assembled part then goes through the final inspection and is subsequently shipped to the
customer.

The entire process sequence, though simple, is very unforgivhg. For example, after
curing any defect in the bonded part usually renders a part as scrap.

Therefore, it is

necessary to understand the reasons for defects related to the process, their effect on the
bonded part and the inspection methods used for detecting these defects.

3.4 Performance Requirements
The structural strength and integrity are an important measure of quality of the
bonded parts because of their hi& utilization rates and exposure to worldwide environmental
conditions. The materials used to manufacture the parts, various joints within the part and the
bonding process as descnbed above directly effect the structural integrity. Comprehensive
process requirements for each process involved in metal bonding cm be found in applicable
custorner's specifications and will not be duplicated here. However, brief details of the
performance requirements for the various processes are given in Table 3.2. Nonconformance
at various process stages have a compound affect on the overall part acceptance.

Table 3.2: Performance Requirernents at Various Meta1 Bonding Process Stages
Requirements for Various Process Stages

Cornments

WCEIVLNG INSPECTION
1. Metallic Materials
Batch testing of al1 metallic materials
i)
for
material
mix-up,
alloy
composition
md
mechm.icd
properties.
Verification for any damage, such as
ii)
scratches, dents etc.
iii)
For bought out finished components,
verification of part attributes such as
key dimensions etc. Also, verification
for any darnage, such as scratches,
dents etc.
2. Non-metalIic Materials
Receiving inspection testing per the
i)
customer requirements as follows:
Verification For proper storage during
ii)
shipping transit. Evidence for sealed
bags and containers for adhesives,
sealant etc.
iii)
Mechanical tests, e.g., lap shear,
Bexture strength, d m peel or as
required by custorner specifications.
iv)
Physical tests: Flow test, g l a s
transition temperature etc.

Lack of handling care or proper
identification can easily result in material
rnix-up.
hconec! testhg or inspection of
components may result in defects
escaping to the manufactured parts, only
to be found when it is too late

Requirements for receiving inspection
testing may not be properly defined or
made available to the inspecton.
Use of shelf life expired material rnay
result in defect escapes either rendering
parts to be scrapped or significant
additional testing
and customer
concessions etc.
Storage freezedkidge may malhuiction
spoiling the adhesives.

STORAGE
i)

Li)

Proper batch identification and
racking, and storage under required
conditions of temperature and
humidity (e.g., in Eieezer or fidge)
Maintenance and tracking of required
time out of freezer, md handling of
unused material (e.g., disposition, or
resealing and storing under the
required conditions).

Lack of proper adhesive storage will
either result in raw material scrap or in
part scraps if used on parts.
Lack of material traceability will result in
noncornpliance.

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

Mechanical prefit on bond tools must
be so accomplished with the aids of
calipers, feeler gages, depth gages,
micrometers, or equivalent tools to
ensure proper fit up and gaps that will
yield required bond-line thickness
upon bonding.
Metal-!O-metai gars between any two
faying surfaces must not exceed
0.015", face to the core gap must be
between -0.00 1 and +0.012".
Impression prefit must be carried out
using verifilm to ensure the
correctness of the prefit process to
yield required bond-lines.
Dimensional
adjusmient
by
mechanical dressing/sanding/grinding
or forming during prefit to ensure
proper fit up.
Shot peened details must not be
adjusted or dressed or ground
mechanically.
No b u m (exceeding 0.002") on any
faying surfaces.

Lack of proper fixtures, tools, shop aids,
inspection critena andlor documented
method or inspection method may not
ensure proper prefit.
individual part details may be at opposite
end of their tolerances, and as such it
may be impossible to obtain the requircd
g2ps.
Operator may not be expenenced enough
to detect prefit problems.
Improper adjustrnents made to parts may
either escape as defects or may render the
parts scrap.

SURFACE PREPARATION (PAA & Adhesive Primer)
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)

v)

vi)
vii)
viii)

w

xi)

xii)
yiü)

Proper method of surface preparation
to be used per the customer
specification.
Honeycomb core must be suitably
degreased.
Meta1 details, e.g., alurninum detaiis
must be phosphoric acid anodized
(P.44)usins the specified practice.
Care must be exercised to ensure
proper part handling to avoid
mechanical or chemical damage on
parts.
Parts must be primed within specified
time (typically 4 to 72 hours) afler
PAA.
Handle prepared surfaces with care
and lint fiee cotton gloves.
Examination of PAA surface under
required lighting conditions.
Conditioning and proper application
and curing of the applicable adhesive
primer to the required cure thickness.
Care must be exercised to ensure
proper part handling to avoid
mechanical or chemical damage on
parts.
Parts must be primed within specified
time (typically 4 to 72 hours) after
PAA.
Handle prepared surfaces with care
and lint fiee cotton gloves.
Examination of P M surface under
required lighting conditions.
Conditioning and proper application
and curing of the applicable adhesive
primer to the required cure thickness.

Parts may not have been properly
degreased, or deoxidized prior to PAA
resulting in poor surface preparation that
may effect bond quality.
Improper inspection of PAA surface.
h p r o p e r part handling results in
scratches or dents or other mechanical
damage t
h may escape 3s defects only
to be found later.
Finger marks or other contamination of
PAA surfaces.
Primer may not have been appiied to
correct thickness.

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)
v

Venfication of proper adhesives to be
used.
Preparation of bond tools by cleaning
and applying a film of release
matenal per the specitications,
including a pre-layup leak check of
the bond tool.
L q v p of the cleaned mctal and îorc
details with required adhesive films,
foam adhesives, bagging materials
etc. on the bond tool to ensure proper
fit up to yield the required bond-lines.
Install themocouple and vacuum
sensors to ensure required cure
temperatures and vacuums are used
during cure. Layup test panels also.
Bag integrity and leak check of the
bagged assembly.
Use of proper vacuum level during
bagging.

Use of incorrect adhesive.
Improper application of the release
matenal wili result in assembly stuck to
the tool after curing.
Layup operators rnay not have used the
sarne fit-up techniques as used by the
prefit operators.
Bags may haw minor l e a k that may
result in aborted run during cure.
Test Panels were not included.

AUTOCLAVE CURE
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)

v)

Load the bond tool with layup
assembly in the autoclave and
connect al1 temperature, vacuum, and
pressure sensors to monitor the
required cure cycle.
Apply the required cycle to cure the
parts per the specification.
Monitor pressure differential, which
should
meet
the
specified
requirements on each sensor.
No bag le& during cure cycle
allowed after the commit temperature
is reached.
Cure chart records must be kept for
verification to customer.

Thermocouples or pressure sensors may
not be comected or malfunction during
the cure.
Bags rnay break.
Pressure differential is beyond specified.

Records of cure cycle not available.

1

FINAL INSPECTION
1. Visual

i)

Ensure the adhesive flash is
continuous dong the faying surface
edges.
Check for the presence of blisters.
ii)
voids, or delaminations, which are
not allowed beyond the maximum
speci fied.
2. Non Destructive Inspection (N.D.I.)
0
inspect the bonded assemblies by
ND1 for internal flaws, such as voids,
blisters, and delaminations. N'DI
instrument must be calibrated against
standard panels to detect a defect of
0.0375" equivaient circle.
ii)
No warpage beyond specified is
allowed.
iii)
Surface
Imperfections:
dents,
dimples, scratches etc are not
allowed.
3. Destructive Testing @. Tm)
Al1 mechanical test results must meet
i)
the specified requirements as tested
on bonded test panels or destruct part.
ii)
Bond-line thickness must meet the
requirements for al1joint types.
iii)
Blisters, voids, delaminations m u t
correlate with ND1 results.

improper lighting conditions rnay result
in defects riot being detected.
Inspection criteria rnay not be properly
defined.

ND1 instruments rnay not be suitably
calibrated yielding erroneous results.
Part warpage rnay have gone unnoticed.
Surface imperfections were not detected
at this stage.

improper sarnple preparation for destiuct
tests rnay show unacceptable test results.
Bondline thickness rnay be marginally
acceptable.

As can be seen fkom this table, the performance quality requirements for the bonded parts are
quite stringent ihroughout each process stage. Any process mode1 must be able to include
detailed requirements for process performance for it to predict correct process behaviour.

3.5 Defects in Bonding
A wide variety of defects c m occur in adhesive bonded structures. Table 3.3 lists
possible generic defect types and where they generally occur. The defects with an asterisks
(*) c m generally be controlled by appropriately training of personnel engaged in the bonding

operation. Other defects c m only be controlled through suitable process control.
These defects directly or indirectly effect the quality of the finally bonded product.
Defects such as voids (lack of bond) or unacceptable bond line thickness directly impact the

quality of parts, whereas dents, crushed core, foam intrusion, etc; have an indirect effect and
may cause long term dunbility problems. For example one of the most comrnon type of
voids in honeycomb assernblies is the leakage type void, which is normal to the metal-tometal bond line and along the height of the honeycomb core. Moisture can penetrate through
such a void during service and cause corrosion or ice damage to the core, resulting in the part
failure. The defects given in Table 3.3 are generally the result of defects in adhesives; metalio metal or metal-to-honeycomb interfaces or defects in the adherends themselves. A brief
description of the various sources of these defects and associated cause and effect is a v e n

below:

Table 3.3: Generic Defect Types (Cawley and Adams, 1991)

1- Location of Typicai Occurrence of Defects
- -

Defect Types

,

Adhesi
ve

Surface

1

X

Disbonds, lnternal
Disbonds, Part Edge
Disbonds Hi& C&
Porosity
Unremoved Protective Release Film From
Adhesive*
Foam Adhesive in Film Adhesive Bond
Line
Wrong Size of Adhesive Film*
Adhesive Gap
Missing Adhesive*

Extra Layers Of Film Adhesive*
Foreign Objects*
Double Drilled Or Inegular Holes
Disbonds, Low Core
Void Or Gap, Chernical Milled Land
Void Or Gap, Doublers
Missing Fiilets*
Voici, Closure To Core
High-Density Inclusions
Voids, Foam Joints
disbonds, Shear Ties
Lack Of Sealant At Fasteners*
Thick Foam Adhesive
Broken Fasteners
Crushed Core
Wrinkled Core
Condensed Core
Distorted
Core
1
Blown Core
Node Bond Separation
Missing Core
Cut Core
Water in Core
Cracks In Adhesive
Scratches In Adhesive
Blisters In Adhesive
Protrusions In Adhesive
Indentations in Adhesive
Wrinkles In Adhesive
Pits in Adhesive

Meta1
Core
To Core
Joints

Meta1
To
Metal
joints

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

1

X
X

X

X
X
X
X'

7

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
1

1

X
-

-

X
X

1

X

X

X

X
X

X
I

X
X

X
X
I

1

I

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

X
-

-

X

3-51 Adhesive defects
The most common types of adhesive defects are voids, weak bonds and presence of
foreign objects or contaminants in the adhesives. Voids c m be generated during fabrication
if a large volume of trapped gas evolves from the adhesive during cure. They also c m be
formed by a non-uniform application of pressure and temperature on the part during cure.
Weak bonds c m also be formed when the metal surface is not properly prepared prior to
bonding. Foreign objects at the interfaces isolate the metal and adhesive and prevent bonding
between them. The degree of disbond depends on the nature of the foreign objects or the
contaminants.

3-52 Metal to Meta1 Defects
A sumrnary of various types of defects found in metal to metal joints, their causes,

their effect on the bonded part, and the method used to detect these defects is given in Table
3-4,

Table 3.4: Summary of Metal to Metal Defects
Cause for Defect

Types of Defect

Voids: Area Contains
No Adhesive

Entrapped Gas
Thick Bond Line
hproper Bonding
Pressure
Part Fit-Up
Indequate Surface
Preparation
Contamination
Irnproper Applied
Pressure
Tnpped Volatilize
Tnick Bond (Single
Layer
Adhesive)
Line
Without
Sufficient Pressure.
Part Fit-Up
Too High Heat-Up
During Curing

Dis bonds: .4dhesiw
Attaches To Only One
Adherend

Porosity: Group Of
Small Voids

Porous: Bubbling And
A Porous Bond Line

Effect on Bond
QuaIity
Not Bonded
No Strength

Method of
Detection
Ultrasonic
Or
Sonic Methods

Not Bonded

Weak Bondline

No Strength

Radiography
Neutron

Weak Bondline

Visually
Detectable
And
Can Be Seen In
The Test Specimen
Ultrasonic C-Scan
Methods

1

Burned
Adhesive:
Adhesive May Be
During
Burned
Drilling Or Sawing

Lack Of Fitlets:
Adhesive Did Not
Form A Fillet Along
The Edge.
Fillets:
Fractured
Fomed Fillets Got
Cracked Due To High
Impact
Adhesive Flash: Flow
Out Of Adhesive From
Joints To The Mating
Surface

Or
Ultrusonic
Sonic Methods

Or

improper
Drill
Speed
Improper Cooling
Band Sawing To
The Bonded Part
Pressure Difference
Part Fit-Up

Adhesive
Becomes Brittle,
Reduces Bond
Sîrength.
Complete Voids
Cracked
Adhesive Layer

Visual Inspection
Ultrasonic
Or
Radiography

Or
Dropping
Flexing The Bond
Assembly
Impact Of Sharp
Edges Or Tools
No Precaution 1s
Taken At The
Layup Stage

Cracked
Adhesive Layer

Visual Inspection

Due

To Visual Inspection

Interference
With Inspection
This Condition
1s Unaccmtabie

3.5.3 Honeycomb Sandwich Defects
Meta1 to metal closure areas for honeycomb panels may exhibit the same types of
defects as discussed in the preceding section. Additiondly, sandwich assernblies can have
defects in the honeycomb core, between the core and closure, at chemicaily milled steps and
in core splices etc. Table 3.5 presents a summary of the types of Honeycomb sandwich
defects, cause(s) for these defects, their effect on the end product aiong with the method used

for inspecting those defects.

Table 3.5: Summary of Honeycomb Sandwich Defects

Crwhed Core: Defined As
Lmlizrd Buckling Of
Cc11s.
Node Separation: Whcn
The Foi1 Ribbons Are
At
Their
Sepmted
Connecting Points
Blown Core: Ce!! Wr!!
Distortion Or Broken Node
B0r.d

Voids In Foam Adhcsive
Joints: Foam Adhesivc Fail
To Expand In Core-ToClosure.
Core-To-Cort.
Core-To Tniling Edgc, And
Chemically Millcd Steps.
Protcctive Film Lcft On
Foam Xdhcsive: Adhcsive
1s
Prcventcd
From
Contrtcting One Of n i e
Adherends
Metnl To il.lebl Dtfects:
The
Most
Promineni
Defccts Are Voids, Porosity
And Disbonds.

Skin-Tdore Voids Ai
Edgu Of Chtmkall~
hlillcd Steps: Adhesive 1:
Failed To Bridge The Gq
At
The
Edges
01
Chemically Milltd Steps
Missing F i c Q : Absence 0
1
Fillet

Effect On Band Quality

Cause For Defect

Types Of Defect

rn
8

Decrrrises lts Ability To
Support The Face S h ~ t -

Dent In The Skin
Excessive Pressure
Fitung Of Oversize Core
During Core Fabrication
Pressure Buildup In Cetls Due To
Vacuum Bag Laks

Loss o f S m g t h

I

*

Suddt?? *
Change In Pressure During Bonding
Cycle
Lerik Path
Chemically hlillcd Stcps In ïhe
Skin Where The Corc M3y Not Fit
PYJerly
Corc May Be Cut UndwsizcThe Foam Adhesive Cm Slump Or
FaII, Leaving A Void Bctwecn Corc
And The Skin.
Con Aùhcsive Can Fail To Elcpand
And Surround The Core Tmgs.
Inexpenenced Opentor
Too Much Work Load

!% S!RZ?**$
an

A Core Slightly Higher Than s
Closurc Mcmbcr
Lack of Applicd Pressure Fmm
Tooling.
Contaminated Honeycomb Core
Entrappecl Volatile in The Bond
loint Prior To Cure
Excessive Moisture in the Adhesive
Prior to Cure.
Chmicai Millcd
hrninated Steps

Complete Voids
Porosity
Disbonds

Pressure 1s Not Maintaineci

Adhesive Fillet 1s Not
Forrned
Betwecn
Adhcsive To Core.

\/~c.~'LE.?.932

Ld!

%!SC

Ehc .W

Through
Tnnsmission
Ultmonic
Tcchnique
No Fillct
Voids

Ulasonic
Technique

Connct Bctwcen
Adhesive And Adhercnd

No

X-Ray
Ulmonic

And

3.5.4 Process Stages Where Defects Occur
Likely process stages at which the defects Listed in Table 3.3 occur are noted in Table
3 -6.

Table 3.6: Genenc Bonding Defect Types and the Process Stage at Which They Occur
Defect Producing Mechanism
Disbonds, Internal
Disbonds, Pan Edge
Disbonds High Core
Porosity
Unremoved Protective Release Film
From Adhesive*
Foam Adhesive ln Film Adhesive
Bond Line
Wrong Size of Adhesive Film*
Adhesive Gap
Missing Adhesive*
Weak Bonds
Exm Layers Of Film Adhesive*
Foreign Objccts*
Double Drilled Or lrregular Holes
Disbonds, Low Core
Void Or Gap, Chernical Milled Land
Void Or Gap, Doublers
Missing Fillets*
Void, Closure To Core
High-Density inclusions
Voids, Foam Joints
disbonds, Shear Ties
Lack Of Sealant At Fasteners*
ïhick Foam Adhesive
Broken Fasteners
Fnctures
Dents And Dings
Scntches And Gouges
Cmshed Core
LVrinkled Core
Condensed Core
Distorted Core
B l o w Core
Node Bond Sepmtion
~MissingCore
Cut Core
Water in Core
Cncks In Adhesive
Scntches In Adhesive
Blisters In Adhesive
Protmions In Adhesive
Indentations in Adhesive
Wrinkles In Adhesive
Pits In Adhesive

Prefit

Surface
Preparation

Priming

Layup

Autoclave
Cure
X

x

X

X

x
X
S
X

A bnef description of how the defects are created at various process steps (Table 3.6)

is given below:

3.5.5 Prefit Defects
Defects related to dimensions of various part details that make up the bonded assembly. The
effects of these defects are known only after the bonding process is complete. Prefit defects
can be reduced by suitably inspecting the mating of the various details at the prefit stage to
yield the desired gaps in various part joints. During this stage, any dimensional
inconsistencies or problems are fixed by appropriately dressing or mechanically adjusting the
part dctails as necessary. Thick bond line, voids, porosity are few examples for prefit defects.

The defects at the prefit stage and the layup stage are generaily caused due to lack of proper
tools and fixtures. Tool and fixture verification is therefore important.

Tooting Verîfication
Tools and fixtures are the most important aids in the production of bonded
assemblies. The tools have many fùnctions. Fint, the tools must hold al1 of the details in
correct relationship required for the adhesive bonding operation. Second, the tool must hoid
the parts in the right location without impairhg the transfer of correct bonding pressure to
produce the required bond lines. Third, the tool must provide the final contour of the part
while perfonning and not inhibiting the above two hnctions. Fourth, the tool must allow the
pari to heat evenly to the cure temperature in a reasonable time. Last but not the least, it

must provide a means to transition the pressure application over areas of sharp change in
contour. The design of the tool must sirnultaneously address ail the above issues and be

sturdy and durable enough for multiple cure cycles wiihout changing contour and provide the
means for interfacing to the cure device.
Unless the parts to be bonded contain expensive components, or only few parts are to
be made, or the adherends are very heavy, a destructive test of the metal bonded assembly is
the best way to ensure correct tool configuration. The impression check (using a process
called veri-film) is performed and used to map out any potential problems in the part.
Correction of obvious deficiencies in the tool should be performed at this point, and the
impression check repeated to ensure that adequate corrections are made. Upon a successful
impression check, the parts are processed, laid-up and cured. On particularly difficult to
disassemble parts, a tool surface release agent can be applied to the adherends to aid in
disassembly. This should be avoided if possible because it can change the surface tension
forces that affect the way the adhesive resin flows dunng cure. The ability of the tool to
meet heat-up rates and the part temperature gradient must also be checked during tool
proofing. For this phase of the proofing, the tool and the part are extensively instnimented
with thennocouples for the proo fing nui. niennocouple data are collected and judgrnents are

made as to the ability of the tool to provide correct heating.

3.5.6 Surface Pretreatment Defects
These are defects, which are present prior to the actual bonding process. These
defects are generally present due to poor control of the surface treatrnent pmcess. In practice,
pretreatment defects are reduced by careful process control and by adherence to specification
requirements and inspection before the layup and autoclave cure cycle. As indicated earlier,
the pretreatment defects have almost been eliminated since the Company installed the

phosphonc anodizing (PAA) process for surface preparation p i o r to metal bonding.

3.5.7 Interface Defects Caused by Priming
Interface defects are the result of erron made during the pretreatment cycle of
adherends pnor to the cunng. These defects c m be caused by improper or inadequate
degreasing, deoxidizing, anodizing, or drying, or by darnage to the anodizing layer or by
excessive primer thickness. Interface defects are generally not detectable even by the stateof-the-art nondestnictive test methods. Therefore, test specimens are processed along with
production parts and sent to the laboratory for evaluation. Applicable wedge crack
specirnens, lap-shear specimens or honeycomb flat-wise tension specimens are fabncated and
tested to detemine whether the process meets specification requirernents before the bonding
cycle.

3.5.8 Layup Defects
Layup, like the prefit stage can create similar types of defects if the various parts after
cleaning are not properly mated and laid up on the tool. This is the most critical process stage
pnor to the final cure where something can be done to ensure cornpliance of bonded parts.

3.5.9 Cured Adhesive Layer Defects
During the curing process, improper control of the processing time, temperature,
pressure or the presence of moisture can cause defects within the cured adhesive layen. In
normal cases, the curing time is very easily controlled.

The curing temperature and

temperature rates are controlled by proper positioning of the thennocouples on the panel and
by regulating the heat up rate. The pressures in the autoclave are simiiariy controlled with
the aid of pressure and vacuum bag sensors. The use of an incorrect cure cycle will almost

always result in the loss of al1 parts cured in that cycle.

3.5.10

Other Defects
Other defects that rnay occur during the fabrication process include the lack of

adhesive film, the presence of protective film (left by mistake on the adhesive film) and
foreign objects. In practice, these conditions must be prevented by process control and by
training of the personnel engaged in the bonding operation. Defects rnay also be caused
during the final assembly due to improper dnll speed or band sawing and improper cooling.
Again, taking proper precautionary measures can control these defects. Some other defects
that are typically found in the final assembly are listed below:
Adhesive flash: Unless precaution is taken, adhesive will flow out of the joint and

forrn fillets as well as additional adhesive flow on mating surfaces. Although this condition
is not classified as a defect, adhesive flash is unacceptable if it interferes with ultrasonic
inspection at the edge of the bonded joint where stresses are the highest.

Scratches and gouges: A scratch is a long narrow mark in the adherend caused by a
sharp object. Deep scratches are usually unacceptable because they can create a stress miser,
which rnay generate a metal crack during service. These defects could be caused at various
process stages due to improper handling of parts.

Irregular Holes: Some bonded assemblies rnay contain fastener holes. Holes rnay be
drilled incorrectly, or not deburring properly, or have kegular shapes, or are fomed with
improper tools rendering the bonded assembly defective. n i e load-carrying capacity of the

fasteners is unevenly distnbuted to the adherends, resulting in hiph local stresses that rnay
cause h c t u r e during semice.

3.6 Conclusions
1.

Salient features of various processes involved in the metal bonding process are
discussed in this chapter in order to develop a better understanding of the process and
bonding problems.

2.

From the review of the bonding process. it is apparent that the process is quite
complex requiring significant attention to details at each process stage.

3.

Measures of performance for each process stage are quite cornplex and
comprehensive and require interactions between stages. This rnay make it difficult to
mode1 the entire process fiom quality cost and t h e point of view. Hence, it rnay be
more useful to focus on the main process problem areas, which should be modeled.

4.

Each process stage can create its own defects. If these defects escape fiom the source
stage to a subsequent process stage, they will ofien escape until the final stage when it
is too late to fix ihem. Stntegy to detect defects when they occur must therefore be
developed.

Chapter 4
PROCESS ANALYSIS AND PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
4.1

Introduction
One of the key problems faced during this investigation was to identify the specific

problem(s) that were resulted in scrap and nonconformance of the metal bonded parts.
Everyone seemed to have a different view of the problems and it appeared convenient for
people to blame the ongin of the problems to areas other than their own. As discussed in
chapter 1, at the time of project undertaking, the Company was facing senous problems with
the high rate of nonconformance of metal bonded structural parts. The main reasons for such
noncornpliance were the unforgiving nature of the whole process and a general lack of
understanding of the process variables involved at various stages of the bonding process.

In the beginning, surface preparation was considered to be the major source of the
problem responsible for generating high nonconformance rates. Many of the problems
deemed to be caused by poor siuface preparation pnor to bonding, however, were resolved
with t h e as tighter control of the process variables through establishment of the Phosphoric

Acid Anodizing (PAA) process for surface preparation was introduced. Nonconformance
rates on final bonded assemblies did not, however, go d o m . Therefore, it became necessary
to use a logical and systematic approach to identiQ the source(s) of the problem area and
pinpoint the process problems that resulted in nonconforming or defective bonded parts.

In this chapter, we present results of Pareto analysis that was used to identiQ the
quality problems related to the bonding process and to identib the main reasons for the
quality problems that were responsible for creation of non-cornpliant parts.

4.2

Identification of the Problem

4.2.1 Pareto Analysis
The results of a s w e y conducted by Ihara (1972) showed that Pareto diagrams
provided one of the most common problem-solving methods used by Japanese industry. The
Pareto principle states that an analysis of faults, errors and defects always shows a pattern.

The patterns becorne apparent when relating the number of different types of errors and theu
contribution to the problem as a whole. A ranking is evident in that the fmt two categories
of fault, A and B, provide the buik of the total number of faults. This means that if the total
number of erron is to be reduced, it makes sense to tackle those categories making the
greatest contribution to the problem.

The Japanese have made extensive use of this approach for problem solving in the
industry, however, the principle was originated by Vilfiedo Pareto, an Italian econornist who
studied, amongst other things, the distribution of income and wealth in ttaly at the tum of the
century. He found that the vast majority of wealth in society was held by a mal1 percentage
of the population. In an industrial context, the majority of failures, rework, downtime and
other quaiity related features are attributable to a relatively few failure categories, scrap
types, rework classifications, reasons for downtime and concessions (Owen 1989). For
example, relatively few keyboard operators are responsible for most of the keyboard errors

while e n t e ~ data.
g
Breakdown of a range of industrial problems shows the same common
theme.
The following sequence of steps is followed when carrying out Pareto analysis:
Prepare a comprehensive list of dl the possible features.
Collect the data.
Rank the priorities

Construct a Pareto diagram to identiQ the main problem.
Draw the cumulative line for relative contribution made by each category.

The use of the Pareto pnnciple is to identiQ the problem, set improvement targets and
to check the effectiveness of the improvements, while keeping things in perspective. The key
to success is to avoid the dissipation of effort and concenate al1 problem-solving

capabilities on a single target. Furthemore, rather than hunting down many trivial causes of
rejected work, concentration on the most vital cause(s) will require less manpower and be
more effective.

4.2.2 Source of the Probiem in Metal to Metal Bonding Process
In order to identiQ the sources of problems in the metal bonding process, a two step
method, as shown in Figure 4.1 was used. The process(s), e.g., receiving & inspection,
storage, prefit, surface preparation, priming, layup or autoclave curing, etc; considered to be
creating defective parts were identified first. Secondly, d e r the process was identified,
particular process steps within the process known to be causing the problem were identified.
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4.2-2.1

Of T h e

Problem

Identification of the Process
A comprehensive list of al1 the possible faults, erron, defects and quality related

problem that occurred during the bonding process was generated. This list (Appendix 4.1)
contains problems related to the processes frorn receiving/inspection and storage to the final
part cure in the autoclave. The problems were categonzed in terms of input, process and

output for each process. For example, at the prefit stage, the components of a part may enter
the system (as input) with various faults and defects. Any error, faults or defécts related to

the operator, machine, fixture and tools are considered as process variables and have an

influence on the process output affiecting the components or the part.

AAer the prefit

operation, the part or components of the part that move 60m prefit to the subsequent process
step are considered as output kom the prefit process.

The collection of data related to the possible faults, errors, defects and quality related
problem was a formidable task due to the following reasons:
The Company did not analyze records related to al1 possible defects that had occurred in
the past, although paper records of nonconformance were kept which were dificuit to
finci.

No defect malysis was ever carried out in the past, instead part nonconformance was
dealt with on a case by case basis.
Collection of data in the hiture was going to be very time consurning effecting the project
completion time for this thesis.
There was a big communication gap between the various departments, as the many
processes associated with the bonding process had their own department, own supervisor
and operators with little or no communication amongst them.
For the purpose of this research, the above list (Appendix 4.1) was distributed to the
technical experts within the various departments involved in fabrication and testing of metal
bonded parts. Technical experts inputted the kequency of occurrence of these problems

based on past expenence and their expert knowledge, and their persona1 records of specific
probiems. The information fiom the list was then îurther condensed and r e m g e d in order

of the overall frequency of occurrence as shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1:The Cumulative Percentage of Possible hoblems in Meta1 to Metal Bonding
Process.

1

Faults at Process Step
Receiving Inspection & Storage
Prefit
Surface Preparation
Priming
,L ~ Y U P
Autoclave
Total

1

L

% of Total

1 Cumulative % 1
.O70
.539

160

,070
-469
.O58
.Id5
.220

28
737

.O39
1.O00

Frequency of
Occurrence
50
341
42
!05

1
I

1

1

.597
.771
-961
1.O0

1

The Pareto diagram of percentage and cumulative line is drawn in Figure 4.2. From
this figure, it is clear that the prefit and the layup processes combined caused approximately
70% of al1 bonding defects.

Figure 4.2 Pareto Analysis For Metal To Metal Bonding
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4.2-2.2

Identification of the Source of the Problem
Once the process(s) are identified, it is important to know what are the various actions

or tasks being prefomed within these processes. At the prefit stage, al1 the components are
fit together like a jig-saw-puzzle to ensure that al1 components mate together so that after
bonding the quality requirements of bond line thickness, bond strength, etc; are met.
Dimensional aspects, drilling holes, sanding and surface smoothness are the basic actions that
take place at prefit stage. The dimensional aspects comprise of trirnming, sanding and
making sure that the shape of the component(s) is corrected for pmper prefit.
Al1 the faults, erron, defects and quality related problems encountered during the
selected processes @refit and tayup) were identified, and the list is also included in Appendix
4.1. These defects were M e r categorized in terms of dimensional accuracy related, surface

srnoothness related, drilling related and other defects. Using the technical experts past
experience and knowledge for the occurrence of these problems the list was condensed and
rearranged as shown in Table 4.2.

TabIe 4.2

1

Cumulative Percentage O lPossible Problems in Prefit Process.

Faults at prefit process
Dimensional accuracy related
Surface smoothness related
Drilling related
Other problems
Total

Frequency
233
60
22
26
341

1
I

% of Total

1

.O65

Cumulative
Y0
,683
.859
.924

.O76

1.O00

,683
.176

1

1.O00

The Pareto diagram of percentage and cumulative line is drawn as in Figure 4.3. In
this case, "Dimensional accuracy" seems to be the main problem and the one to be
considered for fuaher study.
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From the above analysis it is clear that the dimensional inaccuracies at the prefit stage
are the main source of the problem. The prefit operators are able to fix the dimensional
inaccuracies only on a best effort basis. They are not always fully correctable or corrected
behg the product of tooling. This problem is M e r compounded by the fact that the
operators who carry out the layup are different from those who do the prefit. Therefore, the
layup operators are not able to use the knowledge and techniques used by the prefit operaton
to ensure proper mating of al1 the details. If the dimensions of various detiils are not correct
and they are not suitably mated, it results in bonding defects after the parts are cured. This in

turn effects the stnictural strength and integrity of the part resulting in the customer not
accepting the parts.

4.3

As 1s Process Analysis To Validate Problem Identification
The results of the above analysis that the main problerns with the metal bonding

process, in fact, were associated with the prefitflayup processes, were validated by carrying

out an as-is-process analysis on a typical metal bonded part being produced at the time. To
analyze the bonding process thoroughly, it is necessary to select a part, which is complex in
nature, represents a typical bonded part, and uses al1 aspects of typically associated bonding
process.
For the purpose of this analysis, a specific metal bonded part, the Main Landing Gear
Door (MLG Door), which was regularly produced in a 'lefi' and a 'right' configuration was
selected as being representative of typical metal bonded parts.

Significant quality and

productivity problerns were being experienced during the manufacture of this and other
similar parts. In this section, the "as-is" process for the manufacture of the iMLG Door is

analyzed with specific focus on the causes of noncornpliance. The analysis of the pre-fit
process is presented next.

4.3.1 Analysis of the Metal Bonding Process for MLG Door
The MLG Door (Figure. 4.4) is îttached to the bottom of the aircraft (F-5)and covers
the Ianding wheels of the plane during flight. The quality of the final product in terms of

finished dimensions and bonding quality is cntical for customer acceptance.
Rib

I

-..

Stiffna

Figure 4.4 Main Landing Gear Door (MLG door)

Initial review of the overall process and discussions with several metal bonding
specialists within the company clearly showed that the fiequency of producing nonconforming parts was very high even though the company employed technically advanced
metal bonding procedures in compliance with the customer's (e.g., Boeing and Northrop)
specifications. For example, the company had produced some 25 MLG Doors to date. Of
these, only 12 parts were acceptable. niirteen (1 3) parts were non-cornpliant, two of which
had to be scrapped (being beyond repairable limits) d e r significant deliberations. The
remaining 11 parts were reworked at significant costs and were sold to the customer on
concession. Cost of processing a non-cornpliant part into an acceptable part often exceeded
40% of the estimated cost of the original manufacture. These costs were typically associated

with processing the required paper work, significant time spent in meetings, analysis of non-

compliance, convincing the customer quality and technical personnel, besides the actual
rework of the part. Such a situation not only affected the ccrnpany's bottom line but also had

the potential to result in customer's downgrading of the company's quality rating.
The main reasons for such higher frequency of non-cornpliance were found to be
mainly due to lack of understanding and control of variables associated with each processing
step, which affected the part quality resulting in scrap and/or rework. It was therefore
considered necessary to evaluate the major steps involved in the manufachinng process with
a view to develop a detailed understanding of the reasons for non-cornpliance. Such an
understanding was also needed in order to simulate the effect(s) of these process variables to
track the process and product quality throughout the entire course of the manufacturing
process. Mer a brkf description of the details of the various components and materials used

in the manufacture of the MLG Door, the relevant manufacturing process for metal bonding
is d s o described below in some details:
A surnrnary of al1 the various detail components, test coupons, and penshable

materials involved in the manufacture of this part, their respective lead t h e , processing
times and other relevant information related to the part is given in Table 4.3. Most of the
information in this table is taken fforn the bill of matenals, some 20 shop order cards, various
detailed operation sheets, and the technical knowledge of various experts within the
Company.
The final MLG door assembly is made from 55 items in total. Of these, the first 19
items were metal components, fabricated in-house, except the rib and the inner skin, which

r is in fact fabricated in-house but sub-contracted out for
were sub-contracted out. I ~ e skin
chernical milling. Remaining items are test coupons, fasteners and perishable materials.

ui order to readily understand the various steps utilized in their manufacture, the over
al1 flow of process for the various components is given in (Appendix 4.2). Although it is not
possible to read anything fiom this figure, the complexity of the process is apparent from this
figure. The operations described in the shop order cards and operation sheets were ofien
confusing and dubious and it was not always clear from them what exactly was needed on
which particular part(s) and at what specific stage. In fact, it was often assurned that the
operator is experienced and familiar with the part(s) and the process(s).
The Petri-net technique (Dany and Warner, 1989) was used as a tool in the present
analysis to provide a visual description of the input-output analysis for each aep of final
assembly (Figure 4.5).

This figure allows one to quickly determine what item is used at

what stage. It was possible to quickly identiQ f?om this figure that the lead-thne of 225 days

for one small part (a screw bolt), which was used during the final assembly d e r the bonding
process, controlled the lead time (245 days) of the final bonded part.

Table 4.3.

Summary Of Al1 Components/ Material Used In The Manufacture Of
the MLG Door
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Figure. 4.5: Input/Output Analysis of MLG Door Using Petrinets

4.3.2 Analysis of Non-conforming parts
As part of the "as-is" analysis, available manufactwing data for a11 the nonconforming parts was analyzed with a view to determine the main cause(s) of nonconformance. Two distinct types of non-confomances were evident from the data:
those associated with metallic details (dimensional or othenvise) identified prior to
bonding, and
those identified after final bonding of the assembly.
The nature of non-conformances identified prior to bonding is quite diverse.
Metallic details (Table 4.3) are produced From customer supplied tools offering little
Bexibility during their production. Lack of suitable inspection templates for these details
does not allow identification of the discrepancies in key features that affect the bond
quality at early stages. Often times, even if the discrepancies are identified at the pre-fit
stage, they are removed on a best effort b a i s only as the replacement part(s) which are
cornpliant are simply unavailable. Drilling ovenize holes or drilling them in wrong
locations are other typical non-conformities. Sometirnes, details considered unsuitable for
left door are diverted for a possible fit up with the right door or vice versa. The
importance of identifying the detail component non- confomities prior to bonding lies in
the fact that such non- confomities cari either be relatively easily Bxed or the details c m
be scrapped without having to find them afler the final bonding, where often it is too Iate
to fix them.
The non-conformances found on the final bonded parts are rather more complex
and difficult to deal with due to their very nature vis-à-vis the customer requirements. It
is ofien dificult to pin point the main cause(s) of nonconformance at this stage, as these

may be a result of the compound effect of many factors throughout the various stages of
the manufacturing process. These non-conformances seriously affect the cost, delivery
and the productivity. A bief sumrnary of the non-conformance data on some MLG Doors

is presented in Table 4.4 along with a brief description, reasons for non-cornpliance and
possible process stage where they rnight have been created.

Table 4.4: Details of Non-Cornpliant MLG Doors

Number of
NonCornpliant
Parts

Rework
or
Swap (S)
Parts
R

Description
of the
Problem

Possible Process
Stage Where
Problem Migh t
Have Occurred

uneven dnlled
hole

prefit

joint

Possible Reasons for the
Problem
Relative movement of
the associated components

incorning inspection,
prefit, Iayup

prefit, layup

dwing bonding.
Lack of communication
between prefit and layup
operators.
Fixture used for bonding
had fewer clamps.
The curvature of inner
skin might have been out of

specification.
Too much gap between
the faying joints.
Not enough pressure on
the joints.
Lack of correlation
between prefit and layup
f~ture.

prefit
foarn adhesive

were crooked

Fit ups were not
properly done.
Lack of correlation
between prefit and layup
fixture.
Bonding futture was not
digned.
Lack of maintenance of
fiture.

From a review of the nonconformances (Table 4.4), it became increasingly clear
that control of the pre-fit and the lay-up processes are the most signïficant process stages
to ensure the success of bonded parts.

The more complex is the required bonded
72

assembly, the more effort is needed during the prefit and layup stages to properly fit up
the details and fmally obtain a cornpliant part. The work cartied out during these stages

is more of an art than science, and very painstakingly requiries constant operator
attention. Prefit stage is therefore examined in greater details. The details of the prefit
stage are descnbed below.

43.3 Details of P r e f ' Stage
With reference to the final assembly shop order card for the part, the pre-fit of

various details is carried out at wo distinct operations (Op No. 20 and 30) through details
descnbed on the operation sheets available in the area. Ideally, both of these operations,
which require a sequence of steps, are carried out between the three neighbonng stations
as s h o w in Figure. 4.6.

Upon arriva1 of the component kits, the operator picks up the components
required for each of the operations to stations 1 or 2 and performs associated steps as
given in Figure 4.6. Deburing required during process steps at other two stations is
carried out at station 2. M e r completing a11 the required prefit steps to his satisfaction,
the operator has the operation witnessed by inspection. M e r the inspection sign off, the
operator disassembles al1 the components of the part and sends the details for surface
preparation prior to metai bonding.
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Station 2

Prefit O p -30"

Deburr

Prefit Op "20"
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Station P2 in the prefit areri rit the sequcnccs noted rit Stations # I

Figure 4.6: Operation Steps within the Prefit Process

In actual practice, however, the prefit process was not quite as straight forward as
descnbed above. It was noted that the steps canied out by the operator during the prefit
stages were not exactly the same as given in the operation sheets and Figure 4.6,and that

the operator had to spend a significant amount of tirne and painstaking effort to cany out

these operations. This is demonstrated through a closer examination of the pre-fit

operation for just two simple components rib, and siiffener to demonstrate exactly what
the operator does to pre-fit these two simple parts. The actual process flow steps involved

in the prefit of the nb and the stiffener are given in Figure 4.7a. Figure 4.7b shows the

nb and stiffener and the gap dimensions of interest.

figure A7 b :Gap Deta'ls Rai of Ab and the Stiffener (MLG

in Figure 4.7% each process step is exarnined in tems of an input, action and output resulting
fiom the inspection with related uncertainty. For purposes of analysis in later sections, these
terms are described below:
o INPUT: The input consists of two categories: i) related to the new component which

enters the system, and ii) a carry over item, e.g., the output of a previous step.
o ACTION: The action has a category "process variable". The items that are already

present in the system are called process variables, e.g., the jigs, fixtures, tools and
operators.

o OUTPUT FROM INSPECTION: The inspection process generates the resultant gaps
as output in terms of an acceptable ("yes") or unacceptable ("no") gap, based on the
operator's satisfaction.

The operator is considered to be an important process variable and plays a significant
role at the pre-fit stage as described below in three steps.
At the initial step of the pre-fit operation, the operator checks the attached tag of the
component for a match betwcen the part number to the shop order card. The dimensional

and material properties of the part are assurned to be correct and according to specification;
however, there is the uncertainty that the opening of tib and the thickness of stiffener may be
beyond the specified dimensions.
At station 1, the first step 1.2.2 of "Operation 20" ensures that the rib is nesting
against the edge locator. It starts as s h o w in Figures 4.6 and 4.7a. The rib is input, drill jig,

and the operator are the "actors". The operator picks the rib fkom the kit, and perfoms the
action of inserting the rib in to the fixture and then inspects the results of his action. If
satisfied, he performs the subsequent action, othewise he obtains a different handed (left or

nght) rib fiom the stores and performs step 1.2.2 again until he is satisfied. Using the same
input and action, the operator ensures that the rib touches the edge locators, inspects the
result and if it is acceptable, he moves to the next step. The correctness of rib and fixture are
assumed, but there is the uncertainty that the rib and the fixture may belong to the opposite
handed doors.
in the next step, 1.2.3a, which is also performed at the station 1 of "operation 20",

fitting of rib and stiffener is verified. The new input variable is the stiffener and che carry
over variable Ei-om 1.2.2 is the rib. The process variables are fixture and the operator. The
operator tries to fit the stiffener into the rib as shown in Figure 4.7 a, the gap generated due to
the Btting operation is shown in Figure 4.7 b. The operator adjusts the stiffener by either
reducing its thickness by suitably sanding it, or he gets another rib or stiffener that does fit. It

is assumed that the gap generated due to the fitting operation is correct; however, there is
uncertainty that the gap is beyond the specification.
At the step 1.2.3b, the operator ensures that the stiffener. rib and the drill plate fit
together by locahng speciai tooling pins. The stiffener and the rib are cary over input
variables, whereas the operator and the fixture are existing process variables. Again at this
stage, the operator performs the required action, inspects the outcome and, if satisfied moves
on to the next step. If the tooling pins do not fit in the stiffener, he expands the tooling pin
holes in the stiffener and then repeats the action until a satisfactory fit is obtained. Similarly,
the operator performs al1 the remaining steps in the flow of work. Figure 4.7a also shows that
there are few uncertainties involved at each step of operation.

4.3.4 Summary of Problems Related to the Prefit stage
From the detailed review and analysis of the prefit process as described above, the
following problems were identified:
The frequency of producing non-conforniance in metal bonded parts is very high, Le.
10 to 45%. The non-conformance frequency at the start of production of a new part is

25 to 45%, and after the processes for a given part is established, the non-

conformance remains between 10 to 25%.
Significant time and effort is typically expanded to resolve even simple nonconformances due to lack of communication between and within engineering and
production departments.
The main causes for non-conformance were traced to lack of attention to details at the
pre-fit and lay up stages and the wide spread communication gap between the
operators at these two stages. The exact methods used during the pre-fit stage must be
suitably documented for each part to assist the lay up operator later.
The inspection of close tolerance metallic and honeycomb details was considered
inefficient and subjective. The details produced are oRen the direct result of the
customer supplied tools which could possibly produce cornpliant parts only under
tight and well established manufactuing conditions which are not available (or not
known). There is no mechanism of inspecting these details to the drawing
requirements other than of course at the pre-fit stage where it is already too late.

The operator, who performs the action and inspects the outcome of his own action,
plays a key role in ensuring the success of the process. Therefore, the experience of
the operator is au important factor in determining the quality of the part. New

operaton should only be allowed to carry out the work under the supervision of an
experienced operator initidly.
6.

The shop order cards and the associated operation sheets do not provide processing
steps in enough detail to facilitate standardizatioo of procedures.

7.

A large amount of time is spent on inspection without using proper equipment to

inspect and without a proper defuition for inspection.

8.

There are uncertainties involved at each processing stage and often it is left up to the
operator to resolve such uncertainty.

9.

Stacks of tolerances between the various details making up the assembly, whose
adverse affect can only be seen after bonding, are genenlly not considered which
result in non-conformances.

10.

There is a lack of understanding and control of variables associated with each
processing step.

II.

Non-conformances are often allowed to go unnoticed fiom previous to subsequent
operations (due to lack of proper definition) which often result in more expansive
rework and potential part scrap.

12.

Delivery to customer is airnost always late resulting in late delivery penalty costs and
loss of customer confidence.

4.4

Conclusion
The following conclusions are dratvn fiom this chapter:

1.

Due to lack of recorded data on part nonconformances for metal bonded assemblies,

and the lack of understanding of the various process steps involved. it was not
possible to pinpoint the prirnary cause(s) of nonconformances.
2.

Simple problem solving tool, e.g., Pareto analysis provides an effective method for
problem identification.

3.

Based on the perceived (by experts and operaton) part nonconformance data, Pareto
analysis showed that more than 70% of the nonconformances in the metal bonding
process were caused due to lack of control during the prefit process.

4.

Pareto analysis of the perceived nonconformance data also showed that the vast
majonty of the problems encountered during the prefit process were the result of a
wider scatter in the individual part dimensions.

5.

The results of the Pareto analysis were further verified on an actual bonded assembly,
the Main Landing Gear Door, being produced at the time of this investigation. The
analysis clearly showed that the more than JO% nonconformances caused dunng the
manufacture of this part were in fact due to improper control during the prefit
process.

6.

In view of the above finduigs, the scope of this research was modified to direct the
focus of this investigation to the prefit process as discussed in later chapters.

Chapter 5
METHODOLOGY AND INITIAL ANALYSIS
5.1

Introduction
The original intention of the thesis was to develop a mode1 to hack the quality of the

metal bonded parts throughout the manufactunng process cycle. However, the complexity of
the process, and the myriad of process variables associated with various process stages
invoived in metal bonding made it a formidable task to develop the mode1 within the
allowable time, to cornpiete the project. Moreover, working on such a broad topic would

have tempered the primary focus to identiQ and resolve the senous problems associated with
the nonconformances typically encountered during the production of metal bonded parts. As
discussed in chapter 4, the scope of this research was therefore bounded to include only the
specific problem process stage@), which were largely responsible for the ohserved
nonconformances. We identified the prefit process as being clearly responsible for the
majority of the nonconformances, as designed detail part dimensional tolerances, which
make up the final bonded assembly, were more specifically identified to be the key source of
the problem.

During the course of our review and analysis of the as-is process, it becarne
hcreasingly clearer that vast majority of nonconformances in the cured bonded assemblies
(e-g., unacceptable bond-line thickness, delaminations, blisters, voids, pinholes, etc;) were
related to the prefit process, and details part dimensions and associated tolerances. In the
reminder of this thesis, our efforts witl therefore mainly concentrate to mode1 the prefit

process so as to track the quality problems as they occur, so that they can be resolved when
they occur instead of attempting to solve hem after the fmal assembly is bonded. Once the
assembly is bonded, there is little that c m be done to salvage the assembly.
In this chapter, we will first provide a brief description of the method of process
selection vis-à-vis the process capability. A brief account of various types of dimensional
tolerances will be given next. Finally, the modeling approach used in this work will be
described.

5.2 Method of Process Selection
Selecting manufactunng processes generally establishes target process capability
widely used in industry. Process capabilities are designed to monitor how well a process
performs. compared to the imposed product specifications (the higher the process capability,
the better the process). While the need for high process capability values is easily undentood,
the selection of target values oAen remains arbitrary, because goodness of a process to meet a
specification is not always clear. Process capability indices (or other statistical measures of
process behaviour) are becoming increasingly important in the relationship between design
and manufacture. For instance, designers are being asked to select specifications with process

capability indices in mind on al1 new designs. Problems, however, arise with existing designs

(far exarnple, for parts under study in this thesis) where such considerations were not given.
Supplier selection is also often based on their reporteci values of process capability
index. While high process capability values may indicate a supplier with a good know-how.
state-of-the-art manufacturing equiprnent and efficient process control procedures, process
capability values also reflect the process selection made to meet the imposed specifications.
Precise process selection generally involves a trade-off between process cost and process
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precision: the more precise a process, the more expansive it usually is. Therefore, high
process capability values come at a cost and it is important to understand what guides process
selection and what makes the use of a precise process necessary or worth while. For exarnple,
it is easy to Say that the automation of the prefit process with very precise tooIs/fixtures and
the use of close tolerance part details to consistently obtain required gaps in final assemblies,

should be done if the prefit process is the root cause of nonconformances during the
manufacture of metal bonded assemblies. Such a process capability will, however, come at a
cost that may be prohibitive to conduct business. A suitable balance between process
capabilitykost and business need is essential.
Another important factor that influences process selection is the ability to verify
conformance to the specifications. More precisely, anything hindenng conformance
venfication (e.g., inspection tool, method or cnteria, measurement uncertainty, inspection
cost, production delay etc.) tends to impose the use of tighter tolerances.

5.3 Dimensional Accuracy and Stacking of Tolerances
The dimensional accuracy of a manufactured metal bonded assembly is based on the
stacking of tolerances and on the jigs and fixtures employed to pre-assemble al1 the detail
parts in order to venfi that the required gaps will be cornpliant in the final bonded assembly.

The technical experts in the area of metal bonding had indicated on several occasions that
accuracy of the prefit fixture plays an important role in controlling the dimensional accuracy
of the part.

However, based on their experience and intuition they believed that an

experknced operator could easily control the problem related to the accuracy of the fixture.
From the analysis of the nonconformance report on bonded parts (Chapter 4), it was evident
that most of the defects are related to the voids, porosity, foam intrusion and disbonds,

problems al1 related to dimensional inaccuracies of the mating details. The dimensional
inaccuracies will result in either too much or too tight gaps within the bonded joints
rendenng the part non-compliant.
Before we descnbe the simulation modeling approach used in this thesis to track the
stack of tolerance, related defects during production, overall quality, cost and t h e , we will
briefly discuss various types of tolerance analyses methods used by designers.

5.3.1 Tolerance Stack Analysis
The tolerance-stacking problem arises because of the inaccuracy of design when
detailed parts are manufactured within the allowable tolerance; however, upon assembly such
details don? fit together as planned due to inconsistent stack of tolerance. These problems
are particularly compounded by the fact that sheet metal details are often more dificult to
produce within very tight tolerances. There are three main types of tolerances stacking
analyses available in the literature. These are statistical, conventional, and arithmetical
to lerancing.

5.3.2 Conventional Tolerance Method
The use of tolerances was introduced with the concept of part interchangeability.
Because of manufacturing variability, it is dificult to produce a large number of identical
parts, and it is necessary to limit the pemitted deviations from the "ideal part". Precise

specifications are requked to comrnunicate dimensional requirements on fabricated parts, and
to ensure that these requirements are met. Defining an acceptable variation range about a
target value was the k t practical way to address rnanufactlrring variability. This type of
tolerance, Hubert (1994) referred to as conventionai tolerance denoted by A, establishes
l k i t s on the variations of the feature of a part or product. Thus,a specification on a product

characteristic consists of a target value, T, accompanied with the maximum deviation
permitted, A: TiA. The information conveyed by this specification is a limit beyond which a
part is not acceptable and should be rejected: there are only two quality levels: "good" and

"defec tive".

5.3.3 Arithmetic Tolerance Method
Scholz, 1995 cnticaily analyzed the stack of tolerance methods and showed that
arithmetic and statistical tolerancing are subparts of a more general mode1 for tolerance
analysis. Under arithmetic tolerance rnethod, if al1 part dimensions satisQ their individual
tolerance requirements, then every assembly involving these parts will fit with mathematical
certainty. In effect this assurnption requires an inspection of al1 parts, typically through
simple check gauges. This form of inspection is a lot simpler than that required for statistical
tolerancing. Another feature for the arithmetic tolerancing scheme is that the underlying
assurnptions are very minimal. However, the use of arithrnetic tolerancing becomes limited in
case of complex assemblies with interacting details.

5.3.4 Statistical Tolerance Method
In the more realistic, statistical tolerancing scheme, the part characteristics are viewed
as random variables. [nstead of sening limits on the variations of part characteristics, it is
assumed that part characteristics (e.g., dimensions) Vary randomly according to a statiticd
distribution (Shewart, 1931), centered at the tolerance interval midpoint and within g o
spread covering the tolerance interval. For given part dimension tolerances, this kind of
analysis typically leads to very tight assembly tolerances. For example, Mansoor (1963)
prefers a probability of 0.999 for part dimension tolerance cornpliance. Practical expenence

has shown that the results of this tolerancing method are usually not so good. One has to
therefore relax the above distribution assumption in a variety of ways as follows:
allow other than normal distributions, wbich are still centered on the tolerance interval
midpoint.

mean shifl models in which the distribution is centered anywhere within a certain
neighborhood on the tolerance interval midpoint. There are various mean shift models as
discussed below. Such models are handled by arithmetically and statistically stacked
mean shifi.
worst case tolerancing method
random mean shi ft method
nsk assessrnent method

mean drift method
The normality assurnption is relaxed by allowing more general distribution for the
part variations.

It is assuned that there is a particular relationship between the part

dimension o and the tolerance T, namely it is stipulated that cT=3o. Where c is a factor that

is specific to the type of distribution. If c=l then it is a normal distribution. Table 5.1 gives

a list of factors that have been considered in the literanire, for example Gilson (1951),
Mansoor (1962), Fortini (1967), Kirschling (1 988), Bjorke (1 989), Scholz (1995), and
Henzold (1995). Similarly, based on defect rate consideration, the suitable process spread is

ofien assurned to be 30, which is sometimes referred to as the natural tolerance [Speckhart,
19721. Yet, practices Vary depending on the industry considered: the automobile indutends to use 4 0 tolerances, and 6 0 is recornrnended in (Harry, 19871 for the semiconductor
industry.

Table 5.1 : Tolerancing Factors for Various Types of Distributions
Various Distributions

Factors

Elliptical

c=1 .500

Uni form

c=1.732

Trapezoidal

c=1.369

Half cosine

c=1.306

Beta density

c =1.134

Beta density

c =2.023
1

DM-Histogram density

c =1.512

Beta density parabolic

c =1.342

In the above discussion, the assumption that al1 part dimensions are centered about
their respective targets seems overly simplistic. in practice, this is difficult to achieve and
often not economical. The relaxation of the above assumption lead

!O

several mean shift

rnodels in which the distribution may be centered anywhere within a certain neighborhood
around the tolerance interval midpoint, but usually it is still assumed that the distribution is
normal and its +3a spread is still within the tolerance limits. This means that while this
rnethod allows some shift in the mean, it requires a simultaneous reduction in variability.
The mean shifts are then stacked in worst case fashion.

A mean shift represents a persistent amount of shift and is thus quite deterministic in

its effect, whereas random rnean shift expresses variation that changes from part to part, and

thus allows error cancellation (Srinivasan et al. 1995). In generai, a shift will typically
produce rejected parts on1y on one side of the tolerance interval, whereas the increased
variability due to re-centenng will result in rejected parts on both sides of the tolerance
interval. When dealing with tolerance stacking under mean shifts, one has to take special care
in assessing the risk of non-assembly. The part to part variation is realized each time an
assembly for that process i s put together. It is difficult to put a metric meaning into a risk
calculation that blends both types of variations. Presumably one would want to keep the risk
of a bad assembly mean shift very low, since a bad shifi in the assembly mean could mean a
consistently high rate of non-cornpliant assemblies. However, this risk is associated with the
occasional occurrence of a non-assembly as it happens due to chance variation in the parts.
There are situations when centering the process on target is impossible. For example,
a process deviates from its target as the tool wears (Scholz, 1995). As the tool wears, the
cutting boundary moves and often one compensates for this by aiming the tool so that
înitidly more is cut than the target. As the tool wears, this overcompensation reduces until
the target arnount is cut and finally less than the target is cut.

5.3.5 Other Tolerancing Methods
There are other research approaches in stack of tolerance analysis, such as the
development of geometric tolerances (Requicha, 1983). Geometric tolerances control the

fom, orientation and location of surfaces or other features.

Vertical tolerancing is also a recent approach, where directions, positions and sizes

are described by tolerance vectors (Wirtz, 1991).
A quadratic tolerances (Cox. 1986) method is used to capture any relevant curvature

in the part.

Tolerance stacking methods using this approach are fairly complex and

restrictive in their assurnptions.
Voelcker (1993) used Monte Carlo simulations on a CAD system for complex
toleranced parts for a precise tolerance approximation. Other researchen ( H o h a n , 1982)
(Srhivasan & Wood, 1992) have focussed their effort on analyzing manufactunng process
erron with a renewed modelization effort. However, the understanding, let alone the use, of

these approaches are still very limited.
From the above review. it is clear that the statistical and aithmetic tolerancing
notions are often not standard and not uniform, making the understanding of the material at
times difficult. In sumrnary,

The above tolerancing models are useful when parts are at the design stage and the
designer is designing the part. They can design the part with allowable variation, and
distribute it to the constituent parts for assembly using several iterations of tolerance

analysis.
The part-level specifications are in the form of statistical tolerance zones.

These

composed zones give a compact geometric description of al1 possible statistical outcornes
of a critical assembly-level characteristic. It also helps in addressing the risk analysis of
the assembled product.

Enhancing the visibility of the problem,

Speci @mg the expenence level of operatorlinspector.
Taking any other measures to enhance process robustness.

The modeling approach utilized in this work consists of the foklowing:
a) A method for tracking the manufactunng cost and t h e s (Section 5.4.1).
b) A structure of data and ranking of variables (Section 5.4.2).
C)

An approach for simulation modeling (Section 5.43).

d) Specification testing using Microsoft Excel: Testing to determine if designed detail part

dimensions c m always produce an assembly cornpliant to the process specification
(Section 5.4.4).
e) Part dimension testing using Microsoft Excel: Detemination of the extent of compliance

with the given part dimensions, and conditions under which compliance is met (Section

5.4.5).

f) Manufacturing simulation of the prefit process with hurnan interactions using Witness
(Chapter 6).

5.4.1 Method for Tracking Manufacturing Cost and Time
The evaiuation of cost and time are important in any manufactwing system in order to
measure system performance. Simple relationships as described below are employed in this
research to allow simultaneous tracking of product cost and time besides the quality:

5,4,l.l

Total Cost

The total cost of a bonded product is taken as the arithmetic sum of al1 costs incurred
on raw materials, components (both produced in-house and those bought out finished),

processing (both in-house and that subcontracted out), rework, scrap etc. The typical cost
hierarchy of metal bonded parts is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Product Cost

Matenal
Cost

Bought out
Finished
Component

Labor
Cost

Smp

Machine

Cost

Cost

Cost

,T
'-'-,
Raw
Material

In-house
Processing
Cost

Subconmct
Cost

Figure 5.1 :Product Cost Hierarchy

Total cost (Tc) = Component Cost (Cc) + Processing Cost (Cp)
Here component cost (Cc) c m be expressed as follows:

CC= Csub + CH+ CPS
Where,
CH=CR+CP
CPS= CR+ CP+ C P S U ~
Csub= Subcontracted out component cost.

CH = Cost of components built-in-house, which consists of raw matenal cost (CR)and
processing cost (Cp).

CPS = Partiai sub-contracted component cost, which consists of raw rnaterial (CR),
processing cost (Cp)and sub-contracted out cost (CpSub)
The processing cost (Cp) is related to the cost incurred at each processing step. The
cost to manufacturing a product is related to labor, machine, rework and scrap costs as
follows:

Where
Cp is processing cost per unit of time, CLis associated labor cost per unit of time,Cu

is machine cost per unit of time, CRsawk
and Cs are rework and scrap costs.
Labor cost (CL)is related to the wages paid to the labor. For purposes of
dernonstration, an arbitrary direct labor cost of 5 15 per hour plus overhead expenses of 213 of
the hourly labor cost is assumed in this work. Thus for example, if an operator worked on a

part at certain processing step for 10 minutes, then the labor cost, CL= (1 5/60)*1O(1 f(213)) =
$4.2.

Machine cost is related to the fixture, tool, racks, tanks, oven etc. used in
rnanufacturing the product. In this research, it is assumed that depreciation cost, interest and
maintenance cost are al1 part of the machine cost. Rework cost is related to the Iabor cost in

fixing the defect during rnanufacturing. Scrap cost (Cs= CL + CM + CRewwk + CC)is related to
labor, machine, rework cost and component cost. If part is scraped at station 5, then scrap
cost is related to the processiag cost incurred between stations 1 to 5 and the component cost.

5.4.1.2

Total Production Time
Time, like cost, is one of the most important factors to be considered in product

development. In today's quick changing market place, much competitive success can be
acquired from the capability to develop a product not only at low cost but also with a short
time to market. The time to market of a product is mainly composed of the time required for
marketing, design, engineering, manufacturing and sale. Given a particular work force and
equipment, in this research it is assumed that the time to market of a product is generally
influenced by product manufacturability. In other words, the time concept is related to the
time required to manufacture the product including rework and time loss due to scrap. The
manufacturing time is the processing cycle time required in producing a single part.

The overall production tirne penod (PT) is assumed to be the surn of the overall
actual processing time (TF)
and overall rework time (TR)and overall time loss due to scrap

(Ts),that is:
PT=Tp + T R + T S
The overall processing tirne is the setup tirne, cycle time and travel tirne at each
station within the process. For example, if a part moves Erom one station to mother in the
prefit area, processing time would include travel tirne. However, if a part moves from prefit
to surface preparation area, there would be some waiting time besides the travel time that is
not included in the processing time. The rework time is the time to fix the defects during
rnanufacturing. For various defects there are different rework time.The scrap tirne loss is a
combination of processing time and rework time that is used in manufachiring the product
before it got scrapped. For example if a part is scrapped at station 1, there would be
processing time loss associated with that station. However, if a part is scrapped at station 8,

the time loss would be the sum of processïng times (including the rework tirne, if any)
between stations 1 and 8.
Even though very simple functional relationships are utilized for cost and time
calculations in this work, any other cost and tirne functions applicable in a business could be
used.

5.4.2 Structure of Data and Ranking of Variables
Stnictunng of the data in a meaningful way to facilitate the modeling and analysis
was one of the key tasks in this work. As discussed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.3, Figure 4.7a),

the rnanufactuing system (prefit process in the present study) has three types of variables:

a)

Input or primary variables, which are rnainly the dimensions of vanous part details
that rnake up the bonded assembly.

b)

Action or process variables that are present in the system, e.g., the jigs, fixtures, tools
and operators.

c)

Output variables for example various types of gaps based on the joint type. Three
specific types of gaps encountered in metal bonded parts are metal-to-rnetal, metal-tocore, and metal-to-metal or metai-to-core side gaps. These gaps result in the required
bond-line thickness after the parts are bonded.
Values of these variables (range with tolerance limits), depending on their type, are

defined in a suitable database either in terms of some engineering measurernent (such as
thickness or other dimensional feature) or in simple words (e.g., hi&,

medium or low

operator experience). Each input variable is assigned a rank on a scale between 1 and 5. A
rank of 3, which is h t h e r subdivided into two ranks as 3niinand 3Au, impiies ail the values
within the acceptable range for the variable. Ranks of 2 and 4 are just beyond the lower and

upper end of the acceptable range respectively, and are generally hard to detect visually
without an engineering inspection. Ranks of I and 5, however are the unacceptable values of
the variable farther apart fiom the acceptable range on either side (lower and higher end of
the range), and are easily detected visually. Except for the operatodinspector, the process
variables are assumed to remain the sarne throughout this research. The operator/inspector
experience (when used in simulation) has been assigned three discrete ranks as high,

medium and low. The main reason for defining ranks in ihis marner, is to facilitate the
human decision making process, which is often based on intuition.
The output or dependent variables (e.g., the bond gaps) that control the quality of
bonded parts are each assigned ranks as follows:

The acceptable tolerance range for the prefit bond gap, also called the allowable
spread, is divided into 2, 3aenand, -3, 3, +3, 3n1uand 4 ranks. Where the ranks of 2 and 4

are the lower specification limit (LSL) and upper specification limit (USL) respectively For
the bond line thickness in the bonded assembly. These ranks are each 116 of the difference
between USL and LSL apart. Ranks 5 and 1 are beyond the acceptable tolerance range for
the gap. The gap tolerance beyond the ranks 5 and 1 respectively are designated as "more"

(than the specified tolerance), and "less" (than the specified tolerance). Figure 5.2 gives a
graphical representation of these ranks.

Figure 5.2: Description of R a n h for Gaps (Output Variables)
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Figure 5.2: Description of Ranks for Gaps

5.4.3 Approach for Simulation Modeling
As shown in Figure 5.3, the approach for simulation modeling is relatively simple.
Witness software is used for simulation purposes. Each distinct process step is simulated as
input, action and inspection, and output in which records for the quantity and quality
measurement for each part (cornpliant or non-cornpliant), associated costs and processing
times are stored. As different steps are simulated, the level of non-cornpliance (measured by
number of defects) will either be increased or decreased. A major part of the simulation
program is to maintain an up-10-date status of all the non-cornpliance, related costs and tirnes
associated with the process. During simulation, the input variables (the primary variables) for
each step move to the action and inspection stage. This is considered to be the main stage as
it transfomis the input variables into output variables attaching certain quality, cost and tirne

attributes to the part.

hput variables are mainly related to part attributes. These attributes differ from part
to part. Related to the stack of tolerances, al1 the dimensional measurements that effect the
bonding quality of a part are considered to be part attributes and input variables for the
system. The cycle time, setup time and type of work (activity) to perform the action are

input variables.
Once the process starts, al1 the input variables move to the action and inspection
stage. At this stage, the input variables and process variables are considered to be the
primary variables.

As indicated earlier, the input variables are mainly related to the

components that belong to the kit. Process variables are related to the variables that do not
move with the part but stay at the station, such as fixture attributes, tool amibutes, experience

level of operator etc. in addition to those items that are not issued as a kit.

Input

i

Rm;uy
Variables

Dependent

Vanables
(Intmrn Gaps)

Action and
inspcction

I

Figure 5.3:

Rcwork

Approach for the Simulation Model

Depending on the type of activity, these primary variables interact with each other

ar.d generate dependent variables as intenm bond gaps between the mating details. For

example, with a certain experience level, an operator works with part dimensions @art
amibutes) and creates gaps. The measurement of a gap is a dependent variable that h a l l y
effects the bond quality of the final part. These dependent variables, then move for the
inspection, at this stage the decision for accepting the variables as they are or changing their
values and feeding them back to the input stage is made.
The inspection decision is made by a decision switch which has two states: "0" (b'no"
change) and "1" ("yes" change). The decision is based on
the operator's expenence,
the visibility of the problem, and

the inspection level.
Each of these inspection variables has three ranks: high, medium and low. A highly
expenenced operator is the one who has appropriate training and performs the operation
satisfactorily many times with great care. A medium experienced operator has appropriate
training but either he does not have enough experience related to the operation or has
performed the operation only a few times with less care. A low experience operator is a new
operator with M e training or experience.
The visibility of the problem is related to the visibility of defects, after the operator
performs the activity. For example, in the fitting of a rib and stiffener, if the opening of the
rib is too small so that the stiffener cannot fit into the nb opening, this is considered to be a

highly visible problem. If fitting is tight without proper equipment, it is difficult to ven@ the
gap between the mating components: this is considered to be a medium visibility problem. If
the gap is not visible to the operator and c m only be verified by nondestructive inspection

(ND0d e r final inspection, then it is a low visibility problem.

A high inspection level means inspection is necessary and the procedure is

documented. A medium inspection level means, the operator is asked to inspect, but the
procedure is not docurnented. A low inspection level represents that the operator does not
inspect and the procedure is not documented.
Using these three inspection variables and their ranks, a decision switch matrix was
developed, with 0's and I's, details of which are given in Table 5.2. During the simulation

run,the information is read f?om this matrix. If a 'O' is encountered, the variable moves to the
output stage with its value and rank. Otherwise (i.e., for a "1'3, the input variable(s) and the
whole action and interaction process starts again till a "O" switch is encountered.
Once the "1" is on, depending on the rank of the dependent variable and the
experience of the operator, a decision cm be made either to leave the defect as is or do
something to improve the defect. If the operator decides to leave it, the variable moves to the
output stage with its value and rank. Otherwise, it moves to a decision for change based on a
likelihood function for rework and scrap. The operator decides to change the primary
variables by rework or scrapping the component and replacing it with a new component.
Thus, at the output stage, al1 the output variables have their values and ranks. These variables

are mainly independent variables and are used as inputs to subsequent steps. in the model, al1
the variables with their values and ranks are simulated at every step until al1 the situations are
simulated.

Table 5.2: Inspection Decision Matrix
Factors Affecting
Inspection Decision
Problem accessibiliryi
visibility

The level of Inspection
(Inspection method
defmed in the Shop order
card)
The level of Operator's
experience

Inspecter fmds a problem

Rank
High
Medium
Low
ffigh
Medium

Rank
Symbols
3
2
1
3
2

Low
High
Medium

1
3
3

Low
Yes
No

1
1

O

description
Problem is easily accessible to touch or feel
To access the problem open something
Must open something and hard to rrccess
Must perfonn inspection based on provided instruction
Sometimes performs :hspection, and sometimes just gets
rough idea
No instruction to inspect
Have training and known to do the job
Person have sorne training and usually d e s the right
decision
Few months of experience

5.4.4 Specification Testing Using Microsoft Excel
As has been demonstrated in Chapter 4, there was high incidence of
nonconformances on bonded assemblies, e.g., the MLG door, due to part detait dimensions

and the prefit process. We, therefore, considered it necessary to veriQ if the as-designed part
dimensional tolerances were capable of always producing confoming parts that met the
specification requirements for bond-line thickness, blisters, voids, delarninations etc. At this
stage, the relationships of detail part dimensions and positions are related to al1 the possible

gaps that will be bonded with adhesives on the MLG door. If the specified part dimensions
would allow more or less than the required gaps during the prefit operation, this will result in
thick or thin bondlines, blisters, porosity or voids in the joint, disbonds or delaminations. For

this purpose, we developed a simple appmach on Microsoft Excel to detemine the design
gap width as determined by the part shape specifications, as descnbed in the steps below:

Step 1: Tabulate the dimensions for al1 parts (input or primary variables) with their
specified tolerances fkom the part drawings. Assign a variable name and rank to

each input variable per Section 5.4.2. Tabulate al1 part combinations, which involve
adhesive joints resulting in gap(s), and identiS type(s) for each joint.

Step 2: VeriQ using simple arithmetic if the nominal values of part dimensions (assuming
ideal fixtures, expenenced operaton, and well defined inspection criteria, method,
and equipment) can always generate specified nominal values for the respective
@PS-

Step 3: Assign a variable narne and rank to the output variables (each resultant gap) per
Section 5.4.2 (See Table 5.5).

Step 4: Verify using simple aithmetic if different random combinations of mating part

dimensions (within and just outside the specified tolerances) can always create
specified gaps.
Ideally, the specified individual part dimensions m u t always create specified gaps
between the mating parts, particularly; the nominal part dimensions must yield nominal

values of the specified gaps.

5.4.4.1 Example for Specification Testing

For simplicity, the Main Landing Gea. Door, chosen for this example, is divided into
various joints as shown in Figure 5.4. Each joint has an assigned number as s h o w in this
figure.

Figure 5.4: Various Joints in the MLG Door

Details of these joints, which are categorized on the basis of joint types (e.g., rnetalto-metal: Type 1, metal-to-core: Type iI, metal-to-metal or rnetal-to-core end joints: Type lII,

and metal-to-metal or metal-to-core transient joints: Type IV)are given in Table 5.3. Details
of various gaps for the sarnple joints represented by sections 1-1 (Type I), 3-3 (Type 0,
8

(Type m),and 10-10 (Types 1, II, TV) in Figure 5.4, are given in Figures 5.5 through 5.8.
Since these joints represent simple to cornplex joints and cover the main joint types as above,

these are particularly discussed in this secticn to illustrate that even the specified values of
part dimensional tolerances don? always produce the required specified gaps.
Gaps resulting from nominal dimensions for each distinct combination of details
given in Table 5.3 were compared with the nominal values of the specified required gaps by
following Step 2 descnbed above. Values of part dimensions, variable names, assigned ranks,
gaps calculated for the nominal value of part dimensions and the required nominal value of
the gaps are given in Table 5.4. One cm easily see from this table that theoretically

calculated gaps from the nominal part dimensions don? always result in the nominal values
of the specified gaps, as was suspected. This clearly indicates a pmblem with the as designed

part dimensions vis-à-vis their capability to always meet cornpliance to the bond quality
requirernents. This emor gets M e r compounded when the specified drawing tolerances for
each part are considered as shown later. The tolerance-stacking problem aises in the context

of assernblies because of the inability to produce or join parts exactly according to nominal

as discussed in Section 5.3.1. Either the relevant part dimension varies around some nominal
value fiom part to part, or it is the act of assembly that leads to variation.

Table 5.3: Details of Various Joints and their Types on MLG Door
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1
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Hinge (Opening For Rib)
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Figure 5.5: Hinge-Rib Joint (Section 1-1 of Fig 5.4)

Action t
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d2)
a(3)
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stick of tolarences dependent attribute
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m a
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Gap type
openning of hinge
0.343
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length (hinge-open)
0.800
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Fig 5.6: Rib-Core 1 Joint (Section 3-3 of Figure 5.4)
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6
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Figure 5.7: Rib-ber Skin Joint (Section 8-8of Figure 5.4)
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min
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Figure 5.8: Outer Skin - Lnner Skin Joint (Section 10-10 of Figure 5.4)
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Table 5.5: Specified Gaps for Various MLG Door Joints and their Ranks per Section5.4.2

Item
nt

Gaps
Name

Assignment of Rank

Specified gaps (taken korn the customer specifications) and their ranks assigned per
Section 5.4.2 for various adhesive joints on the MLG Door are given in Table 5.5. In order
to veri& if the random combinations of mating part dimensions c m always produce gaps
within the specified range, the following procedwe was used:

Caps were calculated for part dimensions between the ranks of 2, 3 (3 Mi, and 3
and 4. The ranks of 2 and 4, even though outside the specified drawing tolerance, were

deliberately included in this analysis. There were two reasons for this: i) due to tight
tolerance requirements, in actual practice, the fabricated parts often had dimensions slightly
outside the specified values, and ii) to determine if conforming gaps could be produced if
part dimensions were slightly outside the specified tolerance. Each calculated gap was then
assigned the applicable rank £kom Table 5.5, and the fi-equency of non-confonning gaps
(beyond the ranks of 2 and 4) was compiled for each joint. Sarnple calculations for gaps
{ g( 1) and g(2) ) , and the associated ûequency tables for the "Hinge - Rib" joints, represented

in Figure 5.5, are a v e n in Tables 5.6 (a & b) and 5.7 (a & b). It is interesting to note from
these tables that whereas conforming gaps were sometimes produced using parts with
dimensions slightly outside the specified drawing tolerance, nonconforming gaps were oRen
produced with conforming part dimensions, depending on the direction of variation from
nominal for the mating parts.
Similar calculations were carried out for al1 MLG Door joints given in Table 5.4.
From the fkequency tables, the itequency of nonconforming gaps for al1 the joints for various
mating part combinations was compiled, which is given in Table 5.8. Depending on the joint
and gap types, significantly higher fiequency of nonconfonning gaps are evident fkom this

tabIe.

Table 5.6 a: Various Combinations of Hinge-Rib gap (gl)
Hinge
Openning
ior rib (al)
0.343
0.343
0.345
0.345
0.342
0.342
0.346
0.346
0.342
0.342
0.346
0.346
0.343
0.343
0.345
0.345

Ranks

Ranks

(a

(31)

3min
3min
3max
3m a .
2
2

3min
3mxc
3min
3max

4
1

3min
3max

2
2

4

2

(g 1)

Les

3

1
2
3 min

-

4

- -

-

Ranks

(al
3min
3min
3max
3max
2
2
4
4
2
2
4
4
3min
3min
3max
3max

Rib

Ipening
jngth (a4
0.783
0.787
0.783
0.787
0.783
0.787
0.783
0.787
0.781
0.789
0.781
0.789
0.781
0.789
0.781
0.789

-

(a (a1).(a2

3max
2
4
2
4
2
4
2
4

3
+3

3 rnax
4
5
More

Table 5.7 b:Frequency Table of
Hinge-Rib gap (92)

-- -

Ranks Gap (gl
3min
3max
3min
3max
3min
3max
3min

-3

3
3
3
3

Table 5.7 a:Various Combinations of Hinge-Rib gap (92)
Hinge
Openning
length (a?
0.8
0.8
0.82
0.82
0.79
0.79
0.83
0.83
0.79
0.79
0.83
0.83
0.8
0.8
0.82
0.82

Frequency

4

4
2
4
2

3max
3max

Rrinks

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2

4
4
3min
3min

Ranks

3

3min
3mau

Table 5.6 b: Frcquency Table of
Hinge-Ribgap (g 1)

0.01 7
0.01 3
0.037
0.033
0.007
0.003
0.009
0.001
0.047
0.043
0.041
0.049
0.019
0.01 1
0.039
0.031

Ranks
(!JI)
3
3
more
more
2
1
3

less
more
more
more
more
3
3
more
more

Ranks
Les
1

2
3 min

-3
3
+3
3 max
4
5
More

Table 5.8: Frequency of Nonconforming Gaps Obtained during Specification Testing

It is important to note here that the purpose of the prefit process is to verifj that such
conditions that result in nonconforming gaps are detected and corrected during the prefit
process so that the final part is compliant. However, in actual practice there are no written
inspection critenon or methods, and many of the gaps are not visible to the prefit operator.

The operator is therefore not always able to correct these discrepancies which directly affect
the part integrity. The approach described in this section allows one to enhance the visibility

of the problems caused by specified part dimensions. This is helpfùl in developing specific
guidelines, which c m be provided to the operating pers~nnel to correct joint gap
discrepancies either dunng the prefit process, or during the layup process by using other
process allowable processes, e.g., use of additionai adhesive layen to fil1 the extra gap.

5.4.5 Part Dimension Testing Using Microsoft Excel
in the above section, we analyzed whether the as-designed individual part tolerances
were capable of producing compliant joints with specified gap tolerances on the mating part

cornbinations. Analysis showed that the stacking of tolerances Eom the assembly point of
view were less than desirable since the kequency of producing non-cornpliant gaps was very
high. In this section, we will M e r analyze the as-designed part dimensions and their
tolerances vis-à-vis the specified gap (or the joint quality) to determine the extent of
compliance that is possible with the given part dimensions, and establish the conditions under
which such compliance is met. The following rather simple approach was used for this
analysis as shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Process Used for Part Dimension Testing
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The process starts with identifying the initial dimension for al1 parts used in the
bonded assembly fiom the respective engineering drawings, and assigning each dimension

ranks between 1 and 5 as done in the previous section (see Table 5.4). Once the dimensional
ranges are ranked, collect the data for these ranges for a given period of time and assign a
likelihood huiction for the occurrence of each rank. If data is unavailable, then use the
experts guess and assign the Likelihood hction. Using the likelihood function and the

random number generator on Microsoft Excel, generate random initial dimensions for each
part and calculate gaps for the combination of mating parts, then assign ranks to each

outcome (gap) fiom Table 5.5. This situation simulates the case for parts with varying
dimensions made in house or received fiom a vendor. M e r simulating a representative
number of parts, draw histograms using the frequency distribution.
Analysis of the data so obtained can provide the following information:
The initial condition of the part and the their effect of the data on the final quality of the

part in terms of gaps.
A sense of the capability of the customer specified requirements to consistently produce

quality parts (which are acceptable to the customer).

An analysis tool where the initial conditions (initial dimension or likelihood fiction) c m
be changed and their effect on the systern can be studied.
Once an optimal level of initial conditions are identified then these conditions can be fed
into the system in order to develop a strategy to reduce the defects.
Results of more than 50 simulations for each joint (mating part combination) are
shown in histograrns given in Appendix 5.1. These histograrns show the resultant distribution
of gaps for each of the joints. Also drawn @y dotted lines) on these histograms are the
specificatim limits for the gaps. A summary of these results is given in Table 5.9, where
overall Crequency of nonconformance for each type of gap is also included with some
relevant cornments. This table also includes the frequency of conforming gaps for each joint,
and where the gap value is with reference to the nominal value of the gap.

The following specific points c m be noted fiom this table:

Depending on the joint and gap type, randornly selected parts with drawing specified part
tolerances, could theoretically produce gap noncoriformances of up to 100%, e.g.,
transient gaps (gl5) between Rib and the imer skin.
Distribution of nonconformances for any joint and gap type allows one to focus on the
exact problem so that an effective solution could be put in place. For example, transient
gap (Type 4, gl5) between the rib and the inner skin is s h o w to be below the minimum
allowed 100% of the time in table 5.9. This suggests that the problem may lie in lack of
control in the radius area of the inner skin that result in too tight a gap. Therefore, either
the part supplier should modify their process to better control the manufactunng, or a
systematic methodology should be developed to adjust the mating parts during the prefit
process such that the gap can be made compliant. Similar conclusions can be drawn for

each joint and gap type from Table 5.9 before the actual r n a n u f a c t h g of parts.
Distribution of confoming gaps for each joint, as shown in Table 5.9, a h helps in
establishing whether the gaps are generally thin or thick.

Table 5.9: Frequency of Nonconformingl Conforming Gaps Obtained during Part
Dimension Testing

5.4.5.1

Verification of Part Dimension Testing Results
Results presented in Table 5.9 were venfied by examining the available records,

discussing with the experts in various areas, and the operators. A brief summary of this
verification is given in Table 5.10
Table 5.10: Summary of Verification of Results
Experts Opinion And Available
Data

Finding Of This Research

At the shop floor, there
Results presented
is confusion related to the show that there would be
primary
attributes
(part confusion because drawing
dimensions) of the part.
specifications
are
not
capable
of
producing
compliant parts.
Operators do not trust
Result in Table 5.9
the pnmary attributes (part clearly show that even if
dimensions) of the part because the primary attributes are
some time they create quality correct, they can create
part and most of the tirnes not.
chaos by producing non
compliant parts.
At the pre-fit stage even
if the gaps are verified to be
within the acceptable limit, the
final bonded parts are nonconforming.

The destructive test
results on manufactured MLG
doors show that certain gaps
k g . , g(9). g(13) g ( W , g(33))
are generally thicker, while
0 h - s (e-g., g(7h gW), g(29))
are generally thimer than
acceptable.

The distribution of
some of gaps shows that
they are towards the limie
in those cases other factors
such as adhesive fih
thickness, lay-up, autoclave
and operators experience
can create a problem at the
later stage.
The results of
Table 5.9 corroborate the
actual findings and show
that with the given
specification there will
always be too thin or too
thick gaps.

Comments

Specification testing at
the initial planning stage for part
manufacture will alIow one to
highlight
the
dimensional
problems to be anticipated with
any part requiring bonding.
For these joint either
specifications should be changed,
or process capability must be
enhanced to produce parts witlun
tightw than specified dimensions,
or systematic strategy must be in
place to deal with the issue during
prefit andfor layup.
These types of joints
should be clearly identified korn
the results of Table 5.9 so that
extra precaution can be taken at
the subsequent steps.

Taking
appropriate
mesures
during
the
rnanufacturing can ehminate this
probIem if the problem is visible.
Approach of this research makes
the problem visible before part
manufacturing.

5.5 Conclusions
Following main conclusions are drawn fiom this chapter:
While selecting new processes or developing process improvement strategies, it is
important to strike a suitable balance between the process capability, costs and business
needs. Precise process selection generally involves a trade-off between process cost and
process precision: more precise a process, the more expansive it usually is. Therefore, hi&
process capability values corne at a cost and it is important to undentand what guides process
selection and what makes the use of a precise process necessary or worth while
Frorn the discussion of various types of tolerancing methods, it is evident that The
tolerance-stacking problems generally arise because of the inaccuracy of design when
detailed parts are manufactured within the allowable tolerance; however, upon
assembly such details don? fit together as planned due to inconsistent stack of
tolerance.

A systematic methodology for process improvement that comprises of the following
is developed in this work:
Method for tracking the manufachiring cost and times (Section 5.4.1).
Structure of data and ranking of variables (Section 5.4.2).
Approach for simulation modeling (Section 5.4.3).
Specification testing to determine if designed detail part dimensions c m always
produces an assembly cornpliant to the process specification (Section 5.4.4).

Part dimension testing for determination of the extent of cornpliance with the given
part dimensions,and conditions under which cornpliance is met (Section 5.4.5).

Manufactunng simulation of the prefit process with human interactions using
witnesses (Chapter 6).
3.

Specification testing of specified part dimensions, using a simple spreadsheet
approach on Microsoi? Excel, clearly show that there is a problem with tolerance
stacking on most of the mating part combinations that form adhesive joints on the
final MLG Door assembly. Left unattended during actual manufacturing (e.g., at the
prefit stage) these gap inconsistencies with individual joints will potentially cause
senous problems with the gaps on the final assembly.

Part dimension testing allows one to very quickly determine the nature and degree of
nonconformance on each joint and/or gap type by simulating any nurnber of joints using

random parts within the specified part tolerances. Part dimension testing provides a very
powerful tool to establish what kind of problems can be anticipated dunng bonding of
assernblies when detail part tolerances don? stack well as s h o w by the specification testing.

From the results of part dimension testing, one can easily estabiish an effective prefit strategy
that will ensure cornpliance when the parts are bonded. Also, specific guidelines could be
established for the detail part suppliers to adjust their manufacturing pmcess that will

minimize efforts during the prefit process

Chapter 6
SIMULATION MODELING OF THE PREFIT PROCESS
USING WITNESS
6.1

Introduction
In chapter 4, we descnbed a systematic approach to enable us to focus on the main

problems encountered during the manufactunng of metal bonded assemblies. Two distinct
conclusions & a m in Chapter 4 were: i) that the majority of the problems resulted due to lack
of control of the prefit process, and ii) that within the prefit process, most problems
originated f?om lack of control of the dimensional tolerances on the detail metallic parts. In
Chapter 5, we presented the basic elements of the methodology to address these specific
problems, and demonstrated that prime reasons for nonconformances on the bonded
assemblies were related to the fact that individual part tolerances did not stack well resulting
in the gap problems on almost al1 joints. We also concluded in Chapter 5 that if the tolerance
stacking problems were made visible pnor to the actual rnanufacturing of assemblies,
strategies to address the highlighted problems could be put in place such that the
nonconformances could be significantly reduced if not completely eliminated. In this chapter,
results of our efforts to mode1 the relevant portion of the manufachiring process (e.g., the
detailed prefit process) by simulation will be discussed with a view to develop simple
strategies to alleviate the problems associated during the manufacture of the bonded
assemblies.

The mode1 will take into consideration:

The as-designed part tolerances, the visibility of the problem (e.g., various types of
bonding defects) associated with the as-designed part tolerances (as per the methodology
established in Chapter 9,
various work stations within the process,
human interactions (e-g., operator's experience),
Costs and times associated with each process element, etc.

This chapter is organized as follows:

In section 6.2, a brief note on the selection of simulation software used in this research is
given.

The approach for simulation modeling using Witness is descnbed in Section 6.3. This
section also describes various elements of the model and provides description of al1 the
variables and the structure of input and output data.
Simulation methodology and how the model works are also described in Section 6.3.

Results obtained From the model are presented and discussed in Section 6.4 for various
scenarios.
Finally some conclusions are drawn which are given in Section 6.5.

6.2 Selection of Simulation Software
Simulation is a valuable and widely used tool that allows organizations to investigate
possible strategies for performance. As a result, there is a plethora of simulation software
packages available on the software market, e-g., GPSS, Sigma, Simfactory, Promodel,
Witness, Simu18 etc. Each of these has associated strengths and weaknesses, depending on

the type and the purpose of the problem and the modeling critena. Besides these commercial
packages, researchers deeply involved with simulation studies write their own simulation
programs based on their specific needs. An excellent review of various simulation software
packages and their specific strengths and weaknesses is provided by Hlupic (1999). Witness
was identified to be one of the most widely used software for manufachiring simulations in

this study. Witness has also been software of choice in our laboratory since the early nineties,

as a result, significant expertise was available on the use of Witness within o w research
goup.

WITNESS is designed around the fourth-generation software, which greatly
simplifies the model building and provides many short cuts in developing the model details.
The important feature is that the software has the capability and capacity to meet complicated
situations and needs. It is a graphically interactive, dynamic, discrete event and continuous
simulation system designed to allow a user to model any manufacniring environment. The

PC based software uses a powerfùl Basic-like langage that can be stnictured to model any
type of manufachiring situation. It cm be used for advanced planning for new lines, entire

plants or plant improvements for any type of product. The software includes predefined
elements - parts, machines, buffers, labor, fluids, AGVs, conveyon, tanks, pipes, and
processon etc. The predefined elements are general enough in nature that users can also use
h e m for non-manufachiring environments such as services (papework flow, people-based
operations etc.) and facilities (cafeterias). The powefil graphical user interface (GUI)
displays actions and is helphl in model development and debugging. More specifically,
Witness satisfied d l the cnteria requirements, as discussed below, for o u .rnodeling effort:

The model must be capable of analyzing various bonded part configurations without
requiring changes to the source code.
The model must be used to analyze each workstation individually or as a group.
The model must nui faster than the real time so that various scenarios cm be studies in

less tirne. This will support the ability to analyze the processing time, rework tirne and
waste time due to scrap part.

The model must be able to conduct simulations for the quality of part, cost for the process

and processing time.
The model must consider relationships between primary variables and their effect on the
dependent variable.
The mode1 must be able to simulate any changes made after rework to the primary
variable to the associated component and other associated dependent variables.
The model rnust be able to consider the likelihood chance for the occurrence of incoming
primary variables. This feature will allow explorhg the impact of the type of incoming

inspection on the quality of the part.

The model must offer dynarnic behavior as opposed to behavior that is fixed at the time
of mode1 execution. That is, the model must allow the behavioral characteristics of the
operator to change over tirne.

The mode1 must take into account the visibility and non-visibility of the situation and its
effect on the operator decision.

The model must keep track of processing, reworking and if part is scrapped related time
and how much it costs to the industry.

The model must support simulation output analysis, designs of experiments and
sensitivity analysis.
The mode1 must provide animation of the part movement to support model validation and
presentations

The model must be operate on a PC platform. This will ensure the model is portable.
The mode1 must have a high degree of user Eriendliness, so that the mode1 c m be used by
a wider set of end-users at the shop floor.

6.3 Approach for Simulation Modeling on Witness
The general approach for the sirnuiation mode1 is described in Section 5.4.3 in
Chapter 5. The proposed methodology is composed of the following three steps:

1.

The fint step is to acquire data that describes the environment that the opentor needs
to make decisions. Input files for the model are aiso established at this step.
Applicable rules (fùnctions) for the manufachiring system are developed. Also, the
state of the process (quality, cost and tirne) is continuously tracked.

2.

The second step is to veriQ the model with the real metal bonding data.

3.

The third step is to synthesize the knowledge thus gained to make policy
recommendations for generic systems.
More importantly, validation is critical to the successfùl use of a model as a

predictive tool and involves testing to ensure that the model accurately reflects the behavior
of the real system. The model has two features that lend it to modeling human behavior and
decision making during the manufachring process: i) it allows the modeling of a complex
system by supporting modular construction, and ii) it has one to one correspondence with the
physical world, thus easing the burden of mode1 validation.
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The mode1 is generic in nature and can handle any given 'n' number of workstations,

any given 'm' number of tasks and as M e as one workstation with one task. The mode1
considers a general manufacturing system that consists oE

Pi i number of processes where i = 1 to m
Wij j work station with i process where j = I to n
Cycij cycle time at j work station with i process where j = 1 to n
Rwcycij rework cycle time at j work station with i process where j = 1 to n
Aijk k various activities a t j work station for i processes where k = 1 to s

RI I different components of a part where 1 = 1 tu t
Nqi q attribute of each component where q = 1 to h
Nwqk q attribute used at j workstation for activity k

Req, p requirement from the customer, where p = 1 to u
Qij k

quaiity generated for k activity at j work stations at i process where j = 1 to n

RQij kp quality genented for k activity at j work stations at i process with respect to the
customer requirement p.

VQijk quality visible to the operator generated for k activity at j work stations at i process.

Funf f number of different functional relationship.

FunQGk number of hctional relationship used at j work stations at i process.

mmfg fnumber of functional relationship with g types of relationship.
D, number of decision related to the q number of attributes
Opb Type of operator based on their experience level b = 1 to 3

Dopqbdecision based on the operator type.
I* inspection cntena for q number of attributes based on the type of operator

IGPbinspection criteria for p nurnber of gaps based on the type of operator
TCi total cost for i processes

RCi rework cost at workstation j
SCi cost of scrap to the Company
Ttpi total processing time for i processes

R t Q rework time at workstation j
Sttpi tirne loss due to the scrap at i processes

This nature of the model will allow an understanding of the interface between primary
variables, human interaction effects and process variables and their effect on the dependent
variables. The methodology will also provide general recommendations on policy issues.
The model represents a manufacturing system, which consists of various processes;
each process contains a certain nurnber of workstations and at each workstation number of
different activities may take place. The part moves within the rnanufactunng system as a kit.
Al1 the workstations c m be arranged in any order, but the kit will move based on the process

flow defined in the shop order card. The kit contains items from the bill of material, for
example ail the various metallic components of the assembly, nuts and bolts and other nonperishable materials.

Each component has k g attached to it, which provides related

attributes (e-g., dimensional tolerances) of the part.
When a kit enters into the manufacturing system, every item of the kit enten into the
system with initial attributes attached to it. Depending on the objective and type of problem
one can trîgger only necessary attributes of the items of the kit. As the kit moves from
process to process, items of the kit move fiom one workstation to another station, the action

and iteration between the attributes generate dependent variables (the gaps). The value of

these dependent variables determines the quality of the part. The associated cost and time
spent related to the part quality are kept.

6.3.1 Mode1 Assumptions
Besides the metal bonding manufacturing process, Witness Software has its own
limitations for the simulation. Therefore, the framework of the model is developed using the
following assumptions:
The simulation model incorporates the concept of a kit (comprising of a nurnber of
individual components and/or subassemblies) as a simulated part, whic h moves From
machine to machine.
The shop order card (SOC) is defined as a simulation machine, which provides a path and
sequence of tasks for the part.

The cycle time for any operation on the SOC is assumed to be equal to zero for the
workstation, so that it is not included in the sequence of tasks.

The nurnber of workstations is handled as a set of machines in a process.

At each

workstation, activities will be performed in a sequence, which could depend on the type
of operator. In this research, a standard sequence of activities for each workstation is

considered, and it is assumed that each operator follows this standard sequence of
activities.

The cycle time is associated with the workstation; it is not related to the activity
performed at each workstation. The cycle time is a discrete number.

Part arriva1 is passive, Le.; it is cirawn into the simulation as required fkom an infinite
supply. Once a kit enters into the systern, if the Drocess (any workstation of the process)

is busy, the kit waits for processing. Upon completion of service, a kit advances to the
next process or leaves the system.

The kit is composed of various components and each component has different attributes.
Based on the goal of the simulation, these amibutes are the drawing specification @art
dimensions) of the component. During simulation, attributes are attached to the values

and depending on the range of values, different types of non-cornpliance are created at
various steps. Within the specified range, each primary attribute is classified into ranks as
discussed in Chapter 5.
Based on the available knowledge of the experts in the process, availability of parts with

attributes in various ranks is assigned a likelihood function. Once the kit enten into the
system, the attributes are attached to the component. Simulation attaches attributes in
two steps: h t l y , it generates a random number; then through the random nurnber, it
selects the likelihood chance if incoming part attribute and provides the rank to the
amibute. It then assigns the dimensional amibute to the cornponent with the help of a
UMFORM distribution.
The tool, machine and fixtures used are assumed to be constant, i.e., they are assumed to
have no effect on the quaiity of the part. These tool, machine and fixtures are available at
the workstation and each operator chooses the sarne tool, machine or fixture to work on

the part tirne and time again.

For each process there is an assigned operator. Based on the availability of the operator,
they are assigned to perform the activities at the workstation in the system. The

expenence level of the assigned operator varies between high, medium and low. In this
research, simulation selects a type of operator based on the random function and

Iikelihood of their availability (70% for high, 20% for medium and 10% for low
experienced).

Once the kit and the operator are assigned to a workstation, the operator performs the
defined activity. Establishing the functional relationship between the attributes, these
defined activities are simulated. It is important to note that the results of the functional
relationship, the dependent variables (the gaps in this study) represent the quality of the

part. These dependent variables then have their attributes and associated ranks.
Depending on the range of values of the attributes, non-cornpliance is simulated.
The operator not only performs the activity but also inspects hisher own work. At this
stage, the operator inspects the attributes of the component. The decision for inspection

has two steps: first the decision level classified on the basis of operator expenence,
visibility of the output being inspected and the inspection level, each at three (low

medium and high) levels. The inspection decision is made by a decision switch, which

has two states: "0" and "1" as described in Section 5.43 (Chapter 5). During simulation,
the decision information is read fiom the decision matrix given in Table 5.2 (Chapter 5)

M e r the inspection of the attributes of the cornponent, the operator inspects the
dependent variable or gaps. Attempts are then made to determine if the non-cornpliant
parts are adaptive (i.e., they can be changed to become cornpliant, e.g. by reworking). If
they are adaptive, there is a certain probability that the values of variables affecting the
compliance can be brought into compliance, else the noncornpliance will escape to the
subsequent workstation.
The inspection process will continue and the kit will remain at the workstation until either

the operator is satisfied or the defect escapes to the next workstation unfixed.

in this research, rework time is assumed to be the sarne as the cycle time for that
workstation. The lost time for the scrap part is the cumulative cycle time, as discussed in
Section 5.4.1.

The process of inspection will take place at each workstation of the manufacturing
process as the kit moves within the system. Finally, the kit c m rnove to the buffer.
Depending on the scope of the simulation, the kit c m either move to the subsequent
manufacturing process and workstations or stay at the buffer. As the kit enters into the
buffer, the final amibutes of the part, and the gaps are recorded in the write file.

The output can be written in a text file using variables. For the purpose of analysis, the
output can be ananged in a certain order and with the help of charts the results can be
analyzed for f'ture recommendations. The focus of this research is on the information
flow related to the quality, rework, scrap, cost and time between activities, workstations
and processes.

6.3.2 Simulation Mode1 Description and the Frame Work
The simulation s o h a r e was w&en in a basic-like language used in Witness. A list
of al1 the elements used in the simulation model and the complete code is given in Appendix
6.1. The general structure or b e w o r k of the model is illustrated in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: The General Structure of the Simulation Modet
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The model basically consists of three blocks:
1. Input Block Interface: It provides various input data for the model in the form of Excel

files (Table 6.1), and the applicable rules or functional relationships specifjong the
decision niles to be used by the operator during the simulation.
Table 6.1: A Summary of Simulation Mode1 Input Files (Prefit Process For MLG Door)
Input Files With Description
(With Read C o m n d )
CycfiIe: cycle time for each
workstation
Likeli : likelihood chance aociatcd
with each prirnary variable.
Tol: range of dimensions1 tolemces
of 5 1 dimensions
Ddli: provides likelihood chance for
occurrence of cornpliant gap after
rework
Atype: File related to the type of
joints.

Gapeq: has 6 columns related to the

functional relationship between the
prirnary variables

Tgap: :toIerance requirement for the
type of gap given by the cunomer
Tinspl: Inspection b e l criteria file
for primary attribute brisecl on
operator's experience.
TiaspZ: Inspection level criteria file
for gaps baseci on opentor's
experience.

Variables To Read From The File
c: cycle tirne to finish tasks at each workstation.
li: likelihood chance for the amibute associated with the incoming part
var. total number of ~rirnarvvariables (attributes)

t: real variable for the range of dimensional toletances from the part dnwing
Dli is the rcal variable used for reading the rows and columns frorn the file
tyj: types of joint associatcd with thc p n m q variable ,

tyt: types of tmsient joint associated with the primary variable,
cseq: to recognize the prirnary variable usai in column oder
rseq: to recognize the primary variable used in a row order
comp: rypes of components anached to the primary variables
var: number of primary variables,
act: number of actions attacheci to the p r i m q variable,
mm:
tpl, tp2, tp3: are related to the type of changes effects the p r i m q variable
after rework.
tp4: represents the rypes of various joints
tp5: presents the pattern of functional relationship in ternis of cqurition type
rind number of variables.
w3: types of gap which are visible to the opemtor
tg: tolennce requirement related to tp4

Inpa: inspection criteria for primary variable (attribute of the part) based on
opentor experience level

Inpg: inspection criteria for dependent variable based on opentor experience
level
task: number of workstation
joi, nojoi: number of task (out of 38) performed at each workstation
tatt, tnoatt: number of attnbute (out of 5 1) used at each workstation
tnoattl: cumulative number of attributes used at each work station
no: number to attributes at each work station.
jj, jj2: number of actud task perfomed which has direct effect on the quality.

The operator makes suitable decisions using applicable rules (functions), which are

developed hom knowledge bases (e.g.. production and inspection requirements etc.). The
functions allow change in attributes, problem recognition, decision, inspection, rework,
requirement and expenence. An overview of the types of functions is descnbed below:

The change in attribute hnction(s) maintains the quality characteristics of the
manufactured part and generates a map of the manufacturing process dong with the
attributes, workstations, sequence of tasks and cycle time.

The map contains

information on which attributes are used at what workstation and their sequences,
thus allowing one to track the quality of the part.
The recognition function is available for the operator. This function allows one to
mode1 the capability of the operator to recognize problems (defects) in the part during
manufacturing.

The Inspection function is called upon to generate inspection critena for the operator
based on the type of part, attribute of the part and experience level of the operator. In
essence, the inspection function represents the eyes of the operator. Again, how far
the operator is able to see depends on the defined likelihood function for the
experience level of the operator.
The decision function(s) are used to incorporate the visibiiity of defects and to tell the
operator to perfom the inspection. It also works as an on-off(1 ,O) switch.
The experience function is used to cal1 an operator with specific expenence level to
perform the work based on their availability. The experience Function consists of
defined type of operator experience levels and related iikelihood of their ability to
detect the problem.

O

The reworW swap function directly influences the part's attributes. This function is
used to affect the quality of the part at the workstation and finally detemines the
product conformance attributes.

a The requirement object is used to bind prirnary variables together. This is one of the
vehicles used to establish the customer's requirement profile for the final part, as well

as a means to distinguish primary variables fiom the dependent variables at each
workstation.
It is important to note that the use of these or any other additional functions depends

on the type of part, process and expenence level of the operator(s). For example, the
possibility of the rework/ scrap function to be cailed, depends not only on the incoming
attnbute of the part, but also on the customer's requirements and the expenence level of the
operator. Thus, rework. scrap generation is a function of the type of inspection being
performed, the operator's process environment (workstation, task and cycle time), hidher
ability to perform the work, and the incoming part type and their attributes on which operator

has little or no control. A summary of various hinctions used in modeling the prefit process
for the metal bonding of the MLG Door is given in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: A Summary of Functions Used in Modeling- the Prefit Process for MLG Door
Name of Description of the function
Function
F W ~ P

Once the rework is assigned, this function changes the initial attribute and
generates the reworked gap. It also keeps track of changes to other gaps resulting
from the rework to the gap being inspected.

Funwork 1

Random selection of the type of operator

Funwork2

Based on the type of operator; selection of inspection criteria for the attributes and
created gaps.

Funwork3

Based on the type of operator, and how rework creates new gap

Fwid 1

Once the operator decides to f
k the problem then based on some other related
factor he can either leave it as is or do something about it

Fund2

If he decides to do something; then, what he does to change the gap.

Fundis2

To display the dimension of the primaiy variable and the scale on the screen.

Fundis3

To display the dimension of reworked primary variable and scale on the screen.

Funcol

To arrange the primary variable for the workstation in a table in order to calcuiate
the gap.

Fungs

To calculate the gap rank from the created gap u s h g the pnmary variables

Fun4

To calculate the gap rank for tpS4 type of created gap using the primary
variables

Fun6

To calculate the gap rank for tp5=6 type of created gap using the pnmary
variables
1

Based on the visibility of the problem creates the operator decision to do
something or not

Fun-v
I

Funti

To calculate the total processing time, rework time and Iost time due to the scrap.

Fatt

To generate the primary attribute of the part use likelihood fhction.

Fchatt

If there is a change in a component then the prirnary attnbute is generated using
this function.

Decision

To create O and 1 decision for the operator.

1. Action or Simulation Block: This block works using the approach discussed in Section

5.4.3 (Chapter 5), and is in fact the actual simulation part of the model. The general
scheme or flowchart of events during the simulation is given in Figure 6.2. The process is
represented by the workstations, tasks and cycle t h e . The action machine (simulator) is
used to advance the simulation d o c k keep track of the state of the process, and invoke
the ordered movement of the operator and the process.

Figure 6.2: General Flowchart of Events during Simulation
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2. Output Block: the output block stores the results of simulation. The purpose of the

output block is (a) to display the summary of results as the simulation runs, (b) to debug
the model, and (c) to analyze the results for future recommendations. Display of the

results c m be handled by creating a new function or providing appropriate commands to
the existing Function. Output files, like the input files, are Excel files.

6.3.3 Details of Simulation for the Prefit Process for the MLG Door
The modeling starts by defining the elements of the model. These elements are
machines, buffers, parts, variables, attributes, b c t i o n s and files, etc. Depending on the
objective of the problem and the limitation of the software package, various elements c m be
defined. A list of elements related to the model (for prefit of MLG Door) is included in Table
6.3.
As discussed in Chapter 5 (Table 5.3), there are 13 main joints on the MLG Door,

made h m 5 1 different part attributes, which create 38 gaps of 4 different types (Table 5.5).
Functionally these joints are sirnilar, however, in nature they are different. Based on the

number of joints and sequence of prefit steps, the process has been divided into 13
workstations. Therefore, 13 sirnilar machines, narned "action" have been created in the
simulator. These machines are prograrnmed to work on assigned joints at the assimed
machine. The operator with an assigned experience attribute pre fits the components, creates
the required gaps, inspects these gaps, makes changes to noncompliant gaps and moves the
kit to the next workstation.

Table 6.3: A Summary of Various Mode1 Elements

1

Defined
Elements
Machine

Element Name in
the Simulation

Description

SOC

To provide the sequence nurnber of workstation with
their cycle tirne,
OP 1
1 To create the initial dimensional attributes of the part
(Kit)
ACTION
To create gaps, inspect created gaps; provide rework
1 and or scrap.
NSTAG
To initialize the display variables for each part and to
control the kit in the system.
To display results
D W l Y
Kit
Part for the model moves fiom one workstation to
another workstation
Jwik
Fictitious part to start machines SOC and [NSTAG
Buff
To store the final part and to control the number of
parts in the system
a
Ïnitial (51) dimensional amibutes attached to the kit
s
Ranks (51) of dimensional attributes
gaps (38) using initial dimensions of parts
Created
g
Ranks (38) of created gaps
gs
- na
New initiai (5 1) dimensions after rework and scrap
ns
Ranks (5 1) of new dimensional attributes
Created gaps (38) using new initial dimensions OF the
ng
Part
Ranks (38) of new created gaps
ngs
Operator type 1 (Low expenence)
op1
Operator type 2 (medium expenence)
op2
Operator type 3 (hi& experience)
op3
Readfile(1nput)
DetailsareinTable6.1
Write file (Output) File 1, Filez, File3, File4
Details are in Table 6.2
List of variables To Record Data From the File
related to the read 1
file are in table 6.1 1
e.g., zl, .......,zg, To generate the loop
j i ,.......j7
e.g, va, vs, revar, 1 To display results on the screen for analysis and
mal, nra.2, mg, debugging the simulation model.
ral, ....
e-g., Countco, no 1, 1 For the comter to move the part to count the number of
no2
Part
e g r1
3 . .. To generate random numben
Complete list of variables are &en in appendix 6.1
1

I

Each of these machines works on real time, which is controlled by the cycle time.
The cycle time for each workstation is defined in a file element, controlled by the "SOC"

machine. The "SOC" machine reads the file and provides cycle time for each workstation in
terrns of a variable element. The elements, as defined in Table 6.3, c m be displayed on the
screen for animation purposes. Then by using progmmming codes (as given in appendix 6.1)
the elements are appropriately connected to each other using start, 6nish, pull and push
commands. During the simulation, various events occur in a sequential manner (as shown in
Figure 6.2). A general description of these events is given below:
1. The simulation starts at real time = 0.

2. The simulation reads input data and records data for the mode1 in the assigned variable

arrays. Names of the 13 joints are defined and recorded in string variables. It also
initializes the variables d e r recording the results of simulation and before starting the
next run.

3. The SOC machine pulls the junk part in order to define the part flow. It also reads the
cycle tirne for the workstation and provides the cycle time for each workstation.
4. The INSTAG machine pulls the "kit" containing al1 parts and pushes it to the ACTION

machine for the manufacturing processes.

The OP1 machine generates initial

dimensional attributes for each part feature in the kit using the Fatt fiction. The Fatt
function at fint generates a random number. This random number is then compared with
the likelihood for ranks of part dimensions to select the rank (bebveen 1 and 5) for the

part feature. Once the rank is selected, the part feature dimension is then randomly
selected within the dimensional range dlocated for that rank. Using UNIFORM

distribution and defined range of the dimensional ranks, al1 5 1 part feature dimensions are
similarly created.

5. M e r the creation of the dimensional attributes, the OP1 machine generates the type of
operator using the Funworkl function. The Funworkl function randomly selects an
operator based on the assigned likelihood of their availability in a manner similar to that
descnbed above. ut this simulation 70% of the time a highly expenenced operator is
available, 20% of the time an operator with medium experience operator is available and
10% of the time a operator with low expenence operator is available.

6. The simulation arranges the initial part ateibutes (using the Funcol function) by copying
them to the variable arrays so that they can be displayed on the screen and calculations
c m be prefomed easily,

7. As the kit moves to the Action machine, gaps are calculated with their ranks (using the

Fungs function).
8. If the gap rank is acceptable, the kit moves to the next workstation. On the other hand, if
the gap is not acceptable, the kit stays at the workstation for the subsequent steps. In

reality, however, at this stage the operator does not know whether the gap is acceptable or
not, and whether he needs to do anythmg to fix the gap. The results of simulation will
assist him in making these detenninations.

9.

Using fun-v -hction, the simulation identifies if the defective gap is visible (Table 6.4)
to the operator. If the defective gap is not visible, then the defect stays with the kit and
the kit moves to the next workstation c m y h g the defect. If the gap defect is visible to
the operator then the kit stays at the workstation for the next step.

Table 6.4: Gap Visibility
Ga
O

#

Gap is Visible (v)l not Visible
(n)

10. The operator must now determine whether the gap just created needs to be fixed. To

assist him in doing so, the simulation considers i) the operator's expenence, ii) the

accessibility/ visibility of the problem, and iii) the inspection leveydefined inspection
method, and takes a decision in a marner previously described in Chapter 5 (Section
5.4.3) with the aid of a Decision function (called a decision switch) and the decision

matrix (Table 5.2).
11. M e r considenng the visibility of defect, and taking the decision that the gap needs to be
fixed, the simulation determines if the gap defect can be fixed.

This decision or

determination is based on the gap defect type and its rank, the experience of the operator
that will fix the defect, and the assigned likelihood (Table 6.5) for reworWscrap for
various types of operators. Using the random number method and the assigned likelihood,
the simulation then identifies if the operator can do something to fix the defect or leave it.

If the decision is to leave it then the kit will carry the defect and move to the next
workstation. However, if the decision is to fix the defect, the kit will stay at the same
workstation. Using the Fundl function, a decision is then made either to rework the gap
defect or to scrap and replace the part with a new one. If the decision is to scrap the part,
then using the Fchatt function, a new part with new attributes is created at the same
workstation where it was scrapped. Also, at this time the kit must move to the
workstation where this part was f k t worked on so that al1 gaps associated with this part

are recaiculated and reexamined.

Table 6.5: Likelihood for Gap Rework or Part Scrap (various types of operaton)
Operator +
I

Gap #
gl

93
93
94

95
96
97
98
99
gll
912
g13
g14

g15
g16
g17
g19
g18
920

821
922
823
924
g25
926

927
@8

829

930
g3 1
932
933
g34

g35
936

937
g38

High experience
Gap Ranks
1 2 3 4 5
99 60 O 30 60
99 60 O 30 40
9 9 . 6 0 O 30 60
99 60 O 30 40
90 50 0 10 30
99 60 O 30 40
90 50 O 10 30
99 60 O 30 40
90 50 O IO 30
99 60 O 30 40
90 50 O 10 30
99 60 O 30 40
90 50 O 10 30
99 60 O 30 40
99 60 O 30 40
99 60 O 30 40
90 50 O 10 30
95 50 O
O O
50 1 0 O 5 0 90
50 10 O 50 90
99 60 O 30 40
99 60 O 30 40
99 60 O 30 40
99 60 O 30 60
0 0 0 0 '
O
9 5 5 0 0 O
50 10 O 50 90
50 10 O 50 90
90 50 O 10 30
0 0 0 0 0
9 5 5 0 0 O
0
50 10 O 50 90
50 10 O 50 90
90 50 O 10 30
0 0 0 0 0
9 5 5 0 0 O
O
50 10 O 50 90
50 10 O 50 90

Medium experience
Low experience
Gap Ranks
Gap
- Rank
1 2 1 3 4 5 1 2 3 4
O
99 40 O
O 35 99 20 O
O
O 25 80 20 O
90 40 O
O 35 99 20 O O
99 40 O
O 35 80 20 O
90 40 O
O
O
80 30 O ' O 20 70 10 O
O
O
90 30 O
O 25 80 20
O 20 70 10 O
O
80 30 O
O
O 25 80 20 O
90 40 O
O 20 70 10 O
O
80 30 O
O 25 80 20 O
90 40 O
O
O 20 70 10 O O
80 30 O
90 40 O 1 O 25 80 2 0 ' O
O
O
80 30 O
O 20 70 10 O
90 40 O
O 25 80 20 O O
O
O 25 80 20 O
90 40 O
O 25 80 20 O
90 40 O
O
O 20 70 10 O
80 30 O
O
O
0 60 O
O
O
75 10 O
30 10 O 40 80 O
O O O
O
O
O
30 10 O 40 80 O
90 40 O
O 25 80 20 O
O
90 40 O
O
O 25 80 20 O
O
90 40 O
O 25 80 20
O
99 40 O
O 35 99 20 O
O
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
75 10 O
O
O O
O 60 O
O
O
30 10 O 40 80 O
O
30 10 O 40 80 O
O O O
O
O 20 70 10 O
80 30 O
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O
0 6 0 0 O
7 5 1 0 0 O
30 10 O 40 80 O
O
O
O
30 10 O 40 80 O
O
O
O
80 30 O
O 20 70 10 O
O
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O
7510 O
O 6 0 0 O
O
30 10 O 40 80 O
O
O
O
30 10 O 40 80 O
O O O
,

5
15
10
15
10
O
10
O
10
O
10

.(

O
IO
O
10
10
10

O
O
50:
50
10
10
10
15
0

O
50
50
O
0
O
50
50
O
0

O
50
50

12. If the decision, is to rework the part then the gap is corrected to bring it into cornpliance

by using various functions for various types of gaps (e.g., Fungap, Fund2, Fun4, and

Funo). These h c t i o n s essentially allow changing of the part feature attributes, as will be
done by the operator by dressing, forming or grinding during actual manufacturing.
13. M e r the rework, as the kit moves to the subsequent workstation, simulation looks Tor the
last workstation of the system. If it is not the last workstation, the part moves to the next
workstation and simulation repeats the steps starting nom Step 7. The process repeats
until al1 parts are assembled and tested for the gaps to yield the complete prefit of the

entire assembly.
14. The finished prefit assembly is then stored in a buffer and the results of simulation are

appropriately displayed on the screen using the Fundis2, Fundis3, and Funti functions.

The results are also stored in the output Excel file for subsequent analysis of the data. The
results also include the total cost and processing times associated with the overall work
performed besides the results on the quality of parts (gaps in this case).

15. At the next step, new parts are similarly simulated until al1 50 parts have been simulated

and (iieir results stored in the output file.
16. Simulation then stops until the simulation of a new scenario needs to be run.

A typical sample of a Witness screen during the simulation nin is shown in Figure

6.3.

6.4

Results of Modeling and Discussion
Using the modeling framework described in the above section, various scenarios

(as given in Table 6.6) for the prefit of the MLG Door assembly were simulated. For each

scenario, the simulation was run to produce @refit) 50 MLG Door assemblies. Before
canying out detailed stochastic dynamic simulation studies for various scenarios as
above, the results of the approach and the functional relationships used therein were
verified using a dynamic detenninistic (DD) approach on Excel Spreadsheet. Shce the
resuits of such verification were previously published (Goel et ai (1998)), we have not
included the details of the DD approach in this thesis.

Table 6.6: Details of Various Simulation Runs

Conditions for Simulation
Simulation Operator
Part Dimensional
Attributes
TYpe(s)
Run

Item
#

Comments

1

1

Base Run

Al1 3
Types

2

Scenario 1

Type 3

3

Scenario 2

Type 2

4

Scenario 3

Type 1

5

Scenario 4

Al1 3

1

Types

Type 3

Selected randomly Born Mimics real production
Ranks 1 to 5 based on the scenario
likelihood fimchon
Separates effects of ûperator
- do
experience
Separates effects of Operator
- do
experience
Separates effects of Operator
- do
experience
Selected randornly from Mimics real production
within the acceptable assuming only dimensionally
dimensional range (fkom cornpliant part details enter
the system
the part drawing)
Separates effects of Operator
- do
emerience
Separates effects of Operator
- do
expenence
Separates effects of Operator
- do
I
1 expenence
A

Type 2

Type 1

I

One of the prirnary objectives of this research was to continuously track the
quality, cost and time of a manufactured assembly as it goes through the entire
manufacturing process. Through various scenarios of Table 6.6, we shall dernonstrate, in
the following, how the mode1 enables us to achieve this.
For simplicity, the following parameters are also assumed:
Visibility of the gaps is always known or predefined (Table 6.4).
Inspection criteria is predefined (Table 5.2).
Decision to rework the gap by the operator is predefined through the likelihood
fimction.
Rework method to fix the gaps is predefined.
Cntena for scrapping a part are predefined.
Companies acceptance cnteria for the gaps during prefit is predefined as follows:

a.

Ignore or accept all non-visible gaps,

b.

Ignore minor gap deficiencies (15% of the joints) on visible gaps with the
assumption that these might get fixed during layup etc.

The simulation makes the assembly noncompliant if any noncompliant gap
rernains d x e d .

The total cost does not contain the materiai cost of the details.
An arbitrary labour cost of $15 per hour with overhead (15/60)*p(1+(2/3), where

p is the processing cost) is assumed in this work with cost and time calculations
per Section 5.4.1 (Chapter 5).

6.4.1 Base Run
Base run of the rnodel basically mimics the prefit process in real production.

During actual manufacture of the metal bonded parts:

o The metallic details in fact may have dimensions, which may lie outside of the
specified tolerances [as represented by ranks 1 to

51, even though most tirnes the

dimensions are likely to lie within the specified range. Likelihood function provides a
good representation of reality during the simulation for the availability of parts w;th
ranks between 1 and 5.

o The prefit operaton may have varying experience, therefore the outcome of the prefit
process is likely to be greatly affected by the choice of operators. Although most
tirnes, the operators are highly experienced, those with medium or low experience do
c a r y out the prefit process often.

The model is made to simulate the prefit of the entire MLG Door assembly per
the process described in Section 6.3.3 for 50 assemblies. Based on the input data
provided to the model, the initial part feature dimensions created by the model were
verified and found to be as prescribed by the likelihood h c t i o n s , Le., 90% of the time
these dimensions were within the acceptable tolerance with rank 3.
Prefit of Single Assembly: The results of simulation for one assembly, where a

highly experienced operator was used, are shown in Table 6.7. This table shows data on
the final gaps obtained at each workstation along with their acceptabiiity with reference
to the specified gap tolerances.

Table 6.7: Results of Base Run Simulation for Prefit of One MLG Door Assembly
Güps

Table 6.7 also shows which stations the rework was canied out. Cycle time, rework
time, total time and costs associated w t h process, rework and scrap are also shown at each
workstation. The reason for O-processing tirne against many gaps is the facts that these gaps
are automatically produced while the other gaps are being set at different workstations. A

summary of quality, cost and tirne is given in Table 6.8 for this part. Also, Figure 6.4 shows a
bar chart for the resultant gaps for this assembly.
Table 6.8: Summary of Base Run Simulation for One Part

Attribu tes
QuaIity

1

Cost

Time

Details
Number of defective gaps
escaping From the prefit process
that will likely result in
noncompliant part after the
bondine;
Number of rework done

-

1 Total cost
1 Processing cost
1 Rework cost
Scrap cost
Total time
Cycle tirne
Rework t h e
Lost time due to scrap

Resufts
16 (of which 5 are below the LSL and will
cause thin bond-line, and 11 are above the
USL and will cause thick bond-line; Only
five of the 16 gaps are visible to the
operator during the prefit)
1 (Rib was scrapped
.. at Workstation 6)
A highly experienced operator will accept
this part during prefit and release the
assembly for bonding despite the fact that
there are many gap defects.
$48.30 with overhead cost

140min
80 min
21 min
39 min

The following points c m be noted fkom Tables 6.7 and 6.8, and Figure 6.4:

a 16 of the 38 gaps don't meet specified requirernents and have potential to result in a
noncompliant part d e r bonding due to thidthick bondlines, disbonds, voids or porosity
etc. In actual practice even the highly experienced operator will accept these defects

based on the inspection criteria and tools available to him. These escaping defects in fact
result in bond assembly noncornpliance after the find inspection.

Figure 6.3: Distribution of Final Gaps
llNot Visible

Acceptable (within
specified range)

,*
Es

g=

=Visible
Not acceptable (above
the specified range)

1 0 - Not acceptabIe (below
the specified range)

Gap Rank

o Rework is required at 3 workstations to fix the gaps, and one component (Rib) had to be
scrapped at workstation 6 even though this component was first introduced at workstation

O

Approxirnately 69% of the cycle iime, and associated processing costs (if there were no
rework or part scrap) are spent on rework (20%) and scrap (49%).

Prefit Simulation for 50 MLG Door Assemblies: After verifjmg the results of
simulation for one assembly and the fact that the model used the data as intended, prefit of 50

MLG door assemblies was simulated using this model and the base run conditions of Table
6.6. The detailed results obtained from the simulation m are aven in Table 6.9.

Table 6.9 (Continued): Results of Base Run Simulation for Prefit of 50 MLG Door Assemblies

Surnrnaries of the overall quality, cost and time aspects derived fiom the above data

are given in Table 6.10.
Table 6.10: Summary of Base Run Simulation for Prefit of 50 Assemblies
Attribu tes

Results

Details

% of defective gaps (dl gaps g l 37% defective gaps (of which 12% are
to g38 and gap types 1 to 4) beIow the LSL and will cause thin bondescaping h m the prefit process line, and 25% s e &ove the USL md ?vil1

cost

Time

that will likely result in cause thick bond-line; Only 8% of al1 gaps
noncornpliant part after the are visible to the operator during the prefit
process).
bonding.
84 (Most reworks were done at
Number of reworks done
workstations 5, 6, 8, 12)
O 17 (Rib, stiffener and hinge were
Number of scrap components
the most commody scrapped parts).
o Assembly acceptance after
O Al1 except 2 assemblies will be
prefit b e r Company specified
accepted and released by the operators
after the prefit For bonding despite the
practice)
fact that there are ro many gap defects.
These defects wilI result in al1 kind of
bonding defects associated with the
gaps causing scrap and rework.
O Results of simulation show that
O Assembly acceptance after
none of the assemblies should be
prefit
(per
results
of
passed through the prefit process
simulation)
without having a strategy to fix the
identi fied defects.
Total processing cost
26% more than estimated
$20.00 (Base cost)
Estimated processing cost
Rework cost
14%
Scrap cost (not including cost of 12%
part)
Average Total time
101 min
80 min
Cycle time
i l min
Rework time
9 min
Lost t h e due to scrap
---

Figure 6.5 shows bar charts for the resultant gaps obtained on 50 assemblies.

Acceptable (within ihe
specified m g e )

UNonvisible Gaps
.Visible Gaps

Not ;rcccpublc(above the
specitied m g t )
Not acceptable (below the
rpecified m g c )

3
Cap Rank

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show Pareto Charts for visible and non-visible gap defect escapes.

These charts assist in establishing that al1 gaps are not necessarily the source of problem.

Figure 6.6: Pareto Chart for Visible Gaps (Based on 50 Parts)

De fect
Count
Percent
Cum %

Figure 6.7: Pareto Chart for Nonvisible Gaps (Based on 50 Parts)

Count

50

50

49

39

29

15

1O

8

Percent
CU^ %

70.0
20.0

70.0
40.0

19.6
59.6

15.6

11.6

75.2

86.8

6.0
92.8

4.0
96.8

3.2
100.0

ï h e summary of results presented in Table 6.10 and Figures 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7 brings
the following very important featurcs to light:
The level of inspection, defined inspection criteria, and the inspection methods available
during the prefit process are not satisfactory in identifying a very high percentage of gap

related defects, which if not caught and fixed at the prefit stage will result in significant
end item noncompliance on finished bonded parts.

The operators have no way of estunating the non-visible gaps, nor cm they clearly
identiS noncompliance associated with very close visible gap tolerances without
significantly better inspection criteria and inspection aids.
Since the operators can only inspect, measure, and rework visible defects, the non-visible
defects that are o d y idenûfied by ND1 inspection of the final bonded joints will generally

escape the prefit process resulting in end item noncompliance of the bonded assembly.
Therefore, the operator's experience c m only have a marginal effect on reducing the
level of noncompliance under the present conditions of manufacturing.
Prefit gaps below the LSL will result in thinner than specified bond-line, whereas those
above the USL will result in thicker than specified bond-line. Gaps that are too thin may
aiso result in disbonds, while gaps that are too thick may result in voids, and porosity etc.

In actual production of bonded parts, the decision for reworking of gaps is purely
dependent on operator's feel or judgement rather than based on some objective criteria.
During the prefit process, the operators prefit the parts on a best effort basis only. This
does not generally result in the required rnating of parts with desired gaps. The
assemblies, therefore. escape to the bonding process with noncornpliant gaps.
Results of simulation clearly show that the as specified part detail tolerances are not
capable of producing cornpliant gaps even frorn a theoretical viewpoint. Therefore, the
process capability needs to be enhanced during th2 prefit process to adjust the gaps in
such a way that both visible and non-visible gaps can largely be fixed during this stage
without minimum or no escapes of defective gaps.
As shown in the Pareto charts (Figure 6.6 and 6.7), only a few gaps of both the visible

and non-visible kind are responsible for the majority of the gap defect that escaped.
Therefore, rather than spending large amount of effort in trying to fix al1 kinds of gaps, it
would be prudent to focus the rework efforts only on those few gaps that are mostly
responsible for a large majority of the gap related defects.

Using the company's prevalent prefit practice, most of the gap defects escape the prefit
process regardless of the operator expenence or level of inspection. The results of

simulation presented and discussed as above, provide a very powerful means of
descnbing the exact nature of the gap problems, where they occur, and how they could
possibly be fixed even before the parts are released for production. From the knowledge
of the actual incoming detail part dimensions, one can create an exact map of the gap
problems that must be fixed during the prefit stage. Such knowledge will also provide
key indicators towards developing a strategy to satisfactonly fix the problems. For
exarnple, from the knowledge of the initial dimension of the mating parts that form a
given joint, and the gap these dimensions will create, one can easily deduce which detail
must be adjusted and in what manner.
As s h o w in Tables 6.8 and 6.10, the simulation model presented in this chapter is
capable of continuously tracking the overall quality, cost and time aspects of the prefit
process. In this work, the cost and time calculations follow the formulation given in
Section 5.4.1 (Chapter 5) in conjunction with some arbitrarily selected hourly labour
rates. However, one can put any cost and time formulation into the model.

6.4.2 Simulation Runs with Various Scenarios
In order to fùrther snidy and isolate the efTects of operator expenence, and the
incoming detail par? compliance on the gaps created during the prefit process, simulation

with altemate scenarios as noted in Table 6.6 was nui using the process descnbed in detail as
above. From an analysis similar to that for the base m, the following additionai points were
established besides those noted for the base run:

The operator experience did not have a significant effect in improving the gap defects.
The difference beh~eenthe highly experienced operator and the one with the least
experience in reducing the gap defects (on visible gaps only) was between 10 and 25%
for various scenarios, the highly expenenced operator being better. This difference
accounts for only 5 to 7% of total gap defects that escape through the prefit process.

Highly expenenccd opentor generally takes a lot longer time in reworking the gap
defects without really causing a rneaningful decrease in gap defect escapes. Extent of
rework and the gap defect escapes as a h c t i o n of the operator types are s h o w in Figure
6.8.
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Figure 6.8: Effect ofoperator Experience on G a p Reworks &
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Even when ail the detail parts entering the system are taken to be well within the drawing
specified tolerances (Scenarios 4 to 7), the decrease in escaping gap defects is minimal.
This M e r confirmed the previously drawn conclusion that as designed part tolerances
c m not simply yield cornpliant gaps even fkom a theoretical viewpoint.

6.5 Conclusions
Following are the main conclusion fiom this chapter:
1.

The main requirements and criteria for the simulation modeling have been identified.

2.

Witness simulation software was selected for the simulation modeling since it met al1
the criteria requirements for modeling.

3.

The approach for simulation rnodeling using Witness has been described in detail.

4.

Various assumptions used in modeling of the metal bonding prefit process are
presented and discussed.

S.

The general structure of the simulation model is relatively simple and comprises of an

input block, an action or simulation block, and an output block. A hmework for the
structure of data is developed to make the simulation modeling simple and easy to
understand.

6.

A code for the model in Witness for the entire prefit process has been developed in

this work, The mode1 takes into account:

a)

The as-designed part tolerances, the visibility of the problem (e.g., various
m e s of bonding defects) associated with the as-designed part tolerances (as
per the methodology established in Chapter 5),

7.

b)

various work stations within the process,

c)

human interactions (e.g., operator's experience),

d)

Costs and times associated with each process element, etc.

The simulation process for the prefii of MLG Door Assembty is descnbed in details.
The model verified using simple spreadsheets in Microsof? Excel, and by checkhg to
see whether the aven input data creation was in line with the model inputs.

8.

The model is very flexible and allows:
a)

Easy changes (e.g., to inspection criteria, creation of gaps, sequence of tasks
at the workstation etc.) through various model elements and minor changes in
programming.

b)

The manipulation or changing of input parameters (e.g., part dimensions,
operator experience etc.) by using random functions, likeiihood functions,

ranking of variables etc.
c)

Analysis of various scenarios without changing the prograrnrning code for the
model.

d)

The analysis of the simulation results using any spreadsheet or statistical
software packages.

9.

Various scenarios were simulated to mimic the actual prefit of the MLG Door
assembly (Base Run), and to isolate the effects of operator expenence and initial
detail part dimensional compliance on the gap defect escapes. The results of analysis
showed:
The level of inspection, defined inspection criteria, inspection methods
available during the prefit process, and the operator experience alone are not
satisfactory in identi@ng a very hi& percentage of gap related defects.
Operator's experience and the cornpliance of the initial detail part dimensions

within the specified drawing tolerance have only a marginal effect in reducing
the gap defect escapes.

Prefit gaps below the LSL will result in thinner than specified bond-line,
whereas those above the USL will result in thicker than specified bond-line.

Too thin gaps may also result in disbonds, while too thick gaps may result in
voids, and porosity etc.
d)

That the as specified part detail tolerances are not capable of producing
cornpliant gaps even from a theoretical viewpoint. Therefore, the process
capability needs to be enhanced during the prefit process to adjust the gaps in
such a way that both visible and non-visible gaps cm largely be fixed dtiring
this stage without minimum or no escapes of defective gaps.

e)

Only few gaps of both visible and non-visible kind are responsible for

rnajority of the gap defect escapes.
That simulation provides a very powemil means of prompting about the exact nature of the
gap problems, where they occur, and how they could possibly be fixed even before the parts

are released for production.

Chapter 7

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR

FUTURE WORK
7.1

Concluding Remarks
One of the major problems affecting the bottorn line of manufacturing industries,

particularly the so called high-tech industries including aerospace, is the lack of robustness of
the manufacturing processes employed by them. Ever-increasing demand to reduce the

'design to production cycle tirne' at the lowest possible cost has imposed tremendous
pressure on the suppliers of the manufactured goods. Often supplies are given little tirne
between the award of a contract and the actual delivery of the goods. As a result, under
pressure to honour the delivery commitment, suppliers don? always have the time to
thoroughly rationalize detailed requirements for the manufacturing. The initial manufacture

of goods generally starts in a less than an ideal production environment, and the goods are
never manufactured right the £irst time. The approach taken is "let us make the parts quick by
using whatever resources, and by applying whatever amount of rework". Such an approach
directly bites into the company's bottom line. This is an industry wide phenornenon, where
new programs are launched using processes, which are not compatible with the process
capability requirements of the program. Midway into production, recognizing their
inefficiencies, companies then initiate expensive process improvement prograns to fix the
problems and make their processes robust. However, lack of a systematic approach generally
mitigates the rewards to be gained.
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The work presented in this thesis is a typicsl example of the syndrome discussed
above. The study of improvement to the adhesive metal bonding process for the manufacture
of structural aerocomponentç was undertaken with a view to develop a systematic approach
to problem solvuig and provide a recipe to eliminate the more than 30% noncornpliance
during the manufacture of adhesively bonded assemblies.

in this work, the approach consisted oE
Developing a thorough and systematic understanding of the as is process and the
specified customer's design, rnanufactunng and performance requirements. This was
done through discussion with process and manufacturing specialists, walking the process,

and creating simple process flow charts.

halyzing the process through problem solving tools such as Pareto analysis etc to
identi@ the main sources responsible for the mmufacturing problems.
Modeling the process to develop predictive capability to better understand its behaviour.
The main conclusions rrom this research are included at the end of each chapter as
applicable; however, the following major conclusions are ernphasized:

The success of the prefit process is crucial to eliminatd minirnize nonconformance
from the metal bonded assemblies. Approximately 80% of al1 nonconformances on
rnetal bonded assemblies can be attributed to the deficiencies not resolved during the
pre fit stage.
More specificdly, the lack of control of dimensional tolerances of the initial metallic
detail parts was found to be the main source of bonding reiated problems.
A simple yet effective method has been developed to test the specification of part

dimensions and their tolerances to determine if the specified detail part

dimensions/tolerances can always produce an assembly cornpliant to the process
specification.
4.

Method of part dimension testing developed in this research, allows one to very
quickiy determine the nature and degree of nonconformance on each joint andor gap
type by simulating any number of joints using random parts within the specified part
tolerances. Part dimension testing provides a very powerfil tool to establish what

kind of problems c m be anticipated during bonding of assemblies when detail part
tolerances don't stack well as shown by the specification testing. Frorn the results of
part dimension testing, one can easily estabiish an effective prefit strategy that will
ensure compliance when the parts are bonded. Also, specific guidelines could be
established for the detail part suppliers to adjust their manufacturing process that will
minimize efforts during the prefit process. This is particularly important in view of
the fact that even though the specified component drawings may be less than perfect,
it is not always possible to change those drawings as the associated costs may be
prohibitive.
5.

The Witness simulation model developed in this work for modeling the prefit process
is a stochastic dynamic model that is flexible and allows one to mimic the actud
prefit process and simulate various scenarios to analyze the effects of process

variables and human interaction factors.
6.

The complete code for the simulation model has been developed in this work. Various

scenarios were simulated to mimic the actual prefit of the MLG Door assembly (Base

Ra), and to isolate the effects of operator expenence and initial detail part
dimensionai compliance on the gap defect escapes.

7.

The results of the analysis showed that the level of inspection, defuied inspection

critena, inspection methods available during the prefit process, and the operator
experience alone are not satisfactory in identifjmg a very hi& percentage of gap
related defects,
8.

The mode1 also showed that the operator's expenence and the cornpliance of the
initial detail part dimensions within the specified drawing tolerance have only a
marginal effect in reducing the bonding gap defect escapes through the prefit process.
These gap defect escapes result in the nonconforrnance of the final bonded assembly.

9.

It was also shown that the as specified part detail tolerances are not capable of
producing cornpliant gaps even fiom a theoretical viewpoint. Therefore, the process
capability needs to be enhanced during the prefit process to adjust the gaps in such a
way that both visible and non-visible gaps can largely be fixed during this stage with
very few or no escapes of defective gaps.

10.

Analysis aiso showed that only a few gaps of both the visible and non-visible type are
responsible for majority of the gap defect escapes. Therefore, rather than spending
large amount of effort in trying to fix al1 kinds of gaps, it would be most usehl to
focus the rework efforts on those few gaps that are the cause of most of the gap
reiated defects.

11.

Using the cornpany's prevalent prefit practice, most of the gap defects escape the
prefit process regardless of the operator experience or level of inspection. The results
of simulation, as presented and discussed above, provide a very powemil means of
describing the exact nature of the gap problems, where they occur, and how they
could be fixed even before the parts are released for production. From the knowledge

of the actual incorning detail part dimensions, one c m create an exact map of the gap
problems that must be fixed durhg the prefit stage. Such knowledge will also provide
key indicators towards developing a strategy to satisfactonly tùc the problems. For
example, from the knowledge of the initial dimension of the rnating parts that form a
given joint, and the gap these dimensions will create, one can easily deduce which
detail must be adjusted and in what manner.
The simulation model presented in this thesis is capable of continuously tracking the
overall quality, cost and time aspects of the prefit process. Ln this work, the cost and
tirne calculations follow a simple formulation in conjunction with some arbitrarily
selected hourly labour rates. However, one can chose any cost and tirne formulation
specific to one's requirements.

Suggestions For Future Work
The work presented in thesis provides a systematic framework to model a complex
manufacturing process with a view to identifing the quality related problems during

manufacture, and developing strategies to fix these problems and improve process capability.
The following suggestions for future work corne to mind:
1. ModiQ the mode1 to include the following considerations:

a) Dependence of cycle tirne on the operator's expenence, for example, a high
experience operator will be more efficient (lesser cycle t h e ) compared to an
operator with medium or low experience. Leaming curve for the opentor and its
effect on cycle t h e may also be incorporated.
b) Consider the rework tirne is independent of cycle time for each workstation.

Rework tirne can be based on the type of defect and the type of operator.
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c) Consider the tools, fixtures, machines and their attributes and their effect on
defects.
d) Consider various types of statistical distributions instead of only unifom

distribution for generating the incoming part attributes.
2. Expand the model to incorporate the effects of layup on the bonded part and to study the

multiple effects of prefit defects on the bonded part after layup.

3. Elaborate the simulation model related to the incoming inspection through shipping
process of the bonded part assembly. This elaborated model can help in studying the
defect types missed by the inspection, and developing suitable inspection plan to detect
al1 types of defect. Also, include provision to perform cost-benefit analysis for the
inspection plan.
4. Make the model user-friendly and interactive. One of the criteria should be that changes

to the model could be made with minimum effort and in the shortest time.

5. Conduct simulation studies based on statisticd design of experiments (DOE) to evaluate
the effects of various factors that have an influence on the quality of parts. Conduct
statistical analysis of the data obtained from the DOE. Validate the results using real
production data.
6. Expand the scope of the model to simulate any manufacttuing process with a view to

track quality, cost and time during rnanufachinng.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 4.1
Processing
Stage
Receiving
Inspection Sr
Storage

Prefit

Types of Defects
Metallic Details
O Wrong Material
O Wrong Property Of Material
Out Of Stock
0 Damaged Raw Material
a Component Is For Opposite Side
Q Duneusions Are Wrong
Non Metallic Details
CI Out Of Stock
0 Short Shelf Life
0 Expired Shelf Life
O Damaged Raw Material
O Batch Mi\ up (Supplier or BAL)
D Batch 1s Not Acceptable
O Wrong Testing
input
O incomplete Kit
O Wrong Components
0 Dimensions Are Wrong Relative to Drawing
O Shape OfThe Part Is Not Accurate
Process
0 Wrong Fixture
O Location Of c ~ a m p Are
s Not Accurate
O FixtureIsNotVerified
0 Prefit F~xture1s Not Calibnted With Layup
Fivture
O Inexperienced ûperator
Cl Operator 1s Not Avdable
Quality Of TooIs Are Poor (Extended Drill
Broke On Every 3" Part)
O Wrong Shop Order Card
O Drillhg Technique 1s Bad
Output
O
0
O

O
0

O
0
O
0

O
0
0

Too Much Gap
Too Little Gap
Gaps Are Ok By Using Heavy Smdbags Or
Other Objects
Crushed Core
Thick Core
Components Did Not Fit Properly On The
Fixture
Wrong Component (Opposite Side)
Prefit 1s Done Using Wrong Side Of The
Component
Ddied Holes Are Not Shght
Driiied Holes Are Little Bit Out Of Position
(SituationCan Be Fixed)
Driiied Holes Are too Much Out Of Position
Scratches On The Surface
Dents On The Surface

Frequency of
Occurrence

Preparation

Priming

Input
0 Steel Going Through The Chernical Treatment
Of Ai. Alloy.
O Components Are ExtremeIy Greasy
Q Too Many Parts On The Rack
0 A u 1s Contaminated
a Not Enough Part For Surface Prep.
Process
a Small Processing T h e
O LowTempentwe
O High Temperature
9 Coütmiaat,od Writcr Trinh
(3
Stir System 1s Not Working
Ci inexperienced Operator
Output
O Greasy Spots On The Part
O Thin Oxide Layer
O Finger Rints
O No Water Break Free Surface
Input
O Expired Shelf Life Of Primer
O Primer 1s Too Thick
O Primer 1s Not Mixed Properly
O Wrong Batch Of Primer
O Out Of Stock Of Primer
O Absence Of Anodic Layer On The Component
O After Chernical Treatment Part Was Lefl For
Long T h e
O Contaminated Air
Process
O Spraying Gun 1s Not Cleaned
0 Parts Are Not Racked Properly
9 Inexperienced ûpentor
Q Spraying Technique 1s Not Good
Output
O Too Thick Primer Film
0 Too Thin Primer Film
O Pruning 1s Done On The Wrong Side Of The
Comp.
O Primer 1s Not Dried. Cured

By The Opentor)
Too bluch Gap
Too Less Gap
Gaps Are Ok By Using Heavy Sandbags Or
Other Objects
Crushed Core
Thick Core
Cornponents Did Not Fit Properly On The
Fixture
Wrong Component (Opposite Side)
Prcfit 1s Donc Ushg '.?rang Sidc Of Thc
Component
Drilied Holes Are Not Straight
Drilled Holes Are Little Bit Out Of Position
(Situation Can Be Fiued)
Drilled Holes Are Too Much Out Of Position
Grestsy Spots On The Part
Thin Oxide Layer
Finger Prints
No Water Break Free Surface
Too Thick Primer Fiim
Too Thin Primer Fiim
Priming 1s Done On The Wrong Side Of The
Comp.
Primer 1s Not Dried
Expired Shelf Life Of Adhesive Film
Adhesive Film 1s Too Thick
Adhesive Film Is Too Thin
Wrong Batch Of Adhesive Film
Out Of Stock Of Adhesive Film
Process
Layup Fiuture Surface 1s Not Matching The
Contour Of The Bonded Panel
Fkture Surface 1s Not Smooth, It Has Deep
Dent, Scratches
Layup Fixture Is Not Verified
It 1s Not Calibrated With Prefit Fixture
Pressure Points Are Not Enough
Fixture 1s Not Cleaned
For Aluminum Part Fixture 1s Not Aluminurn
inexperienced Operator
Adhesive Fiim Cut Short
Adhesive Film Is Used With Separator
Adhesive Apptied With Entrapped Air
Metal Got Scratched By Knife
The Sequence Of Layer Is Not Correct
Baggage Material is Not Long Enough
At The Contours Not Enough Bagging
hdaterial For Expansion
Output
0
R

Leakage In The Bag
The Evacuation Of Air From The Bag 1s Not
Done Properiy.

Autoclave
Curing

Input
0 Leakrige In The Bag
O The Evacuation Of Air From The Bag 1s Not
Done ProperIy.
O Not Enough Clamphg Force
Process
O Non Uniform Heat
O Required Tempenture 1s Low
O Vacuum Level Be Returned To Atmospheric
Pressure Before The Pressuhtion Of The
Autoclave Has Reached An Acceptable Level.
3 Cui-hg T i i c 1s Lcss
O Sudden Shortage Of Electricity
O Vacuum Valve Of The Autoclave Oven 1s
open
O inexperienced Operator
Output

O

Ledcage In The Vacuum Bag

a Vacuum Bag Friiled
0

Part Got Stuck To The Fkture

Appendix 4.2
Process Flow Diagram for MLG Door

Final Inspection
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i

Inspection
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Shipping
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Ship
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Appendix 5.1
Histogram of Resultant Gaps g 1 to g38 for Various Joints on the MLG Door
(Detailed Results of Part Dimension Testing)
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Appendix 6.1
111itialize action
j = 80 ! number of parts
j 1 = 5 ! number of scales
j2 = 51 ! number of amibutes
j3 = 14 ! fintas start time and 13 are number of action
j4 = 38 ! number of gaps
F O R S = 1 TOjl
FOR z2= 1 TO j2
READ tol t (29,s);
READ Iikeli li (29,s);
READ atype Qj (d),tyt (z2),cseq (z2),neq (d),comp (d),var (d),act (zZ),Mact (d),ret
(22)

NEXT
NEXT
FORz9=1TOj3-1
READ ttask task (zg),JOI (z9),NOJOI (z9),TATT (d),tnoatt (zg),tnoattl (zg),no (z9)Jj 1
(zg)jj? (29)
NEXT
FORz9=1TO8
FORz2= 1 T o i
READ tgap tg ( ~ 9 ~ 2 2 ) ;

NEXT
NEXT
FOR 29 = 1 TO j4
READ PPeq tpl (z9),tp2 (z9),tp3 (z9),tp4 (z9),Q5 ( ~ 9 ) , w 3(29)

NEXT

FOR z2 = 1 TO j2
READ tinsp l inpa (1 ,z2),inpa (2,z2),inpa ( 3 , s )
NEXT
FORz2= 1 TOj4
Fü3D tinsp2 inpg ( 1,z2),inpg (2,z2),inpg ( 3 ~ 2 )
NEXT
FORz9= 1 TO5
FOR22 = 1 TO 25
READ DDli Dli ( 2 9 ~ 2 ) ;
NEXT
NEXT
FORz9= 1 TO 15
FOR 22 = 1 TO 27
READ Fhml h 1 (z9,ZZ);
NEXT

NEXT
FOR 29 = 1 TO 27
high ( 1 8 ) = h l ( 1 ~ 9 )

high (2,z9) = h l (2,z9)
high ( 3 ~ 9=) hl (3,z9)
high (4,s) = hl ( 4 ~ 9 )
high ( 5 ~ 9=) h 1 ( 5 ~ 9 )
med ( 1,z9) = h 1 ( 6 ~ 9 )
med ( 2 ~ 9=) h 1 ( 7 ~ 9 )
med (37.9) = hl (8,z9)
med (4,zg) = hl ( 9 ~ 9 )
med (5.29) = h 1 (10,zg)
low (179)= h l (1 1,291
low ( 2 ~ 9=
) hi ( 1 2 ~ 9 )
iow (3,zg) = hl ( 1 3 ~ 9 )
iow ( 4 ~ 9=) hl ( 1 4 ~ 9 )
iow ( 5 ~ 9=) hl (15,zg)
NEXT
gapname (1) = "Hinge-Rib"
gapname (2) = "Rib-Stifher"
gapname ( 3 ) = "Rib-core 1"
gapnarne (4) = "Hinge-core1"
gapname (5) = "Stifher-core 1"
gapname (6) = "Rib-core2"
gapname (7) = "Stifher-core2"
gapnarne (8) = "Rib-imersk"
gapname (9) = "Hinge-imenk"
gapnarne (10) = "Imersk-outersk
1
"
gapname (1 1) = "Innersk-outersk?"
gapname ( 12) = "Imenk-outersk3"
gapname (13) = "hersk-outersk4"
accept (1) = "CompIienttl
accept (2) = "Noncomplient"
adapt (1) = "Do Something"
adapt (2) = "Leave"
Dos (1) = "Rework"
Dos (2) = "Change1'
Ima (1) = a(1)
h a (2) = a(2)
h a (3) = a(3)
h a (4) = a(4)
h a (5) = a(5)
Inna (6) = a(6)
h a (7) = a(7)
h a (8) = a(8)
h a (9) = a(9)
Inna (10) = a(10)
h a (1 1) = a(l1)
h a (12) = a(12)

Action machine
Action to start
F O R S = 1 TO51
inspecta (22) = FunWorU ()

NEXT
FORz9= 1 T O 5
FOR 23 = I TO 27
IF workera = 3
workL (29~3)
= high (29~3)
ELSEIF workera = 3
workL ( 2 9 ~ 3=) med ( 2 9 ~ 3 )
ELSEIF workera = 1
workL (29,23)= low (29~3)
ENDIF

NEXT
NEXT
FORzl=lTOj3-1
IF N = task (21)
IF c (zl)> O
gapstr (z1 ) = gapname (21 )
z5 = JO[(zl)
26 = NOJOI (21)
27 = TATT (21)
28 = tnoatt (21)
CO (N) = fundis2 ()
FOR A = z 5 TO 26
FOR 23 = 27 TO z8
adt (~4)
=" "
rech (24)= " "
sre (24)= O
sch (24) = 0
!chnum (24)= O
rettac (z 1)= 0
rewo (z1) = 0
!cyc (z9)= c (29)
kreate gaps
ia (cseq 0 , r s e q (N))= Funcol ()
IF tp5 (24)= 1
g (z4) = ia (1 ,z4)- ia ( 2 ~ 4 )
gs 0 = Fungs ()
gscale (24)= gs (24)
IF tp3 (24)= 1
ENDIF
ELSEIF tp5 (24) = 2
g (24)= -ia ( 1 ~ 4 +
) ia ( 2 ~ 4 +
) ia ( 3 ~ 4 )
gs (N) = Fungs 0

gscale (24) = gs (24)
ELSEIF tp5 (z4) = 3
g O= F m 4 O

gs (N) = Fun4 ()
gscale (z4) = gs (24)
ELSEIF tp5 (24) = 4
g (24)= ia (2,zJ)
gs (z4) = s (tnoatt (z1))
gscale (z4) = gs (24)
ELSEIF tp5 (24) = 5
g (z4) = ia (1,z4) + ia ( 2 ~ 4+) ia ( 3 ~ 4+) ia ( 4 ~ 4 )
gs (N) = Fuws O
gscale (24) = gs (24)
ELSEIF tp5 (24) = 6
gs (24) = Mm (ia ( 1 ,zLl),ia ( 2 ~ 4 ) )
g(N) = fiin6 O
gscaie (24) = gs (24)
END IF
1% ( 1 ) = g CiiI (21))
hg (2) = g (32 ( z W
Ings (1) = gs (j
1 (21))
Ings (2) = gs (jj2 (z 1 ))
joints (24) = g (24)
!display on the screen
v m t r = gapname (z 1) ! for displayhg the type of gap

NEXT

NEXT
FOR z9 = 27 TO 28
LL = inspecta (29)
SA = s (z9)
Dec = decision ()
Da (29) = Dec
IF Da (29) = O
na (z9) = O
ENDIF
NEXT
ra (1) = RANDOM (1)
FOR z4 = z5 TO 26
LL = inspectg (24)
SA = gs (24)
Dec = decision ()
Dg (24) = Dec
OpDg O = Fun_v 0
IF @Dg (24) = 1
adt (N) = Fundl ()

* 100

ng (N) = Fund2 ()
nrg (N) = Fmgap 0
ngval(z4)= ng (24)
ngscale (24)= ngs (z4)
ELSEIF OpDg (24) = O OR adt (24)= "Leave"
rec hnn (z 1 ) = 0
chrnmact (21)= 0
ng (24)= 0
ngs (24)= 0
nrg (24)= O
revar ( l,z4)= O
recomp ( 1 ,z4) = 0
revar (2~4)
=O
recomp ( 2 ~ 4=) 0
chMact (24)= O
actt (24) = O
rett (24)= O

ELSE
ENDIF

NEXT
IF rewo (A)=1
cyc (21)= c (21)+ rettac (21)
disrew = Dos ( 1)
cooo (21)= fundis3 ()
ELSE
cyc (21)= c (21)
disrew = " "
FORz9= 1 T 0 6

afa (29)= O
afs (29) = 0

NEXT
afg (1)= O
afg (2)= 0
afgs (1) = O
afgs (2) = 0
ENDIF

ELSE
Q4 (24)= 0
tp5 (24)= 0

tp3 (24)= 0
ENDIF
cti (N) = Funti ()
ENDIF

NEXT

Action to finish

Output rule

IF rechnn

=

1

PUSH to action(chmmact 0 )
ELSEIF rechnn (N) = O AND N <= 12
PUSH to action(N + 1)

ELSE
PUSH to buff
ENDIF
Labour rule

IF workera = 3
op3
ELSEIF workera = 2
op2
ELSEIF workera = 1
op1

ELSE

NONE
ENDF

Dummv Machine
Action to start
no1 = 1
no2 = 1
no3 = 1
no4 = 1
no5 = 1
no6 = 1
mamew = O
maxch = O
!Tchti = O
!at the end olprefit attribute of the part
FOR z9 = 1 TO 38
cntnon 1 (z9) = 0
cntnod (29)= 0
cntnon3 (29)= O
countco (29)= O
countrew (29) = O
countch (29)= 0
Il? ng (29) = O
PS (29) = 3 (29)
pgs (29)= gscaie (29)
ELSE
PS (29) = ng (29)
pgs (29)= ngs ( z 9 )

ENDIF

IF w3 (29)= "v"

Partcnon = "Non-complient"

ELSE
Partcnon = "Complient"
ENDIF
ELSEIF pgs (z9) = 3
countco (29)= no2
no2 = no2 + 1
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF rech (29) = "Rework"
countrew (z9) = no3

no3 = no3 + 1
maxrew = 38
countrew (29)< mâurew
maxrew = countrew (29)
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF chnum (29)= 1
countch (29) = no4
no4 = no4 + 1
m a c h = 38
IF countch (z9) < rnaxch
m a c h = countch (z9)
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF tp3 (29) = 1
gscale (29) = 2 OR gscale (29) = 4 OR gscaie (29) = 1 OR gscak (29) = 5
cntnonl (z9) = no5
no5 = no5 + 1
rnaxnonl = 38
IF cntnon 1 (29) C maxnon 1
maxnon 1 = cntnon 1 (z9)
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
w3 (8)
= "v"
tp3 (29) = 1
IF gscale (29) = 2 OR gscale (29) = 4 OR gscale (29)= 1 OR gscale (29) = 5
cntnon.2 (z9) = no6
no6 = no6 + 1
mamon2 = 38
IF cntnon2 (29) < maxnon2
maxnon2 = cntnon.2 (z9)
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
NEXT
Tc-cos = TCycTi * (peru-cos 1 60)
Rc cos = Trewti * (peru-cos / 60)
= Tchti * (peru-cos / 60)

SCCOS

Kit Part
Actions on create
FOR 23 = 1 TO j2
a (23) = va (23)
s (23) = vs (23)
NEXT
workera = worker

SOC machine
Action to start
FORzl=lTO13
READ cycfile c (z 1)
NEXT
OvI machine
Action to start
va (N) = Fatt ()
vs (N) = Fatt ()
worker = FunWorkl ()

instaa(I) machine
Action to start
!initiaze the time
!Tchti = O
!TCycTi = O
!Trewti = O
F O R A = 1 TO38
chnum (21) = O
NEXT
peru-cos = 15

From
IFTlME=I O R p = l
PULL Eiom kit out of WORLD
ELSE
Wait
ENDIF
PUSH to action(1)

Br f buver

Action on input
p =O
FORz9= 1 TO 51
WEUTE filel va ( ~ 9 ) (29)
~s
NEXT
FORz9=1TO38
WRITE file2joints (z9),gscale (zg),pg (z9),pgs (z9),sre (z9),ngscale(z9)
NEXT

Fatt finetion
FORz9= I TO 51
r (29) = RAmoM (1)

NEXT
FOR23 = 1 TO 51
IF r (23)c= ii ( 1 ~ 3 )
va (23) = W O R M (0,t (1,23), 1)
vs (23) = 1
ELSEIF r (23) <= li (1,z3) + li ( 2 s )
va (73)= 1-NIFOKM (t (1 ,z?),t (?,zl),1)
vs (23) = 2
ELSEIF r (23) <= li (1.23) li ( 2 ~ 3+) li ( 3 ~ 3 )
va (23) = UNIFORii (t ( 2 ~ 3(3,z3),1)
) ~
vs (23) = 3
ELSEIF r (23) <= li ( 1 ~ 3+) li ( 2 ~ 3+) li (3,23)+ li ( 4 ~ 3 )
va (23) = W F O R M (t ( 3 ~ 3 (4,23),1)
) ~
vs (23) = 4
ELSEIF r (23) > li ( 1 ~ 3 +
) li (2,z3) + li (3,z3)+ li ( 4 ~ 3 )
va (23) = LMFORM (t (4,~3),1(5,~3),1)
vs (23) = 5

ENDIF
NEXT
RETURN vs (1)

Fchatt fun dion

FORz9=1TO51
r (z9) = RANDOM (1)

NEXT
IF r(x) <= li ( 1 , ~ )
newa (chvar (x)) = UNLFORM (0,t (1,chvar (x)), 1)
s (chvar (x)) = 1
a (chvar (x)) = newa (chvar (x))
ELSEIF r (x) <= li ( 1 , ~ )+ li ( 2 , ~+) !i (3,~)
newa (chvar (x)) = UNIFORM (t (1,chvar (x)),t (2,chvar (x)), 1)
s (chvar (x)) = 2
a (chvar (x)) = newa (chvar (x))
ELSEIF r (x) <= li ( 1 , ~ +
) li (2,x) + li (3,x)
newa (chvar (x)) = LJMFORM (t (2,chvar (x)),t (3,chvar (x)), 1)
s (chvar (x)) = 3
a (chvar (x)) = newa (chvar (x))
ELSEIF r (x) c= li (1,x) + li (2,x) + li (33) + li (4,x)
newa (chvar (x)) = W F O R M (t (3,chvar (x)),t (4,chvar (x)), 1)
s (chvar (x)) = 4
a (chvar (x)) = newa (chvar (x))
ELSEIF r (x) > li (1,x) + li (7,x) + li (3,x) + li (4,x)
newa (chvar (x)) = UNLFORM (t (4,chvar (x)),t (5,chvar (x)), 1)
s (chvar (x)) = 5
a (chvar (x)) = newa (chvar (x))
ENDIF
RETURN newa ( 1)

Fun6
ia (1,z4) < ia (2,z4)
g (24) = g (24- 1)
ELSEIF tp4 (24- 1) = 3
g (24)= a (tnoatt (zl - 1))
ELSEIF tp4 (24 - 1) = 1
g (24)= g (24 - 2)
ENDIF
RE^ g (N)

Fun workl Function
rr = RANDOM (1)
IF rr <= 0.7
worker = 3
ELSEIF rr <= 0.9
worker = 2
ELSEIF rr <= 1
worker = 1
ENDIF
RETURN worker

Fun work2 Funciion
FOR22=ITO51
FORxx=ITO38
IF workera = 3
inspecta (22) = inpa (1 ,z2)
inspectg (xx) = inpg (1,xx)
ELSEIF workera = 2
inspecta (zZ)= inpa (2,27)
inspectg (xx) = inpg (2,xx)
ELSEIF worketa = !
inspecta (22) = inpa ( 3 , s )
inspectg (xx) = inpg (3,xx)
ENDIF
NEXT
NEXT
RETURN inspecta (N)

Fun work3 Function
FOR29 = 1 TO 5
FOR 23 = 1 TO 27
IF workera = 3
workL (zg,z3) = hi& (z9,23)
ELSEIF workera = 2
workL ( 2 9 ~ 3=
) med (z9,z3)
ELSEF workera = 1
workL ( 2 9 ~ 3 =
) low ( 2 9 ~ 3 )
ENDF
NEXT
NEXT
RETURN workL ( ~ 9 ~ 3 )

Funcol Function
IF tp 1 (24) = 1 AND tyj (23) = 1
ia (cseq (z3),rseq (23)) = a (23)
ELSEE tp 1 (24) = 2 AND tyj (23) = 2
ia (cseq (z3),rseq (23)) = a (23)
ELSEIF tpl (24)= 3 AND tyj (23) = 3
IF tp2 (z4) = 1 AND tyt (23)= 1
ia (cseq (z3),neq (23)) = a (23)
ELSEIF tp2 (24) = 2 AND tyt (23)= 2
iz (cseq (d),neq (fi))= s (a)
ELSEIF tp2 (24) = 3 AND tyt (23)= 3
ia (cseq (z3),neq (z3)) = a (23)
ia ( 2 3 ) = a (30)
ia (3,31) = a (29)
ia (3,22) = a (8)
ia (4-22) = g (4)
ia (1,23) = g (24 - 2)
ia (2-23)= g (24 - 1)
ELSEIF tp2 (24) = 4 AND tyt (23)= 4
ia (cseq (z3),neq (23)) = a (23)
ELSEIF tp2 (z4) = 5 AND tyt (23) = 5
ia (cseq (z3),seq (23)) = a (fi)

ENDIF
ELSEIF tpl (24) = 4 AND tyj (23) = 1
ia (cseq (z3),neq (23)) = a (23)
ENDIF
IF tp4 (24) = 9 AND tp4 (24 - 1) = 1
ia (1.~4)= gs (z4 - 1)
ia ( 2 ~ 4=) gs (z4 - 2)
ELSEIF tp4 (24)= 9 AND tp4 (24 - 1) = 3
ia (l,z4) = gs (24- 1)
ia ( 2 ~ 4=) s (tnoatt (21 - 1))
ENDIF
RETURN ia (cseq (N),rseq (N))

Fzmdf
ra (2) = RANDOM (1) * 100
FORz9= 1 TO 5
FOR23= 1 TO9
IF OpDg (24) = 1
iF gs (24)= 29
[F tp4 (24)= 22
IF ra (2) <= workL (gs (z4),tp4 (24))
adt (24) = adapt ( 1)
IF adt (24) = adapt (1)
IF ra (2) <= workL (gs (zJ),tp4 (24) + 9)
rech (24) = Dos (1)
sre (24) = 1

rewo (21) = 1
rechnn (z 1) = O
ELSEE ra (2) <= workL (gs (zJ),rprl (z4) + 9 + 9)
rech (24) = Dos (2)
sch (z4) = 1
rechnn (21) = 1
rewo (z 1) = 0
ENDE
ENDIF
ELSE
adt (24) = adapt (2)
rech (24) = " "
sre (24) = O
SCh (24) = O
rechnn (21) = 0
ENDIF
ENDE
ENDIF
ELSEIF OpDg (24) = O
adt (24) = " "

rech (24) = " "
sre (24) = O
sch (24) = O
rewo (z 1) = 0
ENDIF
NEXT
NEXT
RETURN adt (N)

Fundis
IF tp4 (24) = 1
IF gs (24) = 3
ww3 (1,zl) = accept (1)
ELSEIF gs (24) 2 3
w v 3 (1 , A ) = accept (2)
ELSEIF gs (24)c 3
ww3 (1 ,A)= accept (2)

ENDE
ENDIF
IF Q4 (24)= 2
IF gS (24) = 3
ww3 (2,zl) = accept (1)
ELSEIF gs (24) > 3
ww3 (2,zl) = accept (2)
ELSEIF gs (24) < 3
ww3 (2,zl) = accept (2)
ENDiF
ENDTF

IF tp4 (24) = 3
IF gs (24) = 3
ww3 (3,zl) = accept (1)
ELSEIF gs (z4) > 3
ww3 (3,zl) = accept (2)
ELSEIF gs (24) c 3
ww3 (3,zl) = accept (2)
ENDiF
ENDIF
tp4 (24) = 4
IF gs (24) = 3
ww3 (4,zL ) = accept (1)
ELSEIF gs (24) 2 3
ww3 ( 4 ~ 1 =) accept (2)
ELSEIF gs (24) c 3
ww3 (4,zl) = accept (2)
ENDIF
ENDIF
tp4 (24)= 5
IF gs (24) = 3
ww3 (5,z1) = accept (1)
ELSEIF gs (24) > 3
ww3 (521) = accept (2)
ELSELF gs (z4) < 3
ww3 (521) = accept (2)
ENDIF
ENDIF
R E r n ww3 (N,N)

rua2 (24) = na (TATT (21) + 1)
revar ( 2 ~ 4=) var (TATT (z 1) + 1 )
recomp (2,z4) = comp (TATT (21) + 1)
IF na (TA'IT (21) + 1) <= t (1,TATT (zl) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 1
ELSEIF na (TATT(zl) + 1) <= t (2,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT(21) + 1) = 2
ELSEIF na (TATT (zl) + 1) <= t (3,TATT (zl) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 3
ELSEIF na (TA= (21) + 1) <= t (4,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 4
ELSEIF na (TATT (zl) + 1) > t (4,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT(zl)+ 1) = 5
ENDIF

!----------------

!--------------------------!----------------------------

ELSEIF tpl (24) = 3 AND tp2 (24) = 2
IF tp3 (24) = 1
ngs (24 - 1) = ngs (24)
IF ngs (24 - 1) >= 3
ng (24- 1) = LTNIFORM (tg (tp4 (24 - 1),4),tg (tp4 (24 - 1),5),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24 - 1) = 2
ng (24 - 1) = UNIFORhl (tg (tp4 (24 - 1),3),tg (tp4 (24 - 1),4),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24 - 1) = 1
ng (24 - 1) = UNIFORM (tg (tp4 (24 - 1),2),tg (tp4 (24 - 1),3),2)
ENDIF
nrg (24) = ng (24)
mai (24) = ngs (24)
nrg(z4- I ) = n g (24- 1)
na (tnoatt (zi) - 1) = ia (1.24 - 1) - ng (24- 1)
revar ( 1 ~ 4=) var (tnoatt (z1 ) - 1)
recomp (1,z4) = comp (tnoatt (zl) - 1)
actt (24) = act (tnoatt (21) - 1)
rett (24) = ret (tnoatt (z 1) - 1)
rettac (21) = rett (24)
rai (24 - 1) = ia ( 1 ~ -4 1)
nral (24 - 1) =na (tnoatt (21) - 1)
IF na(tnoatt (zl) - 1) <= t (1,tnoatt (21) - 1)
ns (tnoatt (zl) - 1) = 1
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (21) - 1) <= t (2,tnoatt (21) - 1)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = 2
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (21) - 1) <= t (3,tnoatt (zl ) - 1)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = 3
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (zl) - 1) <= t (4,tnoatt (zl) - 1)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = 4
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (21) - 1) <= t (5,tnoatt (21) - 1)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = 5

ENDIF
ELSEIF tp3 (24) = 2
na (tnoatt (z1) - 1) = ia ( 1 ~ 4-) ng (24)
mai (24) = na (tnoatt (2 1) - 1)
revar (1,z4) = var (tnoatt (z 1) - 1)
recomp ( 1,z4) = comp (tnoatt (z 1) - 1)
actt (A)= act (tnoatt (21) - 1)
rett (24) = ret (tnoatt (21) - 1)
rettac (zl) = rett (24)
rat (zd) = i a (1 ,z4)
nrg (24) = ng (24)
[F na (tnoatt (21) - 1) <= t (1,tnoatt (zl) - 1)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = 1
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (21) - 1) <= t (2,tnoatt (21) - 1)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = 2
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (21) - 1) <= t (3,tnoatt (zl ) - 1)
ns(tnoatt(z1) - 1) = 3
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (21) - 1) <= t (4,tnoatt (zl ) - I )
ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = 4
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (21) - 1) > t (5,tnoatt (21) - 1)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = 5
ENDIF
ngs (24 + 1) = ngs (24)
nra 1 (24 + 1) = ngs (24)
IFngs(z4+ 1) > = 3
ng (24+ 1) = UMFORM (tg (tp4 (24 + 1),4),tg (tp4 (24 + 1),5),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24 + 1) = 2
ng (24 + 1) = m O R M (tg (tp4 (24 + 1),3),tg (tp4 (24 + 1),1),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24 + 1) = 1
ng (24 + 1) = UNIFORM (tg (tp4 (24 + 1),2),tg (tp4 (24 + 1),3),2)
ENDIF
nrg (24 + 1) = ng (24 + 1)
ENDF

!-----

--------

ELSEIF tpl (24) = 3 AM) tp2 (24) = 3
LF tp3 (z4) = 1
mg (24) = ng (24)
mai (24) = ngs (24)
ngs (24 - 1) =mai (24)
IF ss(24 - 1) = g ( ~ -42)
nra2 (24 - 1) = ml (24)
IF ngs (24) >= 3
ng (24 - 1) = UNIFORM (tg (rp4 (24 - 2),4),tg (tp4 (24 - 2),5),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24) = 2
ng (24 - 1) = UMFORM (tg (tp4 (24 - 2),3),tg (tp4 (24 - 2),4),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24) = 1

ng (24 - 1) = W F O R M (tg (Q4 (24 - 2),2).tg (tp4 (24 - 2),3),2)
ENDIF
mg (24 - 2) = nrg (24 - 1)
ng(z4 - 1) =nrg(z4- 1)
ng (24 - 2) = ng (z4 - 1)
ngs (z4 - 2) = ngs (24 - 1)
na(tnoatt(z1)- l)=ia(l.24 - 2 ) - n g ( z 4 - 2 )
revar ( 1 ~ 4 =
) var (tnoatt (z 1) - 1)
recomp ( 1.z4) = comp (tnoatt (z 1) - 1)
actt (24)= act (tnoatt (z 1) - 1 1
rett (24) = ret (tnoatt (zl) - 1)
rettac (21) = rett (24)
mal (24 - 2) = na (tnoatt (21) - 1)
rai (24 - 2) = ia (l,z4 - 2)
ELSE
ss(24 - I ) = ~ (24s 3)
mai (24 - 1) = nral (24)
IF ngs (24) >= 3
ng (24 - 1) = UN'FORM (tg (tp4 (24 - 3),4),tg (tp4 (24 - 3),5),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24) = 2
ng (24 - 1) = l-JNIF0EI.M (tg (tp4 (24 - 3),3),tg (tp4 (24 - 3),4),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24)= 1
ng (24 - 1) = LMIFORM (tg (tp4 (24 - 3),2),tg ( ~ (24
4 - 3),3),2)
ENDF
mg (24 - 3) = nrg (24 - 1)
ng(24 - 1) =nrg (24- 1)
ng (24 - 3) = ng (24 - 1)
ngs (24 - 3) = ngs (24 - 1)
ng (24 - 4) = g (24- 5) - ng (24 - 3)
nrg (24 - 4) = nral (24 - 3)
rai (24- 3) = g (24 - 5)
IF ng (24 - 4) <= t (1,tpJ (24 - 4))
ngs (24 - 4) = 1
ELSEIF ng (24 - 4) <= t (2,tp4 (24 - 4))
ngs (24 - 4) = 2
ELSEIF ng (24 - 4) <= t (3,tp4 (24 - 4))
ngs (24 - 4) = 3
ELSEIF ng (24 - 4) <= t (4,tp4 (24 - 4))
ngs (24 - 4) = 4
ELSEIF ng (24 - 4) <= t (5,tp4 (24 - 4))
ngs (z4 - 4) = 5
ENDF
na(tnoatt (21) - 3) = ng (24 - 4) - ia ( 1 ~ -44) - ia ( 3 ~ -44) - ia (4,&
revar ( 1 ~ 4=) var (tnoatt (z 1) - 3)
recomp ( 1 ~ 4=) comp (tnoatt (21) - 3)
actt (24) = act (tnoatt (21) - 3)

rett (z4) = ret (tnoatt (21) - 3)
rettac (21) = rett (24)
ra1 (24 - 4) = ia (l,z4 - 4)
ra2 (24 - 4) = ia ( 3 ~ -44)
ra3 (24 - 4) = ia ( 4 ~ -44)
nra 1 (24 - 4) = na (tnoatt (z 1) - 3)
nrg (24 - 4) = ng (24 - 4)
IF na(tnoatt(z1)- 3)<= t(l,tnoatt(zl) - 3)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 3) = 1
ELSEIF na ( m a n (21) - 3) <= t (2,tnoaa (z!) - 3)
ns (tnoatt (zl) - 3) = 2
ELSELF na (tnoatt (21) - 3) <= t (3,tnoatt (21) - 3)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 3) = 3
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (zl) - 3) c= t (4,tnoatt (21) - 3)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 3 ) = 4
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (21) - 3) <= t (5,tnoatt (zl) - 3)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 3) = 5
ENDIF
ENDiF
!------------------------*-----------ELSEIF tp3 (24) = 2

nrg (24) = ng (24)
ngs (zJ + 1) = ngs (24)
nra i (24 + 1) = ngs (24)
IFngs(z4+ 1) > = 3
ng (24 + 1) = UNIFORM
ELSEIF ngs (24 + 1) = 2
ng(z4+ 1) =üN?FOFW
ELSEIF ngs (24 + 1) = 1
ng (24 + 1) = UNIFORM
ENDiF
IF gs (24) = gs (24 - 1)
ma2 (24) = ngs (24)
fF ngs (24) >= 3
ng (24) = üMFORM (tg
ELSELF ngs (24) = 2
ng (24) = UNIFORM (tg
ELSEIF ngs (24) = 1
ng (24) = üNIFORM (tg
m
f
f
mg (24 - 1) = nrg (24)
ng (24) = mg (24)
ng (24- 1) = ng (z4)
ngs (24- 1) = ngs (24)
na (tnoatt (21) - 1) = ia(l,z4 - 1) - ng (24 - 1)
revar ( 1 ~ 4=) var (tnoatt (z 1) - 1)

recomp (1,z4) = comp (tnoatt (21) - 1)
actt (z4) = act (tnoatt (21) - 1)
rett (z4) = ret (tnoatt (21) - 1)
rettac (21) = rett (24)
nral (24 - 1) = na (tnoatt (zl) - 1)
rai (24 - 1) = ia (1,zJ - 1)
IF na (tnoatt (21) - 1) <= t (1,tnoatt (zl) - 1)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = I
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (z 1) - 1) <= t (2,tnoatt (21) ns (tnoatt(z1) - !) = 2
ELSEIF na (tnoaa (z 1) - 1) <= t (3,tnoatt (z 1) ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = 3
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (zl ) - 1) c= t (4,tnoatt (z1) ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = 4
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (zl) - 1) c= t (5,hioatt (zl) ns (tnoatt(z1) - 1) = 5
ENDLF

1)
1)
1)

1)

ELSE
gS (24) = gS (24- 2)
nra 1 (24) = ngs (24)
IF ngs (24) >= 3

ng (24) = UNIFORM (tg (tp4 (24- 2),4),tg (tp4 (z4 - 2),5),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24) = 2
ng (24) = CMIFORM (tg (tp4 (24 - 2),3),tg (tp4 (24 - 2),4),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24) = 1
ng (24) = üNIFORM (tg (tp4 (z4 - 2),2),tg (tp4 (24 - 2),3),2)
ENDrF
nrg (24)= ng (24)
nrg (24 - 2) = mg (24)
ng (24 - 2) = ng (24)
ngs (24 - 2) = ngs (24)
ng (24 - 3) = g (24 - 4) - ng (24 - 2)
nrg (z4 - 3) = nral (24 - 2)
rai (24- 2) = g (24 - 4)
iF ng (24 - 3) <= t (l,tp4 (24 - 3))
ngs (24 - 3) = 1
ELSEIF ng (24 - 3) ¢t (2,tp4 (24 - 3))
ngs (24 - 3) = 2
ELSEIF ng (24 - 3) <= t (3,tp4 (24 - 3))
ngs (24 - 3) = 3
ELSEIF ng (24 - 3) <= t (4414 (24 - 3))
ngs (z4 - 3) = 4
ELSEIF ng (24- 3) <= t (5,tp4 (24 - 3))
ngs (24 - 3) = 5
ENDIF
na (tnoatt (21) - 3) = ng (24 - 3) - ia (1,z4 - 3) - ia ( 3 ~ -43) - ia ( 4 ~ -43)

revar (1,z4) = var (tnoatt (z 1) - 3 )
recomp (1,z4) = comp (tnoatt (21) - 3)
actt (24) = act (tnoatt (21) - 3)
rett (24) = ret (tnoatt (zl) - 3)
rettac (21) = rett (24)
IF na (tnoatt (21) - 3) <= t (1,tnoatt (zl) - 3)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 3 ) = l
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (zl) - 3) <= t (2,tnoatt (zl) - 3)
ns (tnoatt (21)- 3) = 2
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (21) - 3) <= t (3.tnoatt (21) - 3)
ns(tnoatt(z1) -3) = 3
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (z 1) - 3) <= t (4,tnoatt (z 1) - 3)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 3) = 4
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (21) - 3) <= t (5,tnoatt (zl) - 3)
ns (tnoatt (21)- 3) = 5
ENDIF
rat (24 - 3) = i a ( l j 4 - 3)
ra2 (24 - 3) = ia ( 3 ~ -43)
ra3 (24 - 3) = ia ( 4 ~ -43)
nrai (24- 3) = na (tnoatt (z 1) - 3)
mg (24 - 3) = ng (z4 - 3)
ENDIF
!----

ELSEIF tp3 (24)= 3
nrg (24) = ng (24)
na (tnoatt (z 1) - 1) = ia ( 1,z4) - ng (24)
revar ( 1 ~ 4 =) var (tnoatt (z 1) - 1)

recomp ( 1 ~ 4=) comp (tnoatt (2 1) - 1)
actt (24) = act (tnoatt (21) - 1)
rett (z4) = ret (tnoatt (z 1) - 1)
rettac (21) = rett (24)
IF na(tnoatt (21) - 1) <= t (l,tnoatt(zl) - 1)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = 1
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (21) - 1) <= t (2,tnoatt (21) - 1)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = 2
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (z 1) - 1) <= t (3,tnoatt (z 1) - 1)
ns (tnoatt ( A ) - 1) = 3
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (zl ) - 1) c= t (4,tnoatt (zl ) - 1)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = 4
ELSEIF na (tnoatt (21) - 1) <= t (5,tnoatt (21) - 1)
ns (tnoatt (21) - 1) = 5
ENDF
IF gs (24)= gs (z4 + 1)
ma2 (24 + 1) = ngs (24)
ng (24 + 1) = ng (24)
ngs (24 + 1) = ngs (24)

ng (24 + 3) = W O R M (tg (tp4 (24 + 3),2),tg (tp4 (z4 + 3),3),2)
ENDIF
nrg (24 + 3) = ng (24 + 3)
ENDIF
ENDIF

ELSEIF tp 1 (24) = 3 AND tp2 (24) >= 4
IF tp3 (24) = 1
mg (24) = ng (24)
m a l (24) = ngs (24)
ngs (24 - 1) = nral (z4)

I F g s ( ~ 4 l- ) = g ~ ( ~ 4 - 2 )
ma 1 (24 - 1) = nra 1 (24)
IF ngs (24) >= 3
ng (24 - 1) = UMFORM (tg (tp4 (24 - 2),4),tg (tp4 (24 - 2),5),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24) = 2
ng (24 - 1) = W O R M (tg (tp4 (24 - 2),3),tg (tp4 (24 - 2),4),2)
ELSEIF ngs (z4) = 1
ng (24 - 1) = W O R M (tg (tp4 (24 - 2),2),tg (tp4 (24 - 2),3),2)
ENDIF
nrg (24 - 2) = mg (24 - 1)
ng (24 - 1) = nrg (24 - 1)
ng(z4-2) = ng(24- 1)
ngs (zJ - 2) = ngs (24 - 1)
na (TATT (zl) + 1) = ia (l,z4 - 2) - ng (24 - 2)
revar ( l,24) = var (TATT (z1) + 1)
recomp (1,z4) = comp (TATT (zl) + 1)
actt (24)= act (TATT (21) + 1)
rett (24) = ret (TATI' (z 1) + 1)
rettac (z 1) = rett (24)
nra 1 (24 - 2) = na (TATT (z 1) + 1)
n i (24 - 2) = ia (1,24 - 2)
IF na (TATT (21) + 1) <= t (1,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT(21) + 1) = 1
ELSEIF na (TATT (21) + 1) <= t (2,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 2
ELSEIF na (TATT (21) + 1) c= t (3,TATT (21) + 1)
ns(TATT(zl)+ 1 ) = 3
ELSEIF na (TATT (21) + 1) -==t (4,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 4
ELSEIF na (TATT (21) + 1) <= t (5,TAïT (zl) + 1)
ns(TATT(z1) + 1) = 5
ENDIF

ELSE

gs (24 - 1) = s (tnoatt (zl) - 1)
ma2 (24 - 1) = mal (24)

IF ngs (z4) >= 3

ng (24 - 1) = UNIFORM (t (3,tnoatt (z 1) - 1),t (5,tnoatt (21) - 1),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24) = 2
ng (21 - 1) = UNIFORM (t (2,tnoatt (21) - l),t (3,tnoatt (21) - 1),2)
ELSEIF ngs (z4) = 1
ng (24 - 1) = UNIFORM (t (1,tnoatt (zl) - l),t (2,tnoatt (21) - 1),2)
ENDIF
ENDIF
na (tnoatt (21) - 1) = ng (24 - 1)
revar (1 ,z4) = var (~noatr(71) - 1)
recomp ( 1 ~ 4=) comp (tnoatt (zl) - 1)
actt (24) = act (tnoatt (zl) - 1)
rett (z4) = ret (tnoatt (21) - 1)
rettac (z 1) = rett (24)
ns (tnoatt (zl ) - 1) = ngs (24)
!---------- --------- -- ELSEIF tp3 (24) = 2
nrg (z4) = ng (24)
ngs (24 + 1) = ngs (24)
rirai (24 + 1) = ngs (24)
IF ngs (24+ 1) >==3
ng (24 + 1) = CTNIFORM (tg (tp4 (z4 + 1),4),tg (tp4 (24 + l),j),Z)
ELSEIF ngs (24 + 1) = 2
ng (24 + 1) = IMTFORM (tg (tp4 (z4 + 1),3),tg (tp4 (24 + 1),4),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24 + 1) = 1
ng (24 + 1) = IMIFORM (tg (tp4 (24 + 1),2),tg (tp4 (24 + 1),3),2)
ENDIF
IF gs (24) =gs (24 - 1)
nral (24) = ngs ( ~ 4 )
ng (24 - 1) = ng (24)
nrg (24 - 1) = nrg (z4)
ng(z4- 1) =ng(z4)
ngs (24- 1) = ngs ((24)
na(TATT(z1) + 1) = ia(l,24- 1) -ng (24- 1)
revar ( l ,z4) = var (TATT (z 1) + 1)
recomp ( 1,id)= cornp (TATT (21) + 1)
actt (24) = act (TATT (A)+ 1)
rett (24)= ret (TATT(z1) + 1)
rettac (21) = rett (24)
IF na(TATT(z1) + 1) <= t (1,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT(21) + 1) = 1
ELSEIF na (TATT (21) + 1) <= t (2,TATT (zl) + 1)
ns (TATT (zl) + 1) = 2
ELSEIF na (TA= (21) + 1) <= t (3,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 2 ) = 3
ELSEIF na (TATT (zl) + 1) <= t (4,TATT (21) + 1)

ns (TATT (LI) + 1) = 4
ELSEIF na (TATT (z 1) + 1) <= t (5,TATT (zl) + 1)
ns (TATT (zl) + 1) = 5
ENDIF
ELSE
gs (24) = s (tnoatt (zl) - 1)
ma2 (24) = ngs (24)
IF ngs (24)r 3
ng (24) = üNiFORM (t (3,tnoatt (21) - l),t (5,moan (21) - 1),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24) = 2
ng (z4) = LNIFORM (t (2,tnoatt (zl) - l),t (3,tnoatt (Z1) - 1),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24) = 1
ng (24) = UNIFORM (t (1,tnoatt (zl) - l),t (3,inoatt (zl) - 1),2)
END IF
nrg(z4- l ) = ng(z4 - 1)
na(tnoatt (zl) - 1) =ng(z4 - 1)
revar ( 1,z4) = var (tnoatt (z 1) - 1)
recomp ( 1 ~ 4=
) comp (tnoatt (21) - 1)
aca (24) = act (tnoatt (21) - 1)
ren (24) = ret (tnoatt (21) - 1)
rettac (21) = rett (24)
ns (tnoan (21) - 1) = ngs (24)

ENDIF
1

,

-

ELSEIF tp3 (24) = 3
nrg (24) = ng (24)
na (TATT (21) + 1) = ia (l,zJ) - ng (24)
revar ( l ,z4) = var (TATT(z 1) + 1)
recomp (1,z4) = comp (TATT (21) + 1)
actt ( ~ 4=) act (TATT (21) + 1)
rett (24) = ret (TATT (21) + 1 )
rettac (zi ) = rett (24)
IF na (TATT(zl) + 1) <= t (1,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = i
ELSEIF na (TATT(21) + 1) C= t (2,TATT (zl) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 2
ELSEIF na (TATT (zl) + 1) <= t (3JATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 3
ELSEIF na (TATT (21) + 1) <= t (4,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 4
ELSEIF na (TATT(21) + 1) <= t (5,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 5
ENDE
IF gs (24) =gs (24 + 1)
nra 1 (24+ 1) = ngs (24)
ng (24 + 1) = ng (24)

ngs (24 + 1) = ngs (24)
nrg (24+ 1) = ngs (24 + 1)
ngs (24 + 2) = ngs (24)
nrai (24 + 2) = ngs (24 + 2)
IF ngs (24 + 2) >= 3
ng (24 + 2) = UNIFORM (tg (tp4 (24 + î),J),tg (tp4 (24 + 2),5),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24 + 2) = 2
ng (24 + 2) = UMFORM (tg (tpJ (24+ 2),3),tg (tp4 (24 + 2),4),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24 + 2) = 1
ng (24 + 2) = UNIFORM (tg (tp4 (24+ 2L21.Q (tp4 (24 + 2).31.21
ENDIF
ENDrF

1

--
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ELSEIF tpl (24) = 3 AND tp2 (24) = 5
IF tp3 (24) = 1
nrg (24) = ng ( ~ 4 )
mal (24) = ngs (z4)
ngs (24 - 1) = nra 1 (24)
IF gS (24- 1) = gS (24 - 2)
nral (24- 1) = mal (24)
IF ngs (24) >= 3
ng (24 - 1) = UNLFORM (tg (tp4 (24 - 2),4),tg (tp4 (24 - 2).5),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24)= 2
ng (24 - 1) = UNIFORM (tg (tp4 (24 - 2),3),tg (tp4 (24 - 2),4),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24) = 1
ng (24 - 1) = UNIFORM (tg (tp4 (24 - 2),2),tg (tp4 (24 - 2),3),2)
ENDIF
nrg (24 - 2) = nrg (24 - 1)
ng (24 - 1) = m g (24 - 1)
ng(z4-2)=ng(z4- 1)
ngs(z4-2) = ngs (24 - 1)
na(TATT(z1) + 1) = i a ( l , z J - 2)-ng(z4-2)
revar ( 1 ~ 4=) var (TATT (z 1) + 1)
recomp (1,z4) = comp (TATT(21) + 1)
actt (24) = act (TATT (z 1) + 1)
rett (24) = ret (TATT(z 1) + 1)
rettac (zl) = rett (24)
nral (24 - 2) = na (TATT (21) + 1)
rai (24 - 2) = ia (1,zJ - 2)
IF na (TATT (21) + 1) c= t (1,TATT (zl) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 1
ELSEIF na (TA'IT (21) + 1) <= t (Z?TATT(A)+ 1)
ns (TATT(21) + 1) = 2
ELSEIF na (TATI' (21) + 1) <= t (3,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT(21) + 1) = 3
ELSEIF na (TATT (2 1) + 1) <= t (4,TATT (z 1) + 1)
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rettac (z 1) = rett (24)
IF na (TATT (21) + 1) <= t (1,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT (zl) + 1) = 1
ELSEIF na (TATT (21) + 1) == t (2,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT (zl) + 1) = 2
ELSEIF na (TATT (zl) + 1) <= t (3,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 3
ELSEIF na (TATT (zl) + 1) <= t (4,TATT (21) + 1)
ns(TATT(zl)+ 1) = 4
ELSETFna(TATT(zl)+ 1) <= t (S,TATT(zl) + 1 )
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 5
ENDF

ELSE
gs (24) = s (tnoatt (z 1) - 1)
ma2 (24) = ngs (24)
ngs (24) >= 3
ng (24) = W O R M (t (3,tnoatt (2 1) - 1),t (5,tnoatt (Z 1) - 1),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24) = 2
ng (24) = W O R b l (t (2,tnoatt (zi ) - l),t (3,tnoatt (21)- 1),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24) = 1
ng (24) = W O R M (t (1.moatt (21) - l),t (2,moatt (z 1) - 1),2)
ENDIF
na(tnoatt(z1) - 1) = ng(z4- 1)
ns (tnoatt (zl) - 1) = ngs (24)
revu ( l,24) = var (tnoatt (z 1) - 1)
recomp (1,z4) = comp (tnoatt (21) - 1)
actt (24) = act (tnoatt (z 1) - 1)
rett (24)= ret (tnoatt (21) - 1)
rettac (zl ) = rett (24)

ENDIF

!----- *

--4-

ELSEIF tp3 (24) = 3
nrg (24) = ng (24)
na(TA'ïï (21) + 1) = ia ( 1 ~ 4-) ng (24)
revar ( 1 ~ 4=) var (TATT (z 1) + 1)
recomp (1,z4) = comp (TATT (21) + 1)
actt (24) = act (TATT (21) + 1)
rett (z4) = ret (TATT (z 1) + 1)
rettac (z 1) = rett (z4)
IF na (TATT (21) + 1) <= t (1,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT (A)+ 1) = 1
ELSEIF na (TATT(21) + 1) <= t (2,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 2
ELSEIF na (TATT(21) + 1) c= t (3,TATT (21) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 3
ELSEIF na (TA= (21) + 1) <= t (4,TATT (21) + 1)

ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 4
ELSEIF na (TATT (zl) + 1) <= t (STTATT(21) + 1)
ns (TATT (21) + 1) = 5
ENDIF
IF gs (24) = gs (24 + 1)
nra 1 (24 + 1) = ngs (24)
ng (z4 + 1) = ng (24)
ngs (24 + 1) = ngs (24)
mg (24 + 1) = ngs (24 + 1)
ngs (74+ 2) = ngs (24)
mal (24 + 2) = ngs (24 + 2)
iF ngs (24 + 2) >= 3
W (24 + 2) = M O R M (tg (tp4 (24 + 2),4),tg (tp4 (24 + 2),5),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24 + 2) = 2
ng (24 + 2) = UNIFORM (tg (tp4 (24 + 2),3),ig (rp4 (24 + 2),4),2)
ELSEIF ngs (24 + 2) = 1
ng (24 + 2) = U m O R M (tg (tp4 (24 + 2),2),tg (tp4 (24 + 2),3),2)

!-

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

- --------

ENDiF
ELSEIF tpl (24) = 4 AND tp3 (24) = 1
(24) = gs (24)
IF nra l (24) >= 3
mg (24 - 1) = UMFORM (t (2,tnoatt (2l)),t (5,moaa (z 1)),2)
ELSEiF nral (24) = 2
nrg (24 - 1) = W O R M (t (1,tnoatt (z l)),t (2,tnoan (z 1)),2)
ELSEIF nral (24) = 1
mg (24 - 1) = UNEORM (t (1,tnoatt (zl )),t (1.tnoatt (zl)),î)
ENDE
na (tnoatt (21)) = nrg (24 - 1)
ns (tnoatt (z1)) = nra 1 (24)
revu ( 1, ~ 4 =) var (tnoatt (z 1))
recomp ( 1,24) = comp (tnoatt (z 1))
actt (24)= act (tnoatt (21))
rea (24) = ret (tnoatt (21))
rettac (z 1) = rett (24)
ENDIF
!---.--p

ELSEIF rech (24) = Dos (2)
~h.KlUrn
(24) = 1
revar (l,24) = var (tnoatt (z 1))
recomp ( 1 ~ 4=) comp (tnoatt (21))
aca (24)= act (tnoatt (21))
FORx=ITO51

---------------

IF comp (x) = comp (tnoatt (21))
chcomp (x) = comp (x)
chact (x) = act (x)
chMact (24) = Mact (x)
chmmact (z 1 ) = chMact (24)
chvar (x) = var (x)
newa (N) = Fchatt ()
ENDIF
NEXT
ELSEIF rech (24) = " "
revar (1 ,z4) = O
recomp (1 ,z4) = 0
revar ( 2 ~ 4=) O
recomp ( 2 ~ 4 =) 0
rett (24) = O
actt (24) = O
chMact (24) = 0
chmmact (21) = chMact (24)
ENDIF
nrg (NI

~~

Funti
IF rechm (N) >= 1
Tchti = TCycTi
ELSEIF N = 1
cti (N) = c 0
tcti (N) = cyc (N)
CycleTi = cti O\I)
TCycTi = tcti
ûti (N) = rettac (N)
Trewti = trti CN)
ELSEIF N =- 1
cti (N) = c (N) + cti (N- 1)
CycleTi = cti (N)
tcti
= cyc (N) + tcti (N - 1)
TCycTi = tcti (N)
trtili'l)=rettac(N)+trti(N- 1)
Trewti = ûîi (N)
ENDIF
R E W cti (N)

Decision
IF LL = 333
iFSA=l
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1

ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 233
IFSA=l
Dec = I
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4

Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDIF

ELSEIF LL,= 133
IFSA=l
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 323
lFSA=l
Dec = t
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 3

Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = 1

ELSELF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 223

IFSA=l
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 123
iFSA=l
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 3 13

IFSA=1
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 213
IFSA=l
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O

ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = I
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 113
IFSA=l
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = C)
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDIF
!---

ELSEIF LL = 332
iFSA=l
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = 1
ELSEFF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 232
IFSA=!

Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = 1
ELSELF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = I
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 132
IFSA=l
Dec = 1
ELSETF SA = 2

Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDLF
ELSEIF LL = 322
fFSA=1

Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDiF
ELSEIF LL = 222
IFSA= 1

Dec = I
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 122
iFSA=1

Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = O
ELSETF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = O
ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 3 12
IFSA= I

Dec = I
ELSEF SA = 2
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 2 12
IFSA=l
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDIF
ELSEF LL = 112
iFSA=1

Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1
ENDIF
1,
,
,
,

ELSEIF LL = 33 1
IFSA= t
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF S A = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = 1

ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 33 1
FSA=l
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2

Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 3

Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = O

ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 131
FSA=I

Dec = O

ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = O
ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 321
IFSA=l
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2

Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = O
ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = 221
IFSA=l
Dec = 1
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O

ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = O
ENDIF
ELSEIF LL = t 2 1
JFSA= 1

Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = 0

ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = O
ENDIF
ELSEIF L L = W
LFSA=l
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = O
ENDIF
ELSEF LL = 21 1
IFSA=1
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 3
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = O
ENDE
ELSEIF LL = 1 1 1
IFSA=1
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 2
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 3

Dec = O

ELSEIF SA = 4
Dec = O
ELSEIF SA = 5
Dec = O
ENDE
ENDLF
RE'I[ZTRN Dec

Fun6
TF ia (1,z4) < ia (2,2424)
g (24) = g (24 - 1)

ELSEIF tpJ (24 - 1) = 3
g (24) = a (tnoatt (z 1 - 1))
ELSEIF tp4 (24 - 1) = 1
g (24) = g (24- 2)
ENDrF
EN tu RN g M

Fundis2
22 = tnoatt (z1) - tnoatt 1 (z1)
CO (21)= 21

(21)
F O R S = 1 TOz2
Lnnna (29) = Enna (TATT(z1)-b (z9 - 1))
Ina ( ~ 9=) a (TATT (z 1) + (29 - 1 ))
Ins (29)= s (TATT(21)+ (29 - 1))
FORz10 =no (21) + 1 TO 6
h n n a (z 1 0) = NONE
h a (210)= 0
Ins (z10) = O
NEXT
NEXT
RETURN CO
CO0

= CO

Fundis3
73 = tnoatt (21) - tnoatt 1 (z 1)
FORz9= 1 TOz3
cooo (21) = 1
afa (29) = na (TATT (z 1) + (29 - 1))
afs (29) = ns (TATT (21) + (29 - 1))
NEXT
a f g ( l ) = n g ( i j l (21))
afg (2) = ng (jj2 (21))
afgs (1) = ngs (jj! (II))
afgs (2) = ngs (jj 2 (2 1))
RETURN cooo CN)

